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LEE BING
Founder of California's Historical Town of Locke
jEAN

Rossi

In the year 1881 in the small village of Nam-tong, in the
Chungshan District of the Kwangtung Province of South China an
eight year old Chinese boy could often be seen following behind
his peasant father, turned merchant. From the end of a pole carried over the father's shoulder hung his basket of merchandise,
cloth, thread and needles. The boy, Lee Bing, was destined to
found one of California's most unique pioneer towns-the town of
Locke, the most oriental of California communities that lies tucked
behind and attached to a levee of the Sacramento River approximately thirty miles south of California's capitol.
Lee Bing's story is not only adventurous but a lesson in honesty,
determination and not knowing the word failure. "Failure is not a
set back. You only fail when you give up." Lee Bing lived by this
philosophy throughout his ninety seven years. His funeral on
March 6, 1970,. was televised and articles on his life and death
were front page news.
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Bing was the sixth child of eight children (three boys and five
girls), all left motherless when Bing was seven. Adventure was in
the blood of the male members of this family at least the three
eldest. The father, as a youth, had gone to Australia's gold rush in
1855 from where he eventually returned as poor as he had left . His
oldest son sailed off to America in the 1880's also in search of
"gold" with no more success than his father but he became a
Catholic and painter of altars in churches of his chosen religion in
California, Washington and Oregon. He eventually established
himself as a restaurant owner only to lose it when he became an
alcoholic; while Bing at the age of ten, having the same
adventurous blood in his veins, decided school was an uninteresting
place most of the time, "I attended school not to study; only to
play." The nearby hills were more exciting. In the hills he could
see far off, see the "world," he could visit the sheepherder's camps
and listen to their fascinating stories and help tend their sheep. In
the hills he met monks who taught him Kung Fu, the ancient
Chinese art of self defense, an art he would not use in China, but
in a notorious spot in a distant land, San Francisco's Barbary
Coast, where a "Chinaman" was only a person to bedevil
particularly if he was only a tiny "Chinaman" - five foot four and
approximately one hundred twenty five pounds.
The opportunity that was to take Lee Bing across the Pacific
Ocean occured when he was twenty one. The Columbia Exposition in Chicago wanted some fifty Chinese to use as laborers. In
America the "yellow man" had already established himself as an
excellent and willing worker, quiet, well-behaved and one who
accepted little pay. These fifty Chinese, with their strange oriental
eyes, coolie clothing, and long pleated black queues hanging down
their backs, would also be used as colorful "curiosities" at the
Exposition. At that time few Americans had ever seen a Chinese .
To get to America Bing was required to pay his own passage and
money was what Lee Bing didn't have. But so great was his want
to go to the "golden land" that he borrowed the money- how he
would repay it, he did not know, but pay it he would for from this
time to the end of his life he never left a debt unpaid . And so it
was that this penniless young man, whose peasant ancestors seven
hundred years before had left their flooded fields and home in the
Fukien Province, now set sail for America- but the future would
bring Lee Bing back to China, not as he had left it- penniless, but
as a man of wealth and prestige.
His experience in Chicago was short and mysterious. It lasted
only four days. "I was kept locked in a hotel room. My food was
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rice and tea . On the fourth day I was put on a train and sent back
to San Francisco, the port where I had arrived in America. I did
not know why I had been sent back. At that time I could neither
· understand or speak English. Perhaps they had more Chinese than
they needed . And I didn't have to pay for my return to San
Francisco because the paper I had signed in China agreed to bring
me to Chicago and back to my port of entry- from there, I found,
one could lose himself and his identity in the alleyways of
Chinatown.
California, however, was not too happy with its Chinese
population. The United States census of 1870 recorded 71,323
Chinese in California, and an estimated count made in 1885 of the
Chinese population in San Francisco's Chinatown was 30,000
living within a twelve square block area. This unhappiness resulted
in the Chinese being discriminated against, beaten, robbed and
even murdered so the Chinese were forced into tight knitted
groups for self protection and survival. Because of this necessity to
help one another, Lee Bing was quickly befriended by a Chinatown merchant, a Mr. Leong, owner of a general merchandise
store. Mr. Leong took him into his home, treated him like a son
and taught him about merchandising and handling of money.
There was one particular day Lee Bing remembered above all
others while he was in San Francisco. It was the day that Mr.
Leong asked him to deliver a package to a Barbary Coast brothel.
Just as he had completed his delivery and the brothel door had
closed, he was attacked by two young boys. One pinned his arms
to his sides and the other held his queue in one hand and a knife in
the other. Bing had been in San Francisco long enough to know
that the boys were some of the dreaded young hoodlums that ran
in gangs performing all sorts of atrocities, particularly to Chinese.
Bing knew he was about to lose part of his precious long thick
queue. He had heard that the hoodlums collected them. Bing
made two quick movements with his legs and body. One hoodlum
crashed against the building; the other lay in the street. As Bing
ran through the alley-like streets back to Leong's establishment, he
remembered thinking, "The monks on the mountain would have
been proud of me."
It was Mr. Leong who first took Lee Bing to the levee town of
Walnut Grove on the Sacramento Delta, approximately seventy
miles east of San Francisco. Many times in later years Bing told of
how he felt and of his thoughts when he saw the delta for the first
time. "Opportunity was here. On these thousands and thousands of
fertile acres a Chinese could make money, money to return to China,
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live, go into business and die." Most of the Chinese that came to
America in the eighteen hundreds and early nineteen hundreds
came only with that thought in mind- to accumulate sufficient
money to return to their native land, there live comfortably in
their old age, and be buried near their ancestors.
Bing also recalled how this "paradise" swarmed with mosquitos.
The miles of waterways and sloughs that wove their way through
the delta were a perfect breeding ground for them. "I had to sleep
with a net over my bed at night to keep from being eaten alive ."
Because six to seven hundred Chungshan people, people from
Bing's District in China, lived and worked in or near Walnut
Grove, Bing felt at home there so it was there he decided to live.
Walnut Grove's Chinatown was on the east bank of the
Sacramento River just north of the present big bridge. It was
composed of nothing but wooden buildings along each side of the
dirt levee road with the west row overhanging the river. All the
buildings had their store fronts flush with the levee road but the
buildings themselves were supported from beneath by twenty foot
pilings- a guard against the ravishing floods. The owners lived,
for economical reasons, in the unused areas of the buildings such as
inner-rooms or downstairs. Back of the buildings on the east side
was a narrow wooden-planked alleyway and another row of
wooden frame buildings all supported by more pilings. A person
could walk beneath this entire area and often a Chinese laborer
from a nearby farm could be found sleeping there in the
summertime.
Walnut Grove Chinatown was a wild and "open" place
particularly on weekends when it seemed to burst with people
participating in its many available activities- activities typical to
such a pioneer town- gambling, eating, drinking, opium smoking
and women. Its merchandise stores bustled with customers from
the local ranches.
Bing said he soon realized that, "If I were to remain in America,
I would have to learn English. Without the language, I could do
nothing because the Chinese that were making money and were
important in the community were those that could communicate
with the white man. If one could speak the white man's language,
your own people would look to you for leadership."
So Bing worked in the fields during the day and studied English
at night. Elderly ladies of Walnut Grove were his teachers whom
he paid a few dollars for lessons. And because Chinese dialects
differ so that the speaker of one often cannot understand the
speaker of another, he began studying the other dialects spoken by
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the Chinese in northern California. These he learned from his
friends. Bing taught himself to write and read Chinese.
After one season in the fields, Bing was eager to improve his
income and position. "Farming was only seasonal and you could
make so little money." Bing wanted to meet Mr. Alex Brown who
was the wealthy owner of hundreds of acres of farm land, the
Walnut Grove Hotel, the bank, a general merchandise store and
the telegraph office. It was again Mr. Leong who helped Bing. He
introduced him to Mr. Brown, an introduction that was to begin a
lasting friendship and Bing's first real position. The position, however, was not too impressive-only a dishwasher at Mr. Brown's
hotel but it was a step upward. The salary was wealth indeedtwenty dollars per month . Bing's duties, besides washing dishes,
included rising each morning at four to light the great wood and
coal stove in the kitchen, scrub the floors, and if the pump was not
working, carry buckets of water up and over the levee from the
river.
After one year, Bing felt he was ready to improve his station in
life. He began by asking the chef to teach him to prepare the
American dishes. As Bing put it, "You are getting older and will
soon be wanting to return to China." (The position of chef paid
three times what he was presently making.) With a few additional
ambitious suggestions from Bing, the chef did leave for China eight
months later and Bing became the new chef at the Walnut Grove
Hotel- at sixty dollars per month. It was a position he held for a
little over a year.
At the end of that time Bing could speak and understand
fluently two Chinese dialects, his own, Chungshan; and the
Choy-san District dialect which was the dialect spoken by the predominate number of Chinese in Walnut Grove. Bing was also
doing well in both Cantonese and English- well enough to
be understood and to understand. He also had been saving his
money. He now heard of a partnership for sale in a Chinatown
restaurant, but first there was a very important matter to be
attended to . Bing's oldest brother, who also was a part owner in a
restaurant and had become addicted to alcohol, had acquired considerable debts. The payment of this family debt was most
important to Bing, and only after the matter had been settled did
Bing turn to his personal interests of purchasing the partnership in
Walnut Grove and entering the restaurant business. Bing's new
partner was a Mr. Chan from San Francisco who taught him the
delicate art of Chinese cooking.
In the three short years Lee Bing had been in America he had
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advanced himself considerably . But this was to be only the
beginning. Quite soon there was to follow partnerships in a drygoods store, hardware store, and a drug store where he learned
something of the ancient art of herbalist . His biggest opportunity
was yet to come- part ownership in a gambling house, the Shang
Loy (Come Often), which within a year became the most popular
of Chinatown's gambling establishments. The dream Lee Bing had
pursued had now become a reality. He had become a wealthy
man.
In 1900 he returned to China to visit his father and find himself
a bride. The village was much the same as when he had left it and
because one day seemed to slip so easily into another, Bing
remained in China for a year. He often sat and talked to the elders
of his village who listened to him with great respect because of the
success he had made of his life in America . They did not, however,
talk of America but rather the revolution in China and how to
improve China .
During this year he married. She was Lin Bo-ying, second
daughter of a prominent wealthy family - a girl with bound feet; a
girl educated in the Chinese classics. But because of a Chinese
custom, Bing was prevented from returning to America with his
bride- a daughter-in-law must care for her. husband's parents as
long as they live and Lee Bing's father refused to leave China. Ten
years were to pass before Bo-ying would arrive and Bing would
never see his first born child. She died at the age of two.
When Bing returned to Walnut Grove the strife in his homeland
occupied much of his thoughts as it did with Chinese throughout
the world . Dr. Sun Yat-sen was the man they were watching. He
was their hope to free China from the rule of the Manchu
Dynasty, a man of vision and leadership. At night Lee Bing and
his merchant friends gathered in the security of his cellar talking,
arguing, disagreeing and agreeing on the great Dr. Sun's ideals,
goals and beliefs for the freedom and future of their country. They
even discussed designs for a Chinese Republic flag.
Dr. Sun visited a number of towns near Walnut Grove when he
came to America in the early 1900's to raise money for his cause. But
it was ·in San Francisco that Bing met the famous doctor and was
swept up in the tide to support him. Dr. Sun became to Lee Bing a
man of noble ideas, a great leader and above all, a man with great
foresight . Bing and his merchant friends sent hundreds of dollars to
aid his cause. When the Republic of China was established in 1912,
Bing, like all Chinese throughout the world, showed his individual
independance from the Manchu rule by cutting off his hated queue.
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Lee Bing and his wife Bo-ying.
Until this moment in history, a Chinese hoping someday to return to
China, dare not cut his queue, for the Manchus punished all who
did not wear one.
Bing's ten long years of waiting for his bride was soon to end. In
1911 his father joined his ancestors and Bo-ying was free at last to
come to America. Bing met her at Angel Island, the American
Immigration Headquarters in San Francisco Bay, where she was
detained for a few days while the last of the many details were
cleared then Bing brought her home to Walnut Grove.
Bo-ying was delighted with all she saw and did in her new
home. She especially enjoyed the Chinese banquets and weddings
they attended both in Walnut Grove and San Francisco and the
Chinese Operas in San Francisco. On those occasions she always
wore her elegant jade jewelry- jade that she had brought with her
from China; jade that had been in her family for six generations.
This beautiful jewelry accented her long black Manchu dresses that
she always wore . The Panama-Pacific Exposition held in San
Francisco in 1915 was another delight to Bo-ying the memory of
which she enjoyed over and over through the years.
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1915 was also the year of crisis in the Lee family. Fate for many
years had been kind to Lee Bing. His businesses had continued to
prosper and his wealth had continued to increase . But suddenly
fate swooped down with a vengeance and a crushing blow. At
mid-day on October 7, 1915, the residents of Walnut Grove's
Chinatown heard the alarming shout- for-sui, for-sui (fire-fire).
Such a state of confusion and panic followed, no one later was
certain how the fire had actually begun. The following news items
described it differently:
THE SACRAMENTO BEE - 10-7-1915
The fire began in a Japanese woman's house near the river when the oil stove on
which she was cooking was overturned.
THE SACRAMENTO UNION - 10-8-1915
The fire started with a lighted cigarette in a cleaning establishment . Water thrown
on the flaming gasoline caused the flames immediately to spread to all parts of the
small shop.

The Union went on to report: "Although every effort was made to
save the Chinese homes and stores, the strong north wind fanned
the flames causing them to sweep everything before them . Alex
Brown's two fire boats were called into commission and worked
heroically to stem the blaze but the north wind forced back the fire
fighters . Only when the wind shifted and turned the blaze back
upon itself were the fire boats able to down the flames. Practically
the whole available force from the Sacramento Sheriff's Office was
called to Walnut Grove to prevent theft and disorder." The flames,
it was said, at times reached a height of two hundred feet, and it
was reported ashes fell in the town of Woodbridge seventeen miles
away.
At six o'clock that day Chinatown had become so much smoldering ashes . And like all the people of Chinatown, Lee Bing was a
man without a home; a business man without businesses. He had
saved nothing but some clothing, a table and a chair and Bo-ying's
jade. Even the two buckets of approximately four thousand dollars
in coins he had been able to bring from his safe in the smoke filled
burning office of the Shang Loy were gone. He had carried the
buckets to the safety of the levee top, covered them with a blanket
and entrusted them into the care of a Deputy Sheriff while he
returned to the fire in an attempt to save more but the heat, flames
and confusion made his attempt impossible . When he returned to
the levee later, both the Deputy and the money were gone.
The following day at the Sheriff's Office Bing was able to
identify the Deputy. The Deputy's story was that he had left the
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buckets with another person to watch for he had to help during
the fire. Neither the money nor the "person" was ever found.
Bing's friends on hearing what had happened were never
convinced that the Deputy's story was the truth and when he
became ill and died three months later, they all said, "See."
Bing himself gave no thought to accusing or blaming anyone for
this "set back"-that was not his way. He was a man of action, a
man that looked ahead to new goals-waiting, probing and
discussing the loss was to him just wasted time. So even at this
moment of disaster Lee Bing could not be defeated or discouraged.
He 'rose like the mythical Phoenix from the ashes' to begin with all
the determination and vision he had displayed in the past. He
would use the money held in safekeeping by Mr. Leong's import
company in Hong Kong, the money he had been saving for the day
he and his family would return to China to live. "I just remained
in America too long. I was waiting to accumulate a little more."
Some of the homeless Chinese were given shelter with friends on
nearby ranches. Lee Bing and his wife chose to stay in a rooming
house a half mile north of Walnut Grove.
During the week following the fire the Chungsan people, under
the leadership of Lee Bing, made an important decision. It was to
found a town of their own-a town where all the inhabitants
spoke the Chungsan dialect and had the same provincial culture.
Because of the great differences in Chinese dialects, it had been
impossible for the two Chinese groups in Walnut Grove,
Chungshan and Choy-san, to understand each other.
Bing suggested a site next to the boarding house in which he was
staying. It was near Walnut Grove, yet apart, and the Southern
Pacific Railroad Company already had its shipping wharf and railroad spur there together with the rooming house, a restaurant and
saloon. The remaining ground, however, was nothing but a large
pear orchard owned by a Mr. George Locke. So it was decided
that a committee of six of the leading Chungshan merchants
headed by Lee Bing present their proposal to Mr. Locke. Mr. Locke
was most agreeable to the idea. He offered nine acres of land in
the orchard and agreed to remove the necessary trees. Of course
the agreement could only be handled on a rental basis because of
California's Alien Property Act of 1913 prohibiting aliens that
could not qualify for citizenship to own land.
Alex Brown was extremely upset on hearing the news. He went
to see Bing to try to persuade him to rebuild Chinatown in Walnut
Grove. He drove Bing and his wife back to Walnut Grove in his
buggy to show them land the Chungshan people could rent-even
land on the south-east side of the present big bridge. Bing told Mr.
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Brown, "My people trust me and they want a town of their own,
apart from Walnut Grove, so my answer must be no."
When Bing returned to the site of the new town that afternoon,
Main Street had already been laid out. Bing was most distressed.
"This is a street! So narrow! It has to be twice as wide. That is the
very reason all the buildings in Walnut Grove Chinatown burned.
The buildings were too close. We also have to look ahead because
the automobile is here to stay and the horse and buggy are going."
But those that had worked to set the markings were reluctant to
change them. Bing did, however, persuade them to reduce the
width of the sidewalks on each side of the street by two feet which
would widen the street by four. Later when the buildings were
completed, the "local surveyors" saw that Bing had been
right- Main Street was a fire hazard . So a trusted responsible
member of the community was hired as a fire guard. His duty was
to check the town for fire every hour of the night from six until
dawn. Each time he completed a round, he would strike a Chinese
bok-bok, a small block of wood which when struck gave a hollow
sound that carried considerable distance . The residents of the little
new community slept well for this sound reassured them that- all
was well.
As soon as the site had been chosen, Bing being a man who
could make quick decisions and acted upon them immediately had
already sent for his savings of eight thousand dollars in Hong
Kong. He had also ordered the immediate construction of six
buildings on Main Street- a restaurant, boarding house, two
gambling houses, a drygoods store and a hardware store. With
these six businesses, he would begin to reconstruct his life and
fortune.
Bing also lent part of his savings to the community to build a
Town Hall which was also used later as a Chinese school. Because
the building would be a public building, housing the town's
governing body, Mr. Locke donated the parcel of land on which it
would stand.
Due to California's State Reclamation Code, forbidding any
structure to be built on a levee, the buildings of this new little
community stood a few feet away from the great levee that
protected them from the flood waters of the Sacramento River.
The structures were attached to the levee only by wooden ramps
that bridged the gap between the second story porches and the
levee road . All the buildings faced Main Street that was
approximately thirty feet below .
There was one more building that Lee Bing built. He called it
the Poor House. Chinese being no different from other men, if
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gambling was their thing, would play on and on until their money
was gone. But now there was the Poor House to keep them warm
and sheltered. Its temporary penniless tenants almost always
numbered eight or ten.
At first Locke was governed by the store owners, twelve in all.
They were the ones that knew how to write, keep accounts and
how money should be handled . This responsibility was rotatedeach store would be responsible for the books for one year. All
residents were assessed for the street-light electricity, town
insurance and the salary of the town watchman.
Locke was quiet in its beginning with only ten families as
residents living over their stores. But as time passed and more
Chungshan merchants from San Francisco came and established
themselves there, it changed and became like the Chinatown of
Walnut Grove- wild, open and bustling with people and activity.
It even had a theatre .
The theatre which was on the top floor of a building with a
gambling house below, was originally planned for Chinese movies
but there were only a few ever shown. Chinese troupes come from
San Francisco from time to time to present operas. Their
productions were beautiful with brocaded and embroidered costumes, and fantastic headresses and makeup. The theatre was used
mostly by the people of Locke for plays and civic gatherings
always presented to raise funds for the Chinese Republic.
The gambling houses of Locke as well as all Chinese gambling
houses along the river were unique- each had in one corner of the
room an area for tea drinking. Also in this area were copies of all
the San Francisco Chinese newspapers and many Chinese
magazines. Chinese instruments such as the Chinese harp and lute
were there too for anyone to play and sometimes one could hear a
high-pitched singing voice.
Because Mr. Locke had been so kind and fair in all his dealings
with the little group of Chungshan people, they named their town
after him together with the word port-referring to the Southern
Pacific wharf. The name Lockeport, however, soon became a
United State's postal problem. Lockeport's mail continually went
to Lakeport. After one year all agreed the only solution was to
change the name . And so it became just Locke.
1917 was a proud and important year in Lee Bing's life. On an
October morning Bo-ying, with the help of a Chinese mid-wife,
gave birth to Bing's first son, Ping. And it was this year, due to the
change in California's law making it possible for orientals to
purchase land, that Bing began branching out from Locke. He first
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The buildings were attached to the levee only by wooden ramps that
bridged the gap between the second story porches and the levee
road.
Photo courtesy of t he author
purchased a one hundred and thirty acre ranch near Grass Valley.
The land was extremely poor but Bing hoped that on some part of
it there might be gold. It was near the northern gold mines of
California . Thirty acres of it he planted in pears, and they were
the only gold he found.
Lee Bing's most fantastic business venture began in Sacramento
in 1919 where the workings of his keen and alert mind "snowballed" a small business into one huge daring expansion after
another with success .
He purchased a small meat market on Third Street near the
Southern Pacific Railroad area, an area he had chosen with great
care and thought . It was a perfect location for a business with its
many railroad employees that he could woo into becoming steady
customers. And woo he did with his counter-cases filled with
choice meats and poultry, but Bing always thinking of expansion,
improvement, more customers and more profit, soon tackled the
problem of the middle man . Meat markets in the 1920's bought
their poultry alive and killed it themselves. :'Paying the middle
man is a waste . I'll raise my own poultry to supply my market."
And he did - on land he leased on the outskirts of Sacramento . Soon
the little Main Market that had begun with only one butcher now
had seven to accomodate all its customers and had become
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ridiculously small. But across the street was a large vacant lotjust the place he needed. Bing sought out the owner and convinced
him he should improve his property by constructing a building- a
large building- to house a meat market . The walk-in ice box alone
was to be 40x40 feet . With such an ice box, I can buy my meat
direct from the slaughter house, again eliminate a middle man, sell
for less, and bring in still more customers." - And he did. The
40x40 •ice box, however, presented a temporary problem . Bing
found that the cost of keeping it supplied with blocks of ice to
maintain the right temperature was cutting into his profits. So he
built his own ice plant right on top of the building.
Now he was confronted with a real problem. He suddenly
realized that he had over expanded. He had more meat and
poultry than he could sell. What he needed was more customers
but he already had most of the trade in the immediate area.
Again, as always, Bing quickly took care of the problem with
courage and imagination- 'Tll truck the meat to new customers ."
- And he did. He opened three new meat markets in the other
three corners of Sacramento and supplied them from the Main
Market. As always, his daring idea worked and the money flowed
in.
To see to his many interests Bing found it necessary to purchase
an automobile, his first. He chose a very luxurious Buick. With the
same confidence he always showed in his business transactions, he
drove the car home down the narrow levee road to Locke with
only a salesman's explanation as to what the various "gadgets"
were for and what they would do.
Soon he moved his family to the ranch near Grass Valley but he
kept his headquarters at Locke. While Bing was away tending to
his businesses, Bo-ying busied herself with her home and her
children . They now had another fine son who was born a year
after Ping. On winter evenings when Bo-ying and the children sat
around the pot-bellied stove, she often read them Chinese classics.
Little Ping and his brother, On, were delighted when she read the
Six Kingdoms and the Three Kingdoms. These two stories were
filled with adventure, integrity, heros and elegant court life . The
stories were so long it would take Bo-ying some three months to
complete just one, to the delight of her sons.
By 1925 all was going so well in Locke and Sacramento, Bing
began concentrating on a new idea and area, the purchase of one
thousand acres on Brack Tract in the San Joaquin-Sacramento
Delta. In this purchase he again set up a company consisting of a
number of his merchant friends each pledging one thousand
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Lee Bing and his wife with their two sons, Ping and On.
dollars with Bing having the controlling share-an amount that
made it necessary for him to borrow on the Grass Valley ranch.
Laborers were hired to plant the entire acreage in asparagus-a
would be "gold mine" if disaster had not struck again in three
years . This time it was the 1929 stock market crash and the
depression. Bing had neglected to collect from his partners in this
new adventure and to add to his problem, his backer went broke
as so many people did at that time. Bing's loss amounted to
$80,000.00 in cash, but once again he refused to be defeated . "I
didn't have any money when I came to America and made
money- ! can do it again."- And he did.
He began by opening a restaurant in Grass Valley in 1932. And
for a number of years after that he continued to open new
businesses, the Chinese way, all in northern California and on into
Oregon, but Locke still remained his headquarters. He had also
lost the Grass Valley ranch and the family had returned to Locke.
In Weed he had a restaurant and card room; in Susanville a card
room; and at the end of prohibition, he opened a large bar in
Chester with a card room on one side and a dance hall on the
other; and there were many more.
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Life went on rather uneventfully until after World War II then
Locke began its slow descent into the sleepy shantytown it is
today. A number of things brought this about . The first born of
the original Locke founders went away to college or to war and
found a new life away from home; machinery replaced the willing
but tired stooped laborers in the fertile fields; and Social Security
had become available for those who earned their rest in the sun.
Bing, now seventy five, felt he had accomplished what he had
come to America to do. He was ready to take his family home to
China to live in ease and when the time came, be buried near his
ancestors. He sold his various interests keeping only two gambling
houses in Locke and two of the smaller meat markets in
Sacramento. Bing's oldest son, however, persuaded his father to
wait, let him go to China, see the changes there and make ready
for their coming. Bing agreed. He knew he had prepared his son
for such a journey. He had sent both of his sons not only to the
American school but also from the age of six, while they lived in
Locke and after returning to Locke, to the Chinese school. Three
hours each evening the boys learned the history and geography of
China and the Chinese language . Yes, Ping was prepared.
Shortly after arrival in Canton, Ping made a deposit of five
hundred dollars on a piece of ground to build a family home.
"Then the Communists came in like 'wild fire.' At first I was not
alarmed because I knew I was a United State's citizen. I went to
Shanghai to visit my mother's brother, C. Y. Lin, who held a high
office in the Republic of China government. Two months I
remained there looking, learning and evaluating. Suddenly I
realized I must get out of China as fast as I could. The
Communists had truly taken over. I used every possible form of
transportation to cover the eight thousand miles to reach homeair, junk, even bicycle. When I told my father we could not return
to his beloved China, he believed me. Years later he said, 'I was
lucky I lost my money in '29. I would have been in China when
the Communists came and might have been beheaded.' Bing had
taken another "set back" and heart rending fact in his usual
philosophical manner .
In 1960 Bo-ying passed away. Bing lived on for ten more years
enjoying his sons, his daughters-in-law, and his grandchildren. He
especially enjoyed teaching his grandchildren all he had learned in
his many years- to be honest, think big, be a leader not a
follower, respect and always help those that are not as fortunate as
you, never do anything that dishonors your family; and always
remember, failure is not a set back; you only fail when you give
up .
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When Lee Bing, the man that led the founding of California's
most oriental community and one of California's most famous
historical spots, died on March 6, 1970, at the age of ninety seven,
his eldest son said, "My father cut down all the trees for me. He
made the path. All I have to do is walk down it." What more
could a father ask- even in death Lee Bing could not fail. Those
that knew him remember him as a man of great character and
perseverence with a deep love of family and country.
NOTE: From a personal interview with Lee Ping on the life of his
father.

~ ~-Q_J.,._ _

Main Street Locke as it is today.
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Feminism in the Pacific:
The Pan-Pacific and Southeast Asia Women's Association
PAuL F. HooPER

All the old adages about the value of historical comprehension
are illustrated by the rise of the contemporary American women's
movement and the subsequent effort to interpret it. As the
movement gathered momentum during the 1960's, most observers
viewed it as an essentially new phenomenon and still another example of the decade's reformist tendencies. By the early 1970's,
however, this view had largely given way in the face of a relative
onslaught of scholarship on feminism which demonstrated beyond
any reasonable doubt that the roots of the present movement lie in
the "first woman's movement" of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. 1 These studies show that the earlier
movement, usually dated from the 1840's and the now-famous
Seneca Falls Convention on women's rights (an event described
somewhat hysterically in the contemporary press as " . .. the most
unnatural and shocking incident in the history of humanity." 2) to
the 1920's and the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment, not only
obtained suffrage for women but also raised most of the issues that
would concern women during the 1960's and 1970's. For example,
lack of career opportunities, unequal rates of pay, insufficient
educational opportunities, inferior legal status, restrictions against
abortion, and the general institutionalization of sexism- major
issues of contemporary concern- were all issues during the earlier
period. 3
Although recent scholarship has taken noteworthy strides toward
correcting perceptions of the women's movement in America,
certain aspects of the subject require still further study. The
founding of the Pan-Pacific Women's Association (now Pan-Pacific
and Southeast Asia Women's Association) in 1930 by women from
Hawaii and its subsequent role in Pacific Basin affairs is a case in
point. While perhaps not of great consequence in the general
sweep of feminine history, this organization was instrumental in
formally establishing organized women's activities in the Pacific
Basin and was, at least so far as can be determined, the first
women's group anywhere to be founded upon transcultural
premises. As such, it merits greater attention than it has received.
In broad terms, the Association's origins lie in an internationalist
urge which has been part of the Hawaiian experience since the
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early days of the Monarchy. Ranging in form from imperialist
forays into the South Pacific to the creation of transcultural
educational institutions and promoted by people as different as
nineteenth century royalists and contemporary democrats, this
urge springs from a vague but nonetheless persistent desire to forge
a special role for Hawaii in the politico-cultural affairs of the
Pacific Basin .
Activities inspired by this urge reached a high point during the
first several decades of the present century when a number of nongovernmental international organizations were formed in Hawaii
in an attempt to promote greater understanding and harmony
among the Pacific Basin powers. Of these various groups, the
Institute of Pacific Relations was most prominent. It was organized
in 1925 and subsequently gained world-wide attention through its
conferences and research activities on Pacific Basin socio-political
issues and, unfortunately, its starring role in the McCarthy investigations of the 1950's. Similar in nature but never so widely known
was the Pan-Pacific Union. Organized in 1917, it concentrated its
energies on the promotion of Pacific-wide conferences dealing with
problems of general concern throughout the area in the belief that
greater mutual understanding would enhance the likelihood of
finding mutually acceptable solutions. Between its first major
conference in 1920 and its last in 1939, it sponsored eleven such
gatherings at various locations throughout the Pacific. Topics
ranged from medicine and food production to education and press
freedom. 4
Among these conferences were two gatherings- one in 1928 and
the other in 1930- on the status of women in the Pacific. The
former was the first international women's meeting held in the
Pacific Basin, and the latter was the setting for the formation of
the Pan-Pacific Women's Association, the region's first independent
international women's organization . 5 The idea of sponsoring a
Pacific-wide conference dealing with the status of women was first
broached during a Union-sponsored meeting on food production in
1924. 6 Suggested, interestingly enough, by a male delegate from
New Zealand, the proposal sparked considerable interest and
shortly thereafter the Union announced that it would sponsor such
a conference in 1928. Never one to underplay an event, it stated
that the conference would be devoted to ". . . all matters of
interest to women. . . . " 7 During the following year, conference
organizers, working under the direction of Ms. F. M. Swanzy and
Ms. A. L. Andrews of Honolulu, began preparing for the meeting.
One of their major accomplishments was obtaining the services of
Jane Addams - without question one of the most prominent women
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Jane Adams in Honolulu for the 1928 Conference.

Photo by Yew Char

in America-as honorary "chairman" for the event. 8 Acting as
more than a figurehead, Ms. Addams took an active part in all
subsequent planning and was an omnipresent figure once the
gathering convened. In addition, the organizers succeeded in
negotiating an arrangement with the male-dominated union
whereby it would provide funding for the conference and for delegate travel but still leave the authority for all decisions with the
planning committee. 9 Clearly the conference was launched on a
vigorous and independent note.
Planning for the conference proceeded without undue interruption. There was some debate over the agenda (whether or not
to include such controversial topics as "peace" along with the basic
topics concerning health, education, women in industry and
government, and social services) and the selection of delegates
(whether selections should be made by the planning committee or
through an internal process in the countries sending delegations),
but neither issue disrupted the preparations. At Ms. Addams's
urging, the controversial items were left off the agenda in the
interests of harmony, and women in the various Pacific countries
were asked to compose their own delegations drawing from social
work organizations, university women's clubs and similar groups. 10
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Early in 1928 in response to a request from Governor Wallace R.
Farrington of Hawaii on behalf of the planning committee, the
Department of State in Washington "forwarded" formal invitations to the various nations of the Pacific Basin inviting them to
encourage the formation of delegations to the forthcoming conference. 11 The response was impressive. When the conference met at
Punahou School in Honolulu between August 9th and 19th, there
were 27 4 delegates and alternates from eleven Pacific Basin nations
and territories and from Hawaii (plus another sixty-four honorary
delegates largely from Hawaii) in attendance . 12 The proceedings of
the conference were interesting- addresses by prominent leaders of
Hawaii, research papers on the agenda topics on a country by
country basis, and resolutions on a variety of issues- but the most
significant aspect of the gathering was a realization on the part of
most delegates that they needed and wanted a continuing opportunity to share their experiences and concerns with their
contemporaries in other countries and cultures. 13 This realization
led to a decision to meet again in 1930 and, in turn, to the
formation of the Pan-Pacific Women's Association.
Planning for the second conference was generally similar to that
preceding the initial gathering (for example, the agenda remained
the same and the delegate selection process was not altered) but
there were certain differences . In the first instance, the various
national delegations were considerably more enthusiastic and their
efforts to prepare were more intense. As one participant put it:
. . . during two years those national delegations have been busy in their own
countries trying against lethargy, lack of vision, and all the wealth of indifference
to social progress, which exists elsewhere, to stimulate interest, evolve national
organizations, and accumulate information for the projects [mandated by the
agenda]. 14

In short , something of a feminine consciousness had been
awakened during the first meeting and it was a driving force
behind preparations for the second gathering.
Additionally, the planners worked in the light of far greater
publicity than had been the case previously. The International
Alliance of Women for Suffrage and Equal Citizenship had noted
the first conference with praise and such attention begat still more
attention. The League of Nations, for example, was interested
enough in the undertaking to send a representative to the second
meeting. 15 Even the White House knew of it as indicated by
President Hoover's message of greetings to the delegates. 16 The
combined impact of these developments convinced the planners to
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Some of the delegates to the 1930 Conference in Honolulu which
was the occasion for the formal creation of the PPWA (now
PPSEA W A).
Photo by Tiffany Studio, Honolulu
use the second meeting as the occasion to form a separate organization for women of the Pacific complete with an international secretariat and national chapters. 17
This decision was formalized when 259 delegates from twelve
Pacific nations and territories (Australia, Canada, China, Fiji,
Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherland East Indies, New Zealand, the
Philippines, American Samoa and the U.S.A.) and Hawaii met once
again at Punahou School between August 9th and 23rd. 18 After a
series of working meetings devoted to research reports on the
agenda items, they moved to create the Pan-Pacific Women's
Association. Dr. Georgina Sweet of Australia was elected its first
president, and its objectives, as set forth in constitutional form,
were
To strengthen the bonds of peace among Pacific people by promoting a better
understanding and friendship among the women of all Pacific countries.
To initiate and promote cooperation among the women of the Pacific region for
the study and betterment of existing social conditions. 19

While these tersely stated objectives- which remain in the Association's constitution still today- are an adequate expression of the
new-found feminine consciousness among Pacific Basin women,
they fail to fully capture the transcultural spirit underlying that
consciousness. A more complete statement of this came in an
address delivered by Ms. A. H. Reeve, one of the organization's
original leaders, during the opening days of the conference. As she
put it:
This contribution [to the solution of the problems on the agenda] will be the result
of a process which can be effective only when we come together, when we become
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so well acquainted with our surface differences that they become merely
distinctive, as do the different features in the faces of our friends or the choices
exercised in our variations in clothing, and so affect our judgement of and our
relations to each other no more than do our eyes or the fashion of our garments .
This information cannot be imparted by books; it is a matter of personal
experience, and for that reason, as the world grows smaller and the sense of our
interdependence, rather than our independence, increases, these international
assemblies will and should multiply. We come here to learn from each other, to
serve each other if we may, by such of our experiences as may be so fundamental
in their value that they belong to humanity rather than nationality. 20

So it was that the women's movement achieved institutional form
within the Pacific Basin.
No great changes have occurred within the ASsociation over the
years since its founding. As noted earlier, its purpose as defined in
the original constitution remains the same today, and the
techniques employed to achieve this end also remain essentially
unchanged. Selected examples illustrate. The initial conference in
Honolulu, for instance, was built around discussion workshops
dealing with such issues as living standards, employment of
children, public health, and the political status of women. 21 The
twelfth conference in 1972 at Auckland conducted similar
workshops on such topics as the family, problems of youth and the
aged, the political process, and pollution. 22 Only the topic of
pollution represents any significant departure from the 1928
agenda. Further, all of the thirteen nations and territories which
became charter members of the Association at the 1930 conference
are still active members of the organization. 23 Even some of the
same individuals have been active over the entire span of time.
Four such women were in attendance- and were honored- at the
1972 conference. 24 Nor did the delegate profile change much
between 1928 and 1972. The bulk of the delegates to the original
confe rence were either middle-class club women (from university
women's clubs, women's voter leagues, international relations
clubs and the like) or social workers (from such organizations as
the YWCA and the Red Cross) and the majority of those attending
the 1972 gathering had remarkably similar backgrounds. Finally,
even the number of delegates to the various conferences has
remained fairly constant- 274 attended the 1928 meeting and 221
were present for the 1972 gathering. 25
It is tempting to interpret such consistency within virtually all
aspects of the Association's activities as an indication of inefficacy
or even dormancy. While there may be a kernal of truth in such a
judgement- the organization has produced little in the way of
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readily measurable changes over the years- it would, in the main,
be hasty. In the first instance, the kinds of problems the
Association has addressed are of such persistence and magnitude
that even governments have been unable to produce anything
approaching lasting solutions. Amelioration rather than resolution
is all that can be reasonably expected of the Association, and this,
in fact, is all that it has ever hoped to achieve. As a member once
put it, " . .. the group itself has never been considered one for
[direct] action. Rather, it is ... designed to lay the foundation for
wiser action by its own individual members in their own sphere of
endeavor." 26
Secondly and more important is the fact that there has been
some degree of change within the organization over the
years- change which has produced certain noticeable results . For
example, the horrors of World War II (which totally disrupted the
Association's activities) caused delegates at the 1947 "regrouping"
conference to inject the organization with a much greater concern
for issues relating to international peace and cooperation.
Although subsequent conferences continued to focus specifically
upon much the same array of topics, the broader themes of these
gatherings ("Pacific Women Unite for the United Nations" in 1949,
"The Pacific in Today's World" in 1952, "Social and Economic
Interdependence" in 1955, and "The Role of Women in
Community Development in Pacific and Southeast Asian Countries" in 1958) are indicative of the group's expanded horizons.
Another indication of this change appeared in 1955 when the
organization extended full recognition to its Asian participants by
meeting for the first time in Asia (at Manila) and expanding its title
to Pan-Pacific and Southeast Asia Women's Association.
The most persuasive evidence that such changes within the
Association did in fact produce noteworthy results came in 1955
when the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) granted the group "consultative status."
Joining some 100 other non-governmental organizations judged to
have special competence within UNESCO's areas of concern, the
Association gained the right to participate in the various UNESCO
meetings and has since done so. 27 From that time onward, it
should be noted, a goodly portion of the organization's budget has
gone toward support of its UNESCO representative. 28 However,
significant as such recognition may be, it must also be noted that
there is little to suggest that it has significantly affected the course
of either UNESCO or the Association.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that at least one of the A~socia-
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tion's conferences had a direct impact upon the internal affairs
of the hosting nation. This occurred in 1964 when the organization met in Tonga. Interested in the Association and
anxious to host an impressive conference but knowing that
Nuku'alofa's limited hotel facilities were inadequate, Queen Salote
Tupou decided to house the delegates with local families and then
instituted a remodeling program for all homes designated as
delegate housing. The end result was something of an urban
renewal project for Tonga . 29 While the scales may be somewhat
different, few international gatherings short of world fairs and
Olympic games produce such concrete results.
The effort to draw conclusions about the general significance of
the Association is fraught with difficulty. While it is clear that the
organization has made its contributions, it is equally clear that
these contributions are neither great in number nor massive in
scope. Even more to the point, virtually all of them are of a nature
which defies any <?_bjective, concrete assessment.
With regard to Pacific Basin relations, for example, any profound
contribution by the Association must be in the area of transcultural
understanding at an essentially personal level. While it is likely
that considerable credit is due here- the persistent mixing of
people with good will and informed concern but of extremely
different cultural backgrounds appears to have produced a
commendable degree of transcultural sensitivity within the
group - it is difficult to document the process with any precision.
Further, it is even more difficult to show how such a sensitivity has
produced any significant amelioration of the various tensions
a!Jlong Pacific Basin peoples .
It is similarly difficult to assess any contribution that the
Association may have made to the general women's movement.
While constantly concerned about the status of women in the
Pacific nations and dedicated to the notion that a greater feminine
involvement in public affairs will hasten the solution of public
problems, the organization's first concern has always been with
particular political, social, and economic problems rather than
specifically feminist issues. In other words, it has never been a
militant feminist group placing the issue of women's rights above
all else and has not, therefore, contributed directly to the women's
movement in the fashion of such historical organizations as the
National American Woman Suffrage Association or such contemporary groups as the National Organization for Women .
Rather it has always been a social feminist group on the order of
the Women's Christian Temperance Union, the League of Women
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PPSEA WA delegates to the most recent Conference; Seoul, Korea,
june, 1975.
Voters, and American Association of University Women. 30 Resultingly, its contribution to the general movement has by necessity
been indirect- for the most part restricted largely to such
immeasurable areas as heightened personal consciousness and
improved self-esteem- and any evaluation must therefore be
largely a matter of conjecture.
From an institutional perspective, it is possible to be somewhat
more precise- if no more positive- about the group's contribution
to the women's movement. In this respect, it is obvious that it did
blaze new paths in bringing an admirable variety of organized
women's activities to the Pacific Basin. However, it is equally
obvious that the achievement was considerably in the wake of
organized women's movement activities elsewhere and, as a
consequence, something less than a startling innovation. For
example, the initial movement was largely burned out and a
matter of record well before the Association was even formed.
Further, the Association's emphasis upon research and discussion is
more akin to nineteenth than twentieth century tactics of
feminism. With a few exceptions such as the National Consumers
League, women's groups had found this approach an ineffective
means of achieving objectives and had adopted tactics of direct
action by the turn of the century. 31 Finally, even the Association's
concern for international peace and friendship was not new. Jane
Addams, to cite just one example, formed the Women's Peace
Party in 1915 and other similarly oriented groups flourished in the
same era. In short, while the Association may be interesting from
an institutional standpoint, it is hardly exciting.
Still, despite the difficulty in producing conventional evidence of
the Association's contribution, there is no ignoring the underlying
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reality that it did bring organized women's activities to the Pacific
Basin, and that it did so in a pioneering fashion so far as transcultural consciousness and the resultant personal growth and
understanding are concerned. These are contributions of noteboth to the women's movement and society in general- which
cannot be ignored simply because they fail to mesh with orthodox
standards of evaluation. Moreover, should the various contemporary institutions and organizations devoted to development of the
importance of such transcultural sensitivity emerge as a major
force in modern society, it may be that the Association's contributions will come to be viewed not only as noteworthy but also as
innovative and even visionary. Hence, no matter how ambiguous
the specific conclusions, one has to generally credit the Association
- the women who founded it and those who have since guided
it- with the creation of a noteworthy organization which has contributed to strengthening the women's movement, enhancing
transcultural relations in the Pacific Basin, and writing another
chapter in the history of Hawaiian internationalism . It has earned
more attention than it has received.
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Life At Minidoka
A Personal History of the Japanese-American Relocation
LAURA MAEDA

"Left Portland livestock building and rode a train overnight to Minidoka, Idaho.
Arriving in the middle of a windstorm. Wondered what kind of lonely place I had
arrived at. The coyotes howling at night added to the loneliness. Wondered if we
would be killed or not."

The Japanese relocation- May 5, 1942. It was a frightening experience for many. This case history is meant to explain only a few
of the memories that camp life had for one family.
In December, 1941, Japan declared war on the United States.
109,650 people of Japanese ancestry had to be removed from
coastal strategic areas. Portland was one such area.
Relocation was a major change in anyone's past life style.
Relocation sales occured. Articles of great sentimental value had to
be burned to prevent the threat of "disloyalty" suspicions and
accusations by the Caucasians.
" . . . Anything with Japanese on it would be wrong to have, it would be
incriminating. After dark, I would help my parents burn anything with Japanese
on it . . . . "

The Japanese were at a tremendous disadvantage in selling their
limited possessions. Shrewd businessmen knew the limited time the
Japanese had to dispose of all their possessions and many goods
were practically given away to the merchants. It was painful to see
something sold to someone for two or three times the amount one
received.
At the time of relocation, Tomeji "Tom" Mukaida and his wife
Kow, had been married for fourteen years. They had arrived in
the United States in their late teens and had lived in the United
States for forty-one and twenty-one years respectively. They had a
daughter, Takako, who was twelve and a half years old. Portland
had been their home for many years and they were self-sufficient,
hard workers in the restaurant business.
Tomeji was fifty-eight and Kow was forty-eight when the
announcement arrived. This all occured at a time when their life
was beginning to be very promising. For the first time, the family
was making more than it spent and hard work was beginning to
pay off. It was difficult to give up a life that one had come from
Japan to obtain. Tomeji and Kow were also at an age where they
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Takaka and Mrs.
Mukaida

were beginning to plan for retirement. Their lifestyles were in very
set patterns. Their daughter was another case. Her life was still
beginning. Explanations needed to be made that there were going
to be some major changes made in their lives.
There was a great deal of fear from the sudden hatred and
emotionality of the Caucasians. In speaking little or no English,
there was an ignorance about the working of the entire system.
Rumors of camp life and the possibility of being killed if one did
not obey were out. It was easy to convince the poorly educated
Issei that submission would be the best thing to do .
Fear was the greatest motivator. Fear made Kow and Tomeji
register for relocation. Fear of being interned separately formed
stronger family ties and created an atmosphere of submission. Fear
of being deported was one of the two greatest fears that the family
had about the relocation process. The other was death.
Being in a metropolitan city at the outset of war was also
difficult. There was more chance for interaction between Japanese
and Caucasians. The intense nationalism of the period also added
to hostilities. Camp life and the uncertainty it carried was greatly
feared but the hostility of the outside world was greater.
The hostility of the Caucasians was present all over the city.
Open accusations were made and threats were common. Certificates were carried by many Japanese youths. They were citizens
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recommendations, written by some influential and respectable
member of society, testifying to the dependability and loyalty of
the bearer to his country. Takako was given such a document by
the Principal of her grade school. The document was carried
around w ith her at all times.
On May 4, 1942, the Mukaidas went to report to the city jail to
register. They went through the process of answering questions
and being fingerprinted by members of the police force. Then all
they could do was wait.
The Portland livestock building is a large compound located near
the Oregon-Washington border . The interior of the building was
sectioned off like the stalls of a stable. The smell of hay permeated
the building and is one sensation still remembered today. Families
were sectioned off and given small stalls in which they were to live
until they were taken to Minidoka. There was a great deal of
tension amid the people ordered there. A lot of questions were yet
to be answered.
Minidoka is a semi-isolated city in the southeastern sector of
Idaho . The climate differed greatly from that of Portland. Windstorms, sagebrush, unpaved streets and coyotes were new experiences for those of the inner city. Minidoka was also very lonely.
The atmosphere was different from that of the city. The system of
relocation was cold and impersonal. People were classified and
numbered and forgotten.
Soon, the move to Minidoka began. For many this was the first
major trip since they arrived in America . .For many children this
was their first train ride. People were crowded in the train and the
reason for the trip saddened and subdued the usual atmosphere.
After arriving late in Minidoka, the military procedure began. Roll
call was taken. Beds, blankets and barrack numbers were issued.
Friendly, familiar faces were there to greet them, but the tension of
the group was not relieved. The luggage had not arrived as the
families went off to their new homes . It was near night when the
process was over. There were fast and feeble attempts to make
their new homes "comfortable." They were tired from the long
train ride and there were difficulties in sleeping in the strange
conditions.
Life in camp was different from anything the Mukaidas had
ever experienced. "Home" was a one room barrack with little
furniture and no luxuries. Privacy was an impossibility. The pay
was low and conditions were poor. Out of necessity, life had to be
made very simple.
There was little atmosphere of safety within the camp. Racial
hatred on the outside was open and the fear of the Caucasians was
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a real threat. There were imposed curfews. Going out in free
society was associated with threats of lynching and death. Hostility
from the nearby cities was intensely felt. The fear of being exposed
constantly to this threat kept people from wanting to go outside of
the camp and fear what would happen to them if they dare leave .
Young children were rapidly being forced into becoming small
adults. Certain circumstances and fears had to be explained in case
an adult would not be there. Many personal feelings had to be
sacrificed to protect the general well-being of the family. The
possibilities of death or separation had to be considered. Respect,
out of fear, must be paid to all figures of authority.
There was a demand for respect and propriety the Japanese held
for the government. The reason not to rebel was that it was unthinkable to go, against a government one had lived under for so
long. The loyalty issue and respect for older traditions and systems
were the other reasons.
Weather at Minidoka gravely affected the life in camp. The
location was prone to wind storms. This made any attempt at
keeping the house clean difficult. Cleanliness was essential in the
lives of many Issei and the situation was not entirely suitable for
personal cleanliness. Rainy weather also made camp life more difficult. There were few paved walkways and daily trips needed to
be made across the mud. There was no water or coal available
within the house and trips to community restrooms daily were
essential to the ideal of personal cleanliness.
Uncertainty was always present in camp life. There was
uncertainty about jobs, money and their fate. They were fearful
that they might not survive this experience.
Tomeji received a job as head cook shortly after arriving at
camp . The pay was nineteen dollars a month. The position held
much more prestige than the fact he was receiving top pay. His
position held a great deal of respect among the other internees.
Kow could not find employment. Family roles changed little. The
father was still the breadwinner, the mother, the housewife.
Although receiving "top pay" and a $3.50 clothing allowance,
money was a problem. There was no incoming money. Everything
earned needed to be spent. Relatives on both sides were in no conditions to help the Mukaida family, Tomeji's relatives consisted of
five brothers- all bachelors. Kows family was back in the old
country and care packages were being sent to them prior to the
attack on Pearl Harbor, out of the modest restaurant supplies.
Fear of old age and retirement existed. Retirement age was not far
off and savings were dwindling. Relocation had caused a loss of
almost all investments. Funds the Mukaidas had saved went to
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keep up the insurance policies to maintain some assurance that the
rest of the family would be able to survive.
For Takako growing up in camp was often difficult. New friends
had to be made. There was no time for having a childhood . Activities were limited due to income. Education was available only up
through high school. Traditional Japanese customs of the times
would not allow a girl to be educated further. College was a financial impossibility even with scholarships. New duties were placed
upon Takako due to her mother's hernia. Work after school ended
was inevitable . The extra money might make life a little easier.
The family structure was an important social institution. At all
costs, the family came first. It was important in the case of the
Mukaidas. The fact that they had a young child increased the
responsibility. Tomeji was willing to volunteer for anything if it
would help the condition of his family in any way. The dedication
of the children for their parents was mutual.
Loyalty was vital. Tomeji felt a deep sense of loyalty to his
country. America was a land of promise and success. He was
grateful that it had fulfilled many of his expectations. He felt he
was a good citizen in his heart and that was what was important.
The value of citizenship was contested by the young Nisei. Their
status as citizens had little influence on their position. Other people
"with whom the U.S. was at war" were free. Japanese-American
boys of draft age wondered if they would be sacrificed and how
much value America placed on their citizenship. The double
standard was in effect and the result was not always the same.
Education in camps was poor. Caucasian teachers were brought
in from the outside. Many were biased and freely and openly
admitted their prejudice. The hostility between these two groups
prevented much real interaction and student and teacher
relationships.
This in turn affected motivation. The drudgery of the same
routine every day with no real effect was as discouraging as the
poor schooling. There seemed no way to get ahead .
Conditions in camp were equally unpromising. The food served
was bland. Certain foods were basic to camp life. The quality and
the quantity of food varied. Kow faced a drastic change from a
diet of Japanese food to the American food. A "treat" was usually
getting extra food at the canteen to be cooked back at the barrack.
Camp barracks consisted of army barracks. They were small,
one room apartments. The furniture consisted of two beds, two
chairs, one desk and a pot-bellied stove. Bathing and washing were
in a centralized area . Coal and water had to be carried from great
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distances. Walls were thin. Everything could be heard. There was
no place to be alone.

Privacy became very valuable. Community bathing and hygenic
facilities were found degrading. Young boys used to peer through
the vents making this necessity seem worse.
The life in general of a relocation camp was very Americanized.
Traditional sports and social groups were formed. American holidays were celebrated.
With time, the strict discipline of the camp was eased. The rule
of not going within three feet of the fence or be shot was not as
threatening. Ventures outside of camp proved to be less fearful than
imagined. Brave stunts such as sneaking out were attempted;
Takaka said: "As the years went on (2¥2 years or so) I remember
going with my friend and her uncle fishing. At the end of the
camp, we all crawled under the barbwire fence to get out and
under the barbwire to get back in."
The diet in these times became limited. Fish and eggs were the
basic foods during the last months. This was particularly difficult
for the Mukaidas for they were used to a varied diet and fish was
intensely disliked.
After some time, farmers from nearby cities needed extra labor
at harvest time. Money was scarce so many went although they
were fearful of doing so. This fear proved itself to be true. One
worker who went " . . . got beat up savagely and was called a
dirty Jap ."
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After the war, leaving camp was equally difficult. When the
order was given to begin the move back home, many doubts occurred. The existing hostility that was present prior to relocation
had intensified by the fervor of pro-nationalism.
In leaving, the relocation bureau gave each evacuee $25.00 to
begin life again in a free society. The same process of gathering
one's belongings together began. There was another train going
back to Portland .
Arriving in Portland was a comforting thought. Familiar sites
and faces greeted them. This was and always would be home to
the Mukaidas .
The Oregon Buddhist Church once again opened its doors to the
evacuees. The large, two-story building had many rooms where
families took up residence until the relocation agency could
provide them with jobs and adequate housing. Small trunks and
sentimental objects left with the church were returned . The church
had remained true to the Japanese. It provided moral support
prior, during and after the relocation.
Good paying jobs were hard to secure. All members capable of
working had to work. If one spoke English, the chances for getting
a job were good. Tomeji received employment as a cook and a
houseboy while Takako had a housekeeping job with a prominent
family in town. Kow, due to her hernia and inability to speak
English, could not find employment.
Beginning life again was difficult. People were hostile:
" ... a stranger (woman) said to me, "Japs are ba'ckl Kill them or send them back
to the old country."

Money was limited. Takako making $50 .00 and Tomeji's income of
$125.00 did not accumulate fast. Life held only a faint glow of
promise. The dream life that they had prior to relocation seemed a
long way off.
Relocation taught the family many things. It taught the
necessity of practicality with a limited income. Luxuries were not a
way of life. The stomach always came first. Soon the Mukaidas
had saved enough to begin their own restaurant again. Equipment
was purchased as cheaply as possible. A restaurant was purchased
by the waterfront on First Avenue. The family lived above the
restaurant. It was family owned and run, so there were no outgoing
wages . Tomeji had learned how to be a "model minority." It was
necessary to use one's wits to survive .
Hostility of the Caucasians was still present in business transactions. Two major firms proved to be hard on the Japanese. It
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was strongly felt that higher prices and lower quality goods were
sold to Japanese merchants. Strangers were also hostile and
accused freely without thinking and without knowledge of their
experience during the war . To be successful amid a large group of
Caucasians, certain roles had to be played.
Certain traits have remained from the stigma of relocation. The
necessity of selling everything at the time of relocation made
everything they had of great importance . Breakage was minimum.
Great care was taken with everything. If something was broken it
might not be replaced. Possessions of the camp years still linger
and are periodically brought out.
A great deal of pride is also associated with relocation . There is
no more open hatred against the Japanese. The difficulties and
misfortunes suffered during this time have been uncovered . People
and college students in the past three years have gone to the
Portland area Nisei and brought honor to the individuals chosen in
the study. The injustices suffered are out in the open now .
Privacy and protection are the two most important values the
Mukaidas treasure. Locked doors, secret savings and individual
rooms of their own are all a part of these values. Everyone has his
own room in which his or her personal privacy and secrets are
kept. Protection of oneself and material goods is instinctive.
Locked doors and intense fear of theft is always present .
There is still some inner dislike for Caucasians. Many goods that
the Mukaidas could not bring back with them were broken r.ather
than leaving them at camp or giving them to others. Racial biases
are still somewhat strong. Intercultural marriage, although not
forbidden, is looked down upon . Some members of society carry
intense emotional scars and open hatred on both sides .
Certain foods are still shunned. The diet consists basically of
mea t and new food is cooked for every meal. Food is a very
important necessity for the Issei. An abundance of food within the
house is a necessary element for peace of mind. Food cannot be left
over or thrown out .
Strong family responsibility also is important . Divorce, except in
extreme cases is unlikely in the Nisei population with children and
unheard of in the Issei group . The future of the Sansei is of the
utmost concern. The Issei have a lot of pride in their grandchildren. The family structure of the Sansei is becoming less structural and less rigidly defined.
The Japanese community is still highly structured. It is just
beginning to spread from the city to other parts of the city. There
is a loyalty among the Japanese to other Japanese merchants and
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businesses. People loyal to the Japanese prior to the war received
their loyalty in the postwar years.
The experience of the relocation still lives in the homes of the
Japanese. The experience cannot be fully explained unless one has
lived through it. Reminders are still present. Small cloth bags filled
with ration points are still among the things brought back from
camp. Pieces of art work, newspaper clippings, pictures of camp
life, barracks, block pictures and other valuables are just the faint
memories of a time the Japanese would not want anyone to ever
experience again.
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DEMOCRACY'S AMBASSADOR
TO THE FAR EAST:
John Dewey's Quest for World Peace
CHARLES HOWLETT

The recent trip to China by former President Richard Nixon
brings to memory that of an earlier journey undertaken by John
Dewey right after the conclusion of World War I. Lacking much
of the fanfare and publicity our former president's adventure displayed, Dewey's visit to the Far East, nonetheless, was an important event in the movement for world peace. The significance of
John Dewey's journey to the Orient is twofold. He was the first
major American intellectual in the field of education to recognize
the growing importance of the Far East in American foreign
policy; the subject was of deep concern in his policy for bringing
about world peace. In the second place, Dewey became a symbol
for American democracy abroad by holding it up as a means for
mutual cooperation and human understanding. In terms of his
pragmatic philosophy, democracy was the instrument or means by
which world peace was attainable. Yet the inability of the American
Government to recognize and fully comprehend the vexing ·
problems of the Far East troubled Dewey a great deal. His efforts
to make the public aware of this particular situation deserves '
considerable attention.
John Dewey was disillusioned by the results of World War I.
The failure of intelligence to democratize the world and guarantee
lasting peace was a tremendous blow to his previous philosophical
support for war. Instead of the war furthering the goals of
internationalism, as he had hoped, it allowed nationalism and
super-patriotism to assume the dominant role in international
affairs. Moreover, instead of the war serving as an educational
experiment with which to achieve the higher values of love and
understanding it had merely degenerated into a vehicle of hatred
and despair.
Having miscalculated the pragmatic aspects of war, Dewey
rarely wished to engage in debate about the matter.
The end of the war, nevertheless, brought Dewey an unexpected
opportunity to break away from the routine of his daily concerns.
In the summer of 1918 he received an invitation from the University of California at Berkeley to lecture during the fall semester.
The timing of the invitation could not have been more perfect.
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During the winter and spring months, Dewey had been searching
for a way out of his present dilemma as a result of his support for
the war. The popularity of Randolph Bourne's criticisms (Bourne
was a former Dewey disciple and writer for The New Republic
until his untimely death in 1919) , the rapid increase in domestic
intolerance, his wife's physical illness, and his own mental fatigue
and conscience-ridden doubts over his position: on the war, added
to Dewey's conviction that a trip away from New York was in
order. 1 Indeed it was obvious to those close to him that his
psychological state of mind was clearly in need of repair. The war
had taken its toll on Dewey. Thus in early August, after having
requested and received a sabbatical leave for the academic year
1918-1919, Dewey and his wife departed from New York and
headed for the West Coast.
It was during this period while lecturing at Berkeley, however,
that the seeds were planted for a journey to the Far East. A trip to
the Orient offered Dewey the chance to escape even further from
his existing predicament: a misguided, liberal progressive who
failed to recognize the pitfalls of war as a road to peace. He saw,
therefore, immense political advantages from such a visit.
Somewhat shrewdly, he looked upon a trip to the Far East as a
golden opportunity to regain some of the prestige he had lost as a
result of his support for the war . In his letters to his children while
in the Far East one can find sufficient evidence to support the
proposition that before Dewey sailed on his journey to the Orient
he had already entertained the possibility of publicizing his views on
democracy as a means for redressing himself to past grievances.
Consequently, an overriding passion and increasing desire to get
back into the good graces of the more "value-minded" of his liberal
opponents led Dewey to happily inform an old friend of his that
"Mrs. Dewey and I have decided that we may never again get as
near Japan as we are now and that as the years are passing, it is
now or never with us." And so on January 22, 1919, the Deweys
boarded the Japanese liner Shunyu Maru and headed for the land
of the rising sun. 2
Upon learning of Dewey's planned visit to Japan, Dr. Ono Eijiro
cabled Dewey and invited him to give a series of lectures at the
Imperial University in Tokyo. Ono, a leading banker in Japan,
had met Dewey while he was studying for his Ph.D degree in
political science at the University of Michigan. 3 The invitation
proved to be exactly what Dewey had been hoping for . Dewey,
who was also fond of Ono, more than welcomed the opportunity
to lecture in Japan. In a somewhat rather optimistic fashion he
hoped that the lectures might help to bring about closer relations
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between Japan and the United States. Here was the chance he had
been waiting for. Already Japan's imperialist policy had
manifested itself when, in 1915, she presented China with the socalled "Twenty-One Demands," which would have made China a
virtual colony of Japan. Dewey now recognized the immense
advantages he could gain by calling for the Japanese Government
to adopt a more peaceful and democratic policy in the realm of
international relations. The lectures, he believed, would serve as a
vehicle for communicating his own ideas for world peace. More
important, he saw the lectures as a means for bringing him back
into the good graces of his wartime critics. Thus Dewey, while
sailing across the Pacific, cabled Ono expressing his delight with
such a proposal. Arrangements were then made for Dewey to
deliver a series of eight lectures at the university . The lectures were
to be given on Tuesday and Friday afternoons at 3:30 p.m .
beginning on February 25th and lasting until March 21st. On
February 9, 1919, the Deweys set foot on the Japanese mainland. 4
After two weeks of traveling throughout the country Dewey and
his wife arrived in Tokyo. Shortly thereafter, he began delivering
his lectures at the Imperial University. The general theme of his
talks dealt mainly with the problem of reconstructing moral and
social thinking and the benefits to be derived from a democratic
way of life. Throughout the eight lectures Dewey constantly
referred to the problems resulting from the war and the general
need for all peoples to reconsider their traditional habits of
thought. The audiences were generally polite and attentive as the
American philosopher pointed out that philosophy had to be reconstructed along the lines of contemporary democratic thought.
Philosophy no longer could afford to remain static or tied to the
past. To create a world society based on democratic principles was
the essential task facing philosophy. The failure to avoid the
tragedy of the last four years was due to society's inability to adapt
to modern ways of collective thinking. A collectivized democratic
society, Dewey felt, was the key for reconstructing philosophy.
The lectures appeared in book form in 1921 under the title Reconstruction in Philosophy . 5
The lectures represent an important key in understanding
Dewey's new attitude regarding the issues of war and peace. They
mark a turning point in Dewey's acceptance of pacifist values. No
longer would Dewey sacrifice his pragmatic philosophy on the
altar of Mars. He now rejected entirely the use of armed force. 6 In
its plac€ the instrument of democracy represented his vehicle for
achieving international peace and cooperation. Not only would
democracy serve as a social, economic, and political force but it
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would also serve as an ideal helping mankind to reorganize his
thinking processes. This was the theme of his lectures which he
would later deliver to the Chinese nation.
While in Japan Dewey expressed concern over the increasing
amount of emphasis being placed on military armaments by the
Japanese High Command. This fact coupled with Japanese
bitterness at America's discriminatory policy toward Orientals
made him feel a bit uneasy. To a considerable extent, however, he
was more worried about the growth of a powerful Japanese
military force comparable to that which existed in Germany before
the war. Aware of what had occurred in the last few years, Dewey
appealed directly to the Japanese liberals . He hoped that they
would accept his democratic ideals and utilize them to counteract
the growing influence of the military and industrial classes. In
particular, he made a special plea to the Japanese academicians
who were the main spokesmen behind the principles of liberalism
and democratic understanding. His lectures, which were directed
more toward building a bridge for closer relations between the
United States and Japan than for any new discoveries in the field
of philosophy, also contained appeals for international peace. As a
result he directed his efforts at convincing his audiences that the
threat of a strong Japanese army and navy in the Far East might
destroy the delicate efforts then being made to secure a permanent
world peace.
Dewey's Far Eastern adventure was lengthened when, while still
lecturing at Tokyo's Imperial University, he received another invitation . This time the invitation was to lecture at the National
University at Peking, China during the academic year beginning in
June 1919 and ending in March 1920. 7 The invitation came from a
group of Dewey's former Chinese students at Columbia led by the
leading Chinese pragmatist and educator, Hu Shih. 8 Dewey was
delighted with the opportunity to visit China, and he immediately
informed Columbia University of his decision to stay on in the Far
East . Upon completing his lectures in Tokyo, Dewey and his wife
headed for China arriving in Shanghai on April 30, 1919.
Dewey's stay in China was highlighted by the fact that the
country at that particular time was experiencing an internal social
and political revolution. During the latter half of the nineteenth
century China was opened increasingly to foreign commercial
exploitation . It was not until 1911 , however, that a revolution
finally took place which overthrew the despotic Manchu dynasty
and established in its place a nominally republican form of government. Yet the creation of a new government did little in the way of
renovating the decaying and archaic social institutions which
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retarded China's economic growth. The government in Peking was
more a government in name than in reality. China's economic
problems along with student unrest over the decision of the
peacemakers at Versailles to leave in Japanese hands the former
German concessions in Shatung culminated in a long protest
movement which began only four days after the Deweys set foot
upon Chinese soil. The situation itself appeared so confusing and
complex that in a letter to his Columbia colleague, John Jacob
Coss, Dewey remarked: "China remains a massive blank and
impenetrable wall when it comes to judgment." So many things
were happening during his first six months in China that even
Dewey admitted that it was increasingly difficult to keep abreast
of the day's events. 9
Dewey's main concern while in China was to offer the people his
own views of a democratic conception of society. Aware of a
unique opportunity because of China's internal social and political
problems, Dewey was more than eager to fulfill his wishes for a
democratic China:
I have been illustrating my philosophy of democracy. Now what kind of society
would result if this philosophy were to become generally operative? It would be a
society in which there would be opportunities for individual development, opportunities for free communication of feeling, knowing, and thinking. The foundation
of such a society would be free participation by each member of the society in setting
it goals and purposes, full and will contribution by each person toward the
fulfillment of these goals. 10

So convinced was he that the Chinese had an instinctive attraction
for a democratic political order and that they saw in America "a
projection of China's democratic hopes for herself," Dewey
traveled up and down the coastal cities lecturing and giving talks
on the virtues and benefits of a democratic way of life. 11
His lectures, recently translated into the English language by
two professors from the University of Hawaii, Robert W. Clopton
and Tsuin-Chen Ou, provide a better understanding of what
Dewey considered to be his mission while in China. 12 All of the
lectures emphasized the need for a democratic social, political, and
economic order. All related to the theme of the recent war and its
effects upon society. All of them stressed also the urgent need to
update methods of philosophical thinking, a theme he had earlier
made public while lecturing in Japan. Equally important, his lectures attempted to point out that the doctrines of nineteenth century
rugged individualism and Marxist Communism would not be
China's answer to her hopes for the future . Clearly, however,
Dewey underestimated the telling impact Communist ideology
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would have on the Chinese people in subsequent years .
Nonetheless, all in all, the lectures amounted to a ringing defense
of the democratic way of life with a special plea to the Chinese
people to adapt to modern ways of thinking- a theme he later
expanded upon in his work, Individualism Old and New. 13
Two problems especially bothered Dewey during his stay in
China. One was China's inability to overthrow her rigid adherence
to past philosophical conceptions. The influences of despotism and
Confucianism were deeply rooted in the Chinese mind. In a letter
to a friend Dewey quixotically remarked that "Whether I am
accomplishing anything as well as getting a great deal is another
matter .. .. I think Chinese civilization is so thick and self-centered
that no foreign influence presented via a foreigner even scratches
the surface." 14 Their unwillingness to break away from past
customs- a tradition deeply rooted in the Chinese mind- made it
increasingly difficult for the Chinese people to adapt to Western
ideas of modernization . In order for democracy to become a
working ideal in China, Dewey judged, modern methods of social
improvement had to be developed. Moreover, China's inability to
relate to modern conditions made her easy prey for industrialized
nations like Japan. It was this factor which caused Dewey to
express his concern over China's fate in the face of imperialistic
predators.
The other problem was the growing threat of Chinese
Bolshevism. In three of his lectures, "Communication and
Associated Living," "Economic and Social Philosophy," and
"Nationalism and Internationalism," Dewey emphasized his distaste for political theories of authoritarianism. The difference
between authoritarianism and democracy, he pointed out in one of
his lectures, was that "the nations that are suffering the most acute
internal disorder are those that have had authoritarian governments, such as Russia and Germany . . . . In the democratic
nations, on the other hand, reasonable order prevails . But this
is .order which is not and has not been maintained by force ." 15
(This particular quotation is especially significant not only for
demonstrating Dewey's dislike for dictatorships but also for
pointing out a change in his philosophical thinking on the use of
force. It represents the culmination of Dewey's conversion to
pacifism after the war arid a continuation of his earlier lectures
which he delivered to the Japanese people.) The contrast between
a society which is based on peace and mutual understanding and
one that is based upon the use of force was now uppermost in
Dewey's mind:
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Authoritarian political theory and democratic political theory are diametrically
opposed. The essence of democratic political theory is that it promotes social
communication, cooperation, and interaction among individuals . A democratic
society depends for its stability and development not on force, but on consensus. In
such a society each member is entitled to develop his abilities, pursue his own
interests, and seek to achieve his own purposes. An authoritarian society, on the
other hand, because it inhibits initiative and discourages cooperation, and because
it resorts to force to suppress dissent, can never be stable in any true and lasting
sense. 16

What worried Dewey was that China's chaotic economic orderdisrupted by rebellion, neglect and natural disaster- made her
easily susceptible to the influences of Communist rhetoric. The Bolshevist appeal for a quick solution- Dewey's philosophy of instrumentalism never propounded quick solutions - to western
imperialistic economic penetration enforced at gunpoint, Dewey
cautiously observed, made Communism a serious threat to the
democratic principles he had been attempting to convey to the
Chinese people.
Although Dewey did not believe the threat of Communism or
Bolshevism in the Orient to be an immediate one, he was, however, worried about the future prospects. Despite the unofficial,
non-governmental nature of his trip to China, Dewey was
sufficiently concerned to contact the Military Intelligence Bureau
of the Army which at that time had been keeping a close eye on
Chinese political developments . Dewey's association with the
Military Intelligence Bureau stemmed from a report he wrote for
the Bureau in August, 1918, on Polish support in America for the
war. 17 Now, after talks with Chinese nationalist leader Chaing
Kai-shek, Dewey wrote a letter to Colonel Drysdale of the Bureau
and cautiously informed him that for the time being "the sum of
the whole matter is that the intellectual class is radical in its belief
and much interested in all plans of social reform. But it is a small
class . .. with little influence and not concerned to organize itself
to get more. The whole social and economic background of
Bolshevism as a practical going concern is lacking." An immediate
take-over by the Bolshevist forces, Dewey believed, was highly
unlikely. His prescience, nevertheless, led him to conclude in his
report to Drysdale that if changes were not made to guide China
toward accepting Western science and technology it would not be
long before the Chinese people would be forced to resort to radical
measures. This was where, Dewey felt, Bolshevism would pose its
most serious threat. 18
Still it would be unfair to conclude that Dewey's fear of
Bolshevism was entirely correct. For all practical purposes Dewey's
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opposition to Marxian dialectical materialism stemmed from his
own philosophical predispositions against the use of radical (or
violent) measures as a means for social uplift. What Dewey failed
to realize was the unique ideology behind Marxism that called for
social and economic equality based on action. Rather than
remaining an intellectual tool, Marxism held out its hands to the
Chinese by offering them a concrete plan for social amelioration.
Although it may have been admirable for Dewey to support the
principles of non-violence, his plea to halt the spread of Marxist
ideology fell on deaf ears when faced with the reality that
westernized democracy was no more peaceful or less imperialistic
than Bolshevism. His own form of democracy was acceptable to
the Chinese who sought individual freedom. But its application as
practiced by the industrialized nations of the West was a far cry
from Dewey's ideological conceptions. This was where Bolshevism
would soon offset Dewey's own humanitarian pleas.
But perhaps more important was Dewey's overall concern with
the problem of foreign relations. China's inability to cope with the
imperialistic ambitions of foreign powers as well as Dewey's own
disappointment with the diplomatic machinations then taking
place at Versailles caused him to write in his letters to his children
that ''I'm coming to the opinion that it might be well worth while
to reject the treaty on the ground that it involved the recognition
of secret treaties and secret diplomacy." 19 Throughout these letters
and the subsequent articles that he wrote for The New Republic
and Asia one senses that Dewey was sadly disappointed with the
Paris Peace Conference. Little had been done in the way of
helping China. Somehow, he felt, China was being shortchanged.
The handing over of Shantung to Japan only added to his convictions that "all our hopes of permanent peace and internationalism
having been disappointed at Paris . . . has shown that might still
makes right, and that the strong nations get what they want at the
expense of the weak . . . . " 20 Even the Open Door Policy, he now
came to believe, was in reality a pathway to economic imperialism. China was suffering, and he made it clear to his readers that
"the key to peace in the Far East exists at the present time in
America." 21 It was up to the United States, he maintained, to
break "The Far Eastern Deadlock." And the first move toward
breaking that deadlock, Dewey insisted, was for the United States
"to obliterate the treaties connected with Japan's Twenty-One
Demands" and restore economic self-sufficiency to China. 22 Only
by allowing China to develop on her own was Dewey sure that
peace would be restored to the Far East:
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The commercial open door is needed. But the need is greater that the door be
opened to light, to knowledge and understanding. If these forces will not create a
public opinion which will in time secure a lasting and just settlement of other
problems, there is no recourse save despair of civilization. 23

By thus opening the front door to light, knowledge and understanding Dewey hoped to finally shut the back door on the forces
of economic imperialism.
The remainder of Dewey's stay in China was devoted to
delivering lectures at National Peking University, National Peking
Teachers College and National Nanking Teachers College. Having
been granted an extended leave by Columbia, Dewey remained in
China until July, 1921. All in all the Deweys spent 26 months in
China developing in the process a great amount of respect for the
Chinese people. Finally on July 11, 1921, the Deweys departed
from China with many fond memories and saddened by the fact
that they would be leaving behind many close friendships. Yet they
also looked forward anxiously to their return home. 23
Once back in the United States, the Deweys immediately headed
for New York. Within three weeks Dewey was at his desk teaching
at Columbia. But China's economic and political future was a
subject with which he remained deeply concerned. Aware that
industrialism, war, and commercial rivalry had shattered China's
long tradition of isolationism, Dewey longed for the day when
China would become modernized and able to stand on her own
two feet without the fear of being overwhelmed by the more
powerful nations of the world. His hopes for international peace
were aroused when he heard of Congressional talk about the
possibility of a naval armaments conference to be held in the
nation's capital within the coming weeks.
During the month of December, 1920, Senator William E.
Borah, the grey-haired theatrical orator from Idaho, presented a
joint resolution from both houses of Congress requesting that the
newly-elected president, Warren G . Harding, confer in Washington with the governments of Great Britain and Japan concerning
agreement to lessen naval strength. The reason for this request was
based primarily on the fear of another arms race. Tensions over
the Far East and build-up of naval armaments had been going on for
quite some time. Great Britain was especially anxious to negotiate
some form of a naval agreement if only to maintain her own naval
superiority over the United States. Realizing, however, that the
prospects of another armaments race would not only be costly but
also financially disasterous, His Majesty's Government seemed
more than willing to settle on an equal footing with the United
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States. Moreover, Japan, despite her desire to maintain naval
supremacy in the western Pacific as well as protecting her
economic markets, was still responsive to the demands of Japanese
businessmen that peace be maintained at all costs. The Japanese
businessmen of the twenties tended to look with disfavor on the
high taxes required for large naval and military establishments.
They were also inclined to believe that economic expansionbuilding up export trade and acquiring economic concessions
abroad through diplomacy- was less costly and more profitable
than colonial expanison by war and conquest. Although Japan
would not abandon her aims on China nor completely drop her
goal of maintaining a strong navy and army, she was willing to
swallow her nationalistic pride for the time being in the name of
international peace. In addition, the United States Government
was also willing to come to the conference table. Tension between
Japan and the United States had increased considerably since the
Paris Peace Conference. The United States, in an effort to apply
the brakes to Japanese policy in China, sought to strengthen the
hand of the Open Door Policy, which when drawn up in 189~L
1900 had specifically guaranteed and protected the commercial,
territorial and administrative integrity of China from the
imperialistic desires of the industrialized nations who sought to
maintain their own "spheres of influence." Much to the chagrin of
American policymakers the "open door" policy had thus far failed
to prevent encroachments on China's economic markets and only
added fuel to the fire in the form of increased economic and
military competition. Fearful of another World War, therefore,
the Congress of the United States looked upon the proposed
Washington Conference as a way out of the present dilemma . 25
Harding, upon assuming the office of President of the United
States, in March, 1921, was anxious to sidetrack League
supporters-"We do not mean to be entangled," he declared in his
inaugural address- while at the same time putting the United
States in a favorable light among peace advocates throughout the
world. 26 Although he realized the need for such a conference,
Harding's motive appears to have been more political than
humanitarian. He readily agreed, nonetheless, to the Congressional
request and assigned Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes to
begin to make formal preparations as early as July, 1921.
The language of the State Department's invitations was phrased
to please those nations that desired complete disarmament at once.
Its broad inclusiveness spoke of "limitation of Armament, in connection with which Pacific and Far Eastern questions should be
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discussed." 27 This was a point that Dewey was most happy to see
appear in the invitations. The requests were first addressed to
Great Britain, France, Italy, and Japan which, with the United
States, had made up the Big Five at Versailles. A special invitation
was also sent to China. Later in the autumn Belgium, the
Netherlands and Portugal were extended similar invitations to join
the other six nations in a broadened program designed to cover
"such common understandings . . . as may serve to promote enduring friendship." 28 Secretary of State Hughes was designated as
head of the American delegation to preside over an agenda which
included naval limitation, new weapons, land armament, and
such Far Eastern questions as China, Siberia, and the mandated
islands. With much dignified optimism but very little concrete
assurance, the Washington Conference convened on November 12,
1921, exactly three years and one day after the signing of the
armistice ending World War I. 29
Reaction to the Conference was mixed. Oswald Garrison
Villard, liberal editor of the Nation and leading pacifist during the
war, was enthusiastic about the prospects of the conference. He
pointed out to his readers that "I cannot sympathize with the
radicals who scoff at the whole thing. A tremendous public
education is going on, a vast public opinion is being created." 30
Others like Nathaniel Peffer, a Washington news columnist, were
more cynical. With Versailles fresh in his memory Peffer went on
to argue: "And now it is proposed to sanctify the whole cynical
procedure by an exchange of treaties which may or may not be
interpreted as a new and more sinister alliance . . . What else than
a fiasco and a hoax to befool a world longing for surcease of
slaughter?" 31 Indeed, the prospects were not encouraging to those
who had witnessed the art of diplomatic chicanery two years
earlier. Sober realists, like Peffer, were perhaps in a much better
position to judge than optimists such as Villard.
But when the conference convened as scheduled, Dewey, like
Villard was more than elated with its prospects. A month before
the conference began he addressed a body of Chinese students,
who were celebrating the tenth anniversary of the founding of the
Republic of China, at Columbia. "This disarmament conference,"
Dewey declared, ". . . will be a real parting of the ways for the
United States, which is on trial as to the sincerity of its good will
and to its honesty and intelligence." 32 He was, indeed, enthusiastic
about the possibilities of the conference easing international
friction. Here was an opportunity to combat the pernicious effects
of imperialism as well as gaining a better understanding and
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knowledge of the Far East . I:Iere also was a golden chance for the
United States to reassert its leadership in the cause for world peace
regardless of the direct results of the conference. As an instrumentalist Dewey greeted the Washington Conference as an experimental first step, not the panacea, toward guaranteeing peace in
the Pacific. It indicated a direction which would assume a more
concrete form as experimental steps were taken toward it. Like
Villard he, too, believed that a tremendous public education was
about to happen. "It is possible that a by-product of the
Conference may be more valuable than any direct results which will
be obtained . I mean by this a better understanding, a greater
knowledge of the conditions which exist in the Far East ." 33 He
firmly maintained that a new type of liberal and international
thought- analogous to America's democratic tradition - could be
influential in shaping the foreign policy of every nation . 34
The strength of Dewey's conviction that the Washington
Conference would serve a useful measure in helping China as well
as in aiding the interests of world peace can be found in a series of
articles that he wrote for the Baltimore Sun during the period the
conference was in session. The first three articles, "Causes of
International Friction," "The Anglo-Japanese Alliance and the
United States," and "China's Interest" indicated Dewey's support
for the abrogation of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance as well as his
encouragement to the diplomats at Washington to allow China to
sustain her own socio-economic self-development. "Suggested
Measures ," the last in Dewey's series of seven weekly articles
contained his own proposals.
The crux of the problem, according to Dewey was "to minimize
international supervision and control of China while proposing the
maximum of practicable international supervision and control of
individual nation's activities toward China ." 35 It was time to stop
treating China as a sick patient . The conference, he added ,
should establish a permanent international commission for Far
Eastern Affairs. This he believed could be accomplished by
formulating a kind of constitution to govern the conduct of the
commission. It was around this commission that Dewey put forth
his "suggested measures." This was his experimental plan which he
hoped would be reappraised in the light of observed results. The
object of these proposals, as he recounted them, dealt mainly with
the economic reorganization of China's own self-development. It
was this factor which took precedence over the reduction of
armaments . By attempting to solve the economic problems, he
emphasized, the conference would also be working toward guaran-
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teeing a lasting measure for world peace. "Put a stop to the
piecemeal partition of China and the alienation of its resources
from without; put a stop to the building of warships and the
problems of the Far East will gradually present themselves in a
proper perspective." 3 6
In subsequent weeks Dewey continued to write for the Baltimore
Sun. He constantly re-emphasized his themes of a commercial open
door and an opened door of opened diplomacy. 37 Realizing the
serious threat which Japanese militarism presented to China as
well as to world peace, and aware of the failures at Versailles,
Dewey was more than vigilant in calling for mutual trust of
nations "in one another's good faith and good will." 38 It was
extremely difficult for him not to caution the United States
military on her role. Thus he urged that the Navy Department
abandon all talk about the prospects of constructing a naval base
on the Pacific island of Guam; such talk, Dewey believed, would
undermine the work of the peace conference on arms limitation. It
would be unthinkable, he thought, if, while we were encouraging
international cooperation at Washington, our own military
secretely harbored imperialistic ambitions in the Western Pacific.
The presence of a naval base at Guam, Dewey argued, would only
increase Japanese fears and wreck any chance of bringing lasting
peace to the Far East. 38 Temporarily, Dewey's pleas for peace
overshadowed opposing points of view from within military
circles.
In two important respects, therefore, the Washington Conference served the forces for world stability, temporary though it
might have been. In the first place, the signed treaties pledged the
consenting parties to respect the independence of China and its
territorial and administrative integrity, to provide full opportunity
for the development of an effective Chinese government, and,
above all, to maintain the principle of ~qual opportunity for the
commerce of all nations within China. 40 In the second place, an
agreement was reached by the major naval powers to limit navies
and maintain capital ships (warships over 10,000 tons) in a
tonnage ratio of 5 :5:3 for England, the United States and Japan
and 1.67 for France and Italy. Quite clearly, the results of the
conference proved favorable to the United States. Secretary
Hughes received everything he had asked for including restoration
of full Chinese sovereignty over Shangtung and sale by Japan to
China of the Shantung railroad, a possession which Japan had
received as a result of the Treaty of Versailles. 41
But notable as the results of the Washington Conference were,
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they failed to reconcile or even make clear the basic clash between
the Open Door and the industrialized nations' special claim to
interests in China. 42 For example, Japan, though satisfied with the
conference treaties when she first signed them, still refused to give
up her imperialistic ambition in the Far East. Her interest in
China made it increasingly difficult to achieve any worthwhile
results. The failure of the conference to take notice of Dewey's
"suggested measures" and to allow China to assume responsibility
for her own economic reorganization in . no way alleviated' the
serious problem of imperialism on the part of the rest of the
industrialized nations.
Although Dewey hailed the naval disarmament treaty as one
more step in the direction of world peace he was, however, less
than satisfied with the economic provisions of the treaty regarding
the independence of China. To him it appeared an anomaly that
the nations attending the Washington Conference could pledge
themselves to respect the independence of China while they at the
same time insisted on protecting their own imperialistic ambitions.
The economic stranglehold over China, he pointed out, was still in
effect. China, in reality, was not free. And so long as the
commercial Open Door of economic exploitation remained in
existence, Dewey noted, the problems of imperialism and war
would not be solved:
The common belief at the present time that the Pacific is to be the scene of the
next great world catastrophe, the fatalistic belief that conflict between the white
and the yellow race is predestined, are really expressions of a sense of a deep,
underlying cleft that makes mutual understanding impossible. But instead of
trying to lessen the cleft by effort to understand each other, we talk about an
irrepressible conflict of forces beyond human control, or else about the competition
for control of the natural resou.rces of China and the tropics. I would not minimize
the danger in this competition, but it is ridiculous to suppose that it is so great as to
make the Pacific the scene of an inevitable war. If we succeed in really
understanding each other, some way of cooperation for common ends can be
found. 43

Once again, Dewey could only lament that the opened door to
diplomacy remained shut when it came to genuine understanding
and good faith.
In subsequent years Dewey continued to write and talk about
China. Indeed, his interest in China's fate never dimmed after his
sojourn there from 1919-1921. He was saddened, however, by the
actions of Congress, when in 1925 it passed the National Origins
Act. The act, which fixed a total annual immigration quota and
required that national quotas be calculated on the basis of the
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proportion of descendants of each nationality living in the United
States in 1920, also forbade all Oriental immigration. Enraged by
the nativist attitudes then prevailing in the United States, Dewey
saw the passage of the act as a direct slap in the face of our
Oriental friends and foes alike. Furthermore, this insult proved
especially appalling to the Japanese who regarded it as a day of
national mourning. The undemocratic nature of the act and its
passage by the United States Government, Dewey affirmed, provided Japan with a needed excuse with which to carry on her
militaristic ambitions.
Dewey was appalled, moreover, by America's own imperialistic
desires . It appeared to him that during this period of economic
abundance and rising prosperity America deliberately chose to
ignore China's plight for fear that it would conflict with her own
interests. Dewey's hope that the beacon of American democracy
would shine forth as a symbol for mutual cooperation and
international understanding was rudely shattered when he saw
how the American Government itself placed economic gain above
world peace . "The doctrine of the Open Door, of maintaining the
territorial integrity of China," Dewey informed his readers in
Survey, "ran counter with our own interests ." 44 Our role was
merely paternalistic, Dewey claimed . According to Dewey, the
"open door" policy in China, which originated from the pen of
Secretary of State John Hay around the turn of the century in
order to offset the "spheres-of-influence" policy practiced by other
nations, was deliberately being abused by the very country that
initiated the idea . "Is China a Nation or a Market?" he asked his
readers in The New Republic. Indeed, the pecuniary interests of
American manufacturers, merchants and exporters led Dewey to
ask: "Do we wish China to be treated as a free and self-respecting
people should be treated or as a market upon which to dump
goods for the pecuniary profit of a small number?" 45 And in
response to Major General William Crozier's article, "What Hope
for China?" Dewey scoffed at the general's idea "of a union of
great and imperialistic Powers having the sole purpose of assisting
another nation .... "Such intervention, Dewey maintained, was a
serious challenge to Chinese nationalism. Writing the words a
pacifist would have used, Dewey persuasively argued that "it will
take time for China to make the transition . . . . But it must come
by patience, sympathy and educative effort, and the slow processes
of commerce and exchange of ideas, not by a foreign rule imposed
by military force ." 46 So forceful was Dewey in his line of reason402

ing- an approach along pacifist ·lines-that General Crozier
refused to write a rejoinder to his argument.
Dewey's activities in the Far East and his later concern with
United States foreign policy in the Orient demonstrated his
continuing interest in the establishment of a democratic world
order along peaceful lines. Throughout the 1920's Dewey, as a
peaceful publicist, constantly reminded his listeners and readers
that the Far East was a serious sore spot in international affairs.
Perhaps he was too optimistic in his hopes for a permanent settlement to Far Eastern problems . Americans, like all other nationalities, he realized, were too concerned about their own economic
prosperity and nationalistic ambitions to express any interest in
China's fate along with the basic problems of imperialistic expansionism. Consequently, while hopeful that international progress
could be achieved on a democratic basis, Dewey was unable to
stem the tide of postwar domestic reaction. The provincialism
which captured the American mind in the 1920's was largely the
result of the survival of the attitude of patriotic conformity which
the propaganda of war had imposed. The disillusionment over the
Versailles Treaty, the Palmer raids and the re-birth of the Ku Klux
Klan indicated that Americans were less concerned with peace
throughout the world then they were about their own destiny.
Peace in the Far East, Democracy's ambassador correctly
concluded, would be a short-lived experiment .
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Progress Amid Poverty,
Santa Clara College in the 1870's
GERALD McKEVITT,

S.J.

"Wretched." That was the word Bishop Joseph Alemany used in
1851 to characterize Mission Santa Clara. And in that state he gave
it to the Jesuits to found a college (now the University of Santa
Clara). 1 With crumbling adobes falling into ruin and orchards and
vineyards infested with weeds, California's oldest institution of
higher learning began its long history. Ten years later the mission
school was still in lamentable condition. When Santa Clara's fourth
president, Burchard Villiger, arrived from Baltimore in 1861 he
was shocked at the row of ugly squat adobes that constituted his
frontier college. "You could scarcely see it above the plankfence," he
remarked in disbelief. 2
By the time the Swiss-born Jesuit had completed his presidential
term, however, and returned East four years later, the school was
totally transformed. Gone was the "long, tumble-down line of
adobe rooms" that had shocked Villiger upon his arrival and in their
place stood a four-story Victorian structure. Across its handsome
white facade an inscription in gold letters two feet high proclaimed
"Santa Clara College." 3 So striking was the change effected during
Villiger's presidency that in 1864 a San Francisco newspaper editor
could announce that "the Jesuits have the most prosperous and
populous educational institutions in California ." 4 Although he also
left behind a debt of nearly $100,000, Villiger's building campaign
laid the foundation for the prosperity which Santa Clara College
came to enjoy in the 1870's.
Villiger's presidency signalled one of the most successful periods in
the history of the College. Having channeled no small amount of
money into dormitories, scientific apparatus and classrooms during
the 1860's, Santa Clara's educational investments began to return
dividends in the decade that followed. Little difficulty · was
encountered attracting students. An unprecedented burst of
attendance in 1875 pushed the size of the student body up to 275,
the largest enrollment recorded by the institution throughout the
nineteenth century. Only about one-third of the students were
enrolled in the collegiate division, however, with the remainder
attending the College's preparatory and high school departments.
In terms of curriculum, the College supplied a range of courses
designed to meet the needs of the typical student of the day. With
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Swiss-born Jesuit Burchard
Villiger, dynamic president of
Santa Clara College, 1861 1865.
the expansion of the mercantile curriculum in 1877, the three
departments (Commercial, Scientific, and Classical) had reached
their fullest development. The offerings listed in the catalogue for
1871, however, still reflected the school's liberal arts orientation:
Theology, Philosophy, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, Mineralogy, Classics,
Oratory, Literature, French, German, Italian, and Spanish, Architectural,
Mechanical, Landscape and Figure Drawing, Dancing, Dramatic Action and
Delivery, Military Drill.
Practical Schools of Telegraphy, Photography, Surveying and Printing; Daily
assays of native ores, in a thoroughly-fitted laboratory; one of the most complete
cabinets of apparatus in the United States; several libraries; a brass band; the finest
collection of printed music possessed by an American college. 5

In 1871, Santa Clara could claim it possessed "the largest number
of Professors and Tutors connected with any institution on the
Pacific Coast." 6 And, for what it sought to impart, a general liberal
arts education resting on the three pillars of science, philosophy and
the classics, Santa Clara's faculty was probably as qualified as any
in the state.
The day was not far distant when the balance of achievements
would begin to shift in favor of other institutions, but until the end
of the post-war decade, Santa Clara managed to hold its own in
general reputation and numbers of students . After all, it still faced
few rivals . Stanford University had not yet opened its doors . Santa
Clara's next-door neighbor, the College of the Pacific, had come
upon hard times and, in hopes of forestalling complete collapse, was
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Aloysius Varsi, Italian president of the College from 1868
til1876.
in the process of abandoning its Santa Clara campus in favor of a
site nearer San Jose. 7 Even the University of California, that future
colossus whose size and accomplishments would soon swamp lilliputian Santa Clara, had not yet attained an imposing stature. In
1873, for example, the University of California reported a total
enrollment of merely 185 and a graduating class of college seniors
which numbered only twelve students 8 The stingy budgets accorded
public education on the collegiate and, especially, high school level
meant that the task of educating young Californians continued to be
met to a large extent by private institutions. This fact partially
accounts for Santa Clara's growth in the 1870's. It also helps explain
why in 1868 the student body of the Catholic college was still half
Protestant.
The only discordant note in Santa Clara's modest symphony of
success was that sounded at the college door by persistent knock of
creditors demanding payment of monies owed them by the indebted
and indigent institution.
The Varsi Administration
During most of the 1870's, Santa Clara's administration was the
responsibility of Father Aloysius Varsi, one of many Italian Jesuits
who emigrated to California in the wake of the political turmoil
which rocked Europe in the mid-nineteenth century . Born to a
family of provincial nobility in Sardinia, Varsi had joined the
Jesuits of the Turin Province as a young man, but fled Italy three
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years later following the disturbances of 1848. After completing his
studies ·in exile in Belgium, the young seminarian's "more than
ordinary talents" led him to the University of Paris to prepare for a
career as a missionary-scientist at Peking's Imperial Observatory.
However, a change of plans directed him to America, instead, and
the more modest observatory of Georgetown University. When a
need for teachers arose in the Far West, which the Turin Jesuit
Province had adopted as a mission field in 1854, Varsi was sent to
Santa Clara College to teach physics and mathematics. Three years
later, in 1868, he was named president of the school, an office he
filled for a nine-year term. 9
Despite the fact that the College was heavily in debt as a result of
his predecessor's building program, Varsi began a new construction
project immediately upon taking office. The spur to renewed building activity was the completion of the transcontinental railroad.
The advent of transcontinental transportation in 1869 had not only
boosted California's standard of living to a new level, but, after two
decades of relative isolation, it presented almost every type of
institution in the state with the challenge of Eastern competition.
Even in the field of education, the locomotive made an impact.
Overnight, it became easy for young Californians to travel east for
their schooling. And by flooding the state with imported material
luxuries, the transcontinental line made the public less inclined to
tolerate the primitive educational facilities of an earlier era. Since,
as one of the faculty put it, "the American public is apt to judge the
efficiency of an educational institution by its exterior," Varsi felt
constrained to build once again in order to preserve the school's
clientele. 10
In 1868, Varsi drew up plans for a new college theatre and
dormitory. Dubbed "The Ship" by later generations because its
eighty huge beams were held in place by dovetailing and wooden
pegs instead of nails, the new structure contained a 130-bed
dormitory on its first floor. Having lost a brick chapel to a shifting
San Andreas fault two years earlier, the College assured its patrons
that the new student residence was "earthquake proof." 11 A
previous slipping of the fault had precipitated pandemonium in one
of the older dormitories, which the authorities did not wish
repeated. Tremblors were a frequent occurrence in the Santa Clara
Valley, but by careful construction Varsi hoped his flexible wooden
"Ship" could ride out the periodic storms with impunity.
The building's most striking visual feature was its theatre. With a
decorative drop curtain, fourteen sets of scenery of "considerable
merit," and elaborate gaslight chandeliers, the Alta California
described the new auditorium as "larger and handsomer than any
thespian temple in San Francisco." 12
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By 1864 President Villiger had transformed the "wretched" adobes
of Mission Santa Clara into California's "most prosperous and
populous educational institution." To the far right is seen the tiled
roof of the old mission church and, beyond, the tower of Villiger's
Science Building.
The new hall was officially inaugurated in a ceremony calculated
to promote both patronage and financial support. The guest speaker
at the dedication was the prominent California jurist, John T.
Doyle. After tracing the story of Santa Clara's historical development, Doyle concluded his remarks with an appeal for support of
California's schools. "Let us agree to educate our youth at home
rather than on the East Coast," he urged."Let us build up and
encourage institutions of learning, here, at our own doors" and not
"publish our belief in their inferiority by sending our boys
abroad." 13
As if in response to Doyle's appeal, Santa Clara's enrollment continued to climb steadily in the years that followed . An exceptional
increase to 275 pupils in 1875 necessitated a new division of the
student body . Until this time, students had been segregated into two
age groups, but now a third was formed comprising approximately
fifty students. The Preparatory Division, with its own playground,
classrooms, study hall and dormitory, was established to isolate the
youngest pupils from the older Junior and Senior Divisions. Though
the Jesuit system of education drew no sharp line of demarcation
between secondary and collegiate instruction, the Junior and Senior
Divisions were roughly equivalent to the modern high school and
college. At this time probably half the student body was enrolled in
the Junior Division, one-third in the Senior Division, and the
remainder in the small Preparatory Department. 14
Financing Private Education
Though Santa Clara encountered little difficulty attracting
students during the 1870's, its discreet requests for financial
assistance fell on deaf ears. A Jesuit chronicler ascribed the problem
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On the stage of the College theater, popularly known as "The Ship,"
generations of California politicians and actors learned the art of
eloquentia perfecta .
simply to the school's affluent external appearance: "People looked
at the magnificent building and imagined the College was rich,"
and hence they gave nothing. 15 Though this interpretation is probably not incorrect, it is incomplete; for it appears that the institution
exercised neither vigor nor imagination in its efforts to acquire
funds . Another decade would pass before Santa Clara administrators even attempted anything resembling a modern fund drive.
Meanwhile, the debt grew. Santa Clara's liabilities were small
compared to the financial burden carried by her million-dollar sister
establishment in San Francisco, the Jesuit College of St. Ignatius.
However, its deficit was large enough to constitute Varsi's chief
preoccupation during his nine years in office. Account books reveal
that three years after he had completed construction of "The Ship,"
Santa Clara was $118,000 in the red. 16
There is no evidence to suggest that Varsi was a much better
fund -raiser than his predecessors, but he was resourceful in other
ways . Like those who preceded him, Varsi managed to obtain an
occasional interest-free loan from friends of the College- not an
insignificant achievement, since some creditors still demanded as
high as twelve percent annual interest on their loans . Despite the
cost of building improvements, V arsi was able to bring the debt
down to $99,000 by the time he left office in 1876. 17
One means employed to augment income and meet operational
costs was agricultural investment . Since Santa Clara's founding, the
Jesuit faculty helped balance their books by supplying the boarding
school table with produce raised by themselves . In addition to the
ordinary staples, the Italian fathers gave special attention to viniculture, a natural consequence of their European background and
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the inheritance of a small vineyard from their Franciscan
predecessors.
Under Varsi's direction, the College purchased in 1871 an
additional tract of land near Cupertino, on the western edge of the
Santa Clara Valley, to augment the harvest from the small campus
vineyard. Villa Maria, as the farm came to be known, served not
only as an investment, but also as a vacation spot for the faculty and
students. On those critical occasions when an epidemic of smallpox
or dreaded influenza struck the campus neighborhood, the villa also
functioned as a handy quarantine camp for the sick.
The Italians' taste for wine sometimes made them the butt of
sarcastic humor. From the pens of their ever-vigilant critics came
portraits of vine-tending, drunken clerics who daily consumed
gallons of claret, port and every conceivable alcoholic beverage. 18
An occasional scurrilous column in the nativistic press was hardly
sufficient, however, to deter them from their profitable enterprise.
Much of the wine produced from the College vineyards was used
for sacramental purposes and domestic consumption. (At Santa
Clara the students, if their parents consented, were allowed a glass
of wine with their meals.) Even so, income from wine sales
augmented the College income by an average of several thousand
dollars annually, one year yielding a record $10,000. By the late
1880's, its vineyards were considered "one of the main resources" of
Santa Clara. 19
In 1888, the California Jesuits expanded production even further
by founding a novitiate and winery in the foothills of Los Gatos.
Under the direction of French Brother Louis Olivier, the existing
vineyard on the recently purchased property was improved with
cuttings imported from Montpellier, France. Consequently, Los
Gatos emerged as the new center of Jesuit wine-making in California. Though founded out of Santa Clara College, the Novitiate was
an independent institution whose revenue went not to the College,
but to the support of the Novitiate itself and the education of the
Jesuit seminarians of the California mission.
An additional source of financial support derived from the fact
that the College strove for economic self-sufficiency by supplying as
many of its own material needs as possible. A visitor in 1870
suggested that the enclosed twelve-acre campus, with its clustered
workshops, classrooms and orchards, resembled "a village more
than a mere institution for educational purposes." A dairy on the
periphery of the campus supplied the college community with all
the butter and milk it required; hogs and several types of fowl
provided meat. From the campus vineyard came "the wine and
brandy with which the numerous guests of the College are regaled
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on public occasions." A stand of forty mission olive trees produced a
sufficiency of oil, another staple of the Italian diet, and nearby
orchards and gardens supplied the boarding school table with fresh
fruit and vegetables .
Santa Clara's image as a self-sustained country village was completed by the presence of a tailorshop, a cobbler's shop, a machine
shop, a carpenter shop, a blacksmith snop, and an apothecary store .
There was even a printing office, where, visitors observed, "Father
Bosco not only prints the cataloges, progammes, tickets and circular
letters," of the College, "but actually turns out sheet music." 20
The custodians of this extensive enterprise were a staff of nearly
twenty-five Jesuit brothers. Comprised of men of varied vocational
and educational backgrounds, this group performed the tasks of
vintner, infirmarian, tailor, night-watchman, carpenter, cook and
milkman. Their many services not only left the priests free for
ministerial and teaching activities, but also minimized the school's
need for a large maintenance staff of paid employees. Consequently, though few occupied the classroom, the Jesuit brothers
were responsible to no small degree for the survival of the straitened
school during its more difficult periods of financial stress .
Extracurricular "Eloq uen tia"
Despite its material difficulties, Santa Clara pressed ahead
academically under Varsi's administration. One of the purposes of
the new college hall was to provide for the school's several debating
and dramatic activities. Eloquentia perjecta, or the perfection of
style, was an integral part of Jesuit educational tradition. Since
poise in word and manner and the ability to speak and write correctly and effectively stood as a hallmark of the well-disciplined and
well -educated mind, literary and debating societies enjoyed positions
of first importance in the extracurriculum of the typical Jesuit school.
Debating was officially introduced at Santa Clara in 1856. That
year Father Michael Accolti organized the Philalethic Society.
According to its constitution, the aim of the society was "to
accustom its members, by means of literary discussions, to speak
with ease and fluency on useful and interesting subjects, avoiding
everything of sectarian tendency." Among the subjects debated
during the course of the first year were, "Whether the emigration of
the Chinese to California is beneficial or detrimental to the interests
of the state," and "Whether the gold mines are more conducive to
the progress of California than agriculture." 21
Forensics received its greatest boost in 1861 with the arrival of
Father Edmund Young from the Maryland province. Sent west to
aid the Turinese with their English curriculum, this highly popular
New England Jesuit taught rhetoric and directed the school's
literary- activity during the course of the next thirty years. Having
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"Extracurricular eloquentia:" College dramatic group pose with
their Jesuit director, probably Father Edmund Young.
served as a page in the United States Senate as a boy, Young
conceived of the idea of forming a student debating society at Santa
Clara patterned on the national Congress. In 1876 he reorganized
the school's two debating societies into the Philalethic Senate and
the House of Philhistorians. Together they formed the Literary
Congress of Santa Clara College, the first collegiate debating society
in the country patterned after the United States Congress. "By
making our work our play," as one alumnus put it later, Young's
innovation succeeded famously. 22 The Literary Congress not only
enabled the students to "enjoy all the advantages offered by
debating societies," but also to "acquire a knowledge of parliamentary law and the manner in which legislative bodies are
conducted. 23 Some years later, both Yale and Harvard, in imitation
of Santa Clara, established a similar congress to supplement their
forensic programs. 24
More than one alumnus was outspoken in his praise of Young's
pedagogy and ascribed to it his ability to rise "in any gathering" and
"express clearly his views on any question of the day." It was their
skill in public speaking, one graduate claimed, "that made the sons
of Santa Clara stand forth pre-eminent in the public life of our
State." 25
Many of the most prominent of the alumni of the College were
indeed products of the school's debating or literary academies. One
of the most gifted of these, Delphin Delmas, graduated from the
Classical Course in 1862, received his master's degree in the following year, and then finished his studies in law at Yale . Delmas
achieved nation-wide notoriety in his conduct of the defense of
Harry K. Thaw in the latter's first trial for the murder of Stanford
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White. A public speaker of considerable popularity, Delmas was
also active in Democratic party politics. Another prominent student
debator, James F. Smith, graduated in 1877; he subsequently
became Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the Philippines and
later Governor General. Valentine and Charles McClatchy, sons of
the California newspaper pioneer, developed their powers of
expression under Young's tutelage. Charles later employed his
talents as editor of the Sacramento Bee and founder of branches of
the family -owned newspaper in Modesto and Fresno. Other
students attained positions of political prominence. William
Mcinerny was appointed United States Senator from Hawaii.
Stephen M. White, who received medals as a student debater both
at Santa Clara and St. Ignatius College, entered the United States
Senate in 1893 after a successful career in California state politics.
White is probably best remembered for his victory over Collis P.
Huntington and the Southern Pacific Railroad in the battle over the
Los Angeles harbor.
Santa Clara's extracurriculum also embraced drama. Employed
by the faculty to assist in bringing to perfection the carefully taught
art of the spoken word, theatrical performances provided students a
welcome outlet during the era before athletics made their debut on
the college campus. Religious and historical themes were popular
dramatic subjects, but the plays of Shakespeare appeared with
equal frequency on the College stage. Declamatory pieces,
dialogues, farces and one-act plays written and staged by the
students themselves were also standard theatrical fare . Though
careers in public entertainment exercised a more powerful attraction upon alumni of a later era, some Santa Clara students of even
this early period achieved positions of minor prominence in the
theatre. Playwright Clay Greene attended Santa Clara until the
University of California opened its doors in 1869. Greene became
closely associated with the College in later years when he wrote
"The Mission Play of Santa Clara" and "The Passion Plan of Santa
Clara ." John T. Malone, lawyer, writer and actor, graduated from
the College's Classical Course in 1871.
Music was another popular extracurricular activity. An Italian
Jesuit , Joseph Caredda, organized the Santa Clara College Band in
1855 under the title of the Cecilian Society for the purpose of adding
"solemnity to the celebration of Religious, National and Literary
Festivals." 26 Since several other Italians on the staff besides Caredda
were trained in music, it was customary for both faculty and
students to perform together at Santa Clara's many musical entertainments. Part-time teachers were always retained to offer private
lessons in voice or instrumentation to interested students.
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The Santa Clara College Press
According to one historian, extracurricular journalism suffered a
retarded development in most nineteenth century Catholic colleges.
Deterred by the high cost of printing and fearful of the rebellion
which often seemed to attend student efforts at publishing, these
institutions, if they allowed journalism at all, tolerated only the
printing of religious material. 27 Santa Clara, however, stands an
exception . Old account books reveal that as early as 1866, the
college possessed a hand-powered Gordon press which it had
purchased for $412.75. 28 That same year, the school began printing
its annual Prospectus. Supervised by Father Bosco and run by a
layman with an occasional assistant and student typesetters, the
Santa Clara College printing office always received top billing when
visitors were hosted to tours of the campus. From it issued the yearly
catalogue, prayer books, leaflets, the student literary magazine,
programmes, music and even paper currency used in the Commercial Department's "Santa Clara College Bank." Charles Warren
Stoddard's Pedro de Alvarado, which the poet read at the annual
meeting of the students' Philhistorian Society in 1881, is also listed
among the Santa Clara imprints.
Two books by members of the Jesuit faculty were published on
campus. Typically, they were Shallo's Lessons in Scholastic
Philosophy and a Greek grammar by Father Leggio. A later
chronicler of the College was undoubtedly correct when he boasted
that Leggio's unusual work was "the first book of its kind to be
printed on the Pacific coast." 29
One of the regular publications issuing from the press was the
College's monthly literary magazine, The Owl. Begun by the
students in 1869, the first fifteen issues of the periodical were
printed by Bosque and H . H. Bancroft, but the remaining volumes
(1871 -1875) were printed on campus. The magazine's title was not a
classical allusion to the bird of wisdom, but a reference to night
study. When their rhetoric class was not dismissed one evening until
the stars began to appear, the student editors-"conning our books
of lore in the night" - likened themselves and their publication to
the owls which inhabited the campus neighborhood. 30
Though it was not the first college paper on the coast as its student
publishers claimed, the Santa Clara Owl ranks among the earliest
since its appearance was preceded only by a few months by the
College Echo of the University of California. Described as a
"magazine devoted to mental improvement," the well-polished and
carefully constructed sentences which filled the pages of The Owl
reflected the "intense classical studies" of the College. 31
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The press' most important publication, however, was the Reglamento para el Gobierno de la Provincia de Calijornias, published in
1874 by the California Historical Society. The Society, which had
been founded on the campus three years before, commissioned the
College to print the document as the organization's second publication. Since all but six of the 150 copies produced were believed lost
to fire and the original Mexican document was destroyed in 1906,
the few extant copies of the Reglamento are the rarest and most
valuable of the imprints of the Santa Clara press. 32
Formation of the California Historical Society in 1871 was the
result of an address delivered on campus at the dedication of "The
Ship" the previous year. The speaker on that occasion was John T.
Doyle, collector of early Californiana and expert in litigation
concerning the Pious Fund and California land claims. Reflecting
on the Jesuit role in the history of Baja California and the Order's
pioneer educational work in American California, Doyle suggested
that the faculty and friends of Santa Clara sponsor the formation of
a society to "collect, preserve, and from time to time make public
the interesting records of our early colonial history." 33 In response to
his proposal, the Historical Society of California was established the
following year, with Doyle and V arsi serving on the board of
trustees . Its first meeting, which was held at Santa Clara on June 6,
1871, was presided over by Jesuit Michael Accolti, "the oldest
pioneer present" and co-founder of the College. From Slln
Francisco, Hubert Howe Bancroft offered members the "free use of
his magnificent library." 34

Printing office of the Santa Clara College Press.
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The Society's chief contribution to California historiography was
its publication in four volumes of Palou's Noticias de la Nueva
California and the Reglamento para el Gobierno de la Provincia de
Calijornias which, as indicated above, was printed by the Santa
Clara College Press. Though the organization was considered
defunct twelve years later, it was reorganized in 1886 at the
University of California with Varsi and Doyle again serving as
trustees. 35
Brunengo's Commercial Building
Aloysius Varsi was retained as president of the College through
1876, the year of the national centenary and the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the school's founding. In December of that year,
Varsi ended his nine-year term, and handed the reins of government
over to Aloysius Brunengo, who presided over the institution for the
next three years. Looking more like a prosperous businessman than
the teacher of philosophy which he was, Brunengo was responsible
for the expansion of Santa Clara's Commercial Course.
Throughout the United States in the period following the Civil
War, commercial training had emerged as a very popular alternative to a classical education. So strong was the demand for the
inclusion of more practical subjects in the typical high school and
collegiate curriculum that even Jesuit schools, strongholds of the
classical tradition, accepted the necessity of modifying their curriculum. In 1862 a uniform national policy was established by the order
allowing the introduction of mercantile courses in all American
Jesuit colleges. 36
Actually, Santa Clara had offered courses in commercial subjects
since 1854. Designed for students who preferred "limiting them selves to the common branches of business education," the Commercial Course included no instruction in the classics, nor did it
enjoy collegiate rank. Its curriculum centered on bookkeeping,
mathematics, algebra, geometry, English grammar and rhetoric,
Spanish, French, political science and American jurisprudence. 37
Students finishing the three-year study program received merely a
certificate of completion.
Despite its popularity, however, President Brunengo's decision to
expand the school's Commercial Course by constructing a special
building for that purpose encountered opposition . To some of the
faculty, the promotion of mere vocational training seemed not only
a betrayal of hallowed Jesuit educational practice, but an odious
compromise with American materialism. The Commercial Course
may be "greatly suited to the temperament and training of
Americans, who from their very cradle are engaged in the accumu419

The Commercial Course: for its business students Santa Clara College recreated the commercial world "in miniature."
lation of money," complained one unhappy Italian Jesuit, but it is
"very foreign to our customs, by which boys are educated in the
study of the humanities and natural sciences." 38 Even Varsi, in his
new position as superior of the California Jesuit Mission, wrote to
Rome urging the superior general to use his influence to effect the
"abolition" of Brunengo's unwelcome innovation . 39
Nonetheless, Brunengo's surrender to relevancy prevailed. During
the summer of 1877, a new two-story Commercial Building arose on
the campus. Built of wood and sturdy brick at a cost of $10,000, the
controversial structure contained traditional classrooms on its
ground floor. The second, however, was occupied by two large halls
equipped with all the pedagogical apparatus required to instruct
young students in the theory and day-to-day functioning of nineteenth century American capitalism.
Constructed with elaborate store-front reproductions of typical
business offices of the period, the purpose of the two halls was
explained in the college catalogue. "As it not infrequently happens
that young men, after having studied bookkeeping for years, are yet
much embarassed in its application to business transactions," the
Commercial Department was devised to obviate the problem by
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recreating "as faithfully as possible" the commercial world "in
miniature." By training its students to conduct "all the ordinary
routine business of bankers, brokers, merchants and clerks in
elegantly appointed offices in every way resembling the business
houses in cities," it was hoped that graduates would leave the
College "thoroughly acquainted with the intricacies peculiar to each
branch of business ." 40
Ranged along the side walls were a post office, an express office, a
bank and other alcoves designed to represent the "more important"
lines of mercantile activity. Even a "tribunal of commerce" was
included, arranged in the fashion of a typical court room, for "the
adjustment of cases by legal procedure." Completing the
atmosphere of authenticity in which the future clerk or capitalist
learned his trade was the Department's telegraph line, which was in
communication with the other College buildings, "whence as if
from abroad, a Board of Brokers receives regular Financial and
Stock reports." But the ultimate touch of realism was ingeniously
provided by the College press which supplied the Department with
a flow of bills of "commercial currency" which served as cash for
student transactions . 41
Conclusion
Though Santa Clara College could be described as one of "the
most prosperous and populous educational institutions in California" in the 1870's, the last decade of the nineteenth century ushered
in an era of challenge for the pioneer college . With the rise of
curricular specialization and electivism in American education, the
classical training in which the school specialized was becoming
increasingly anachronistic . More important, by the 1880's Santa
Clara was no longer without rivals. "We are in competition with
state educational institutions," a California Jesuit conceded in 1884.
Not only must our teaching "compare favorably" with that offered
at the University of California at Berkeley and the State Normal
School in nearby San Jose, he complained, but "like any commercial
speculation" our endowed private institutions must "first and foremost be made to pay expenses." 42 ln 1891, an even greater rival than
Berkeley appeared on the academic horizon in the form of Stanford
University . Commencing with a total capital of almost $30 million,
the West's newest and most impressive institution of higher learning
suddenly forced all the state's educational establishments, public as
well as private, to take notice. Even Berkeley, whose highest enrollment thus far had been 322, stood by in amazement when
Stanford's registration soared to 1,100 three years after its
founding. 43 In 1893, Santa Clara's student body dropped to 185
students, the lowest figure recorded since the Civil War.
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Competition alone, however, did not explain the College's decline
in enrollment. The economic depression which struck the East with
full force in 189.3 had first began to make its influence felt in the
West five years earlier. With the drop in prices and the collapse of
the spectacular California real estate boom in 1888, Santa Clara's
registration began to slide, finally reaching its nadir in 1893, the
year of the great panic. Thus, financial depression and institutional
rivalry combined to terminate on a black note the decade of modest
prosperity which the College had enjoyed under Presidents V arsi
and Brunengo in the 1870's. For their successors some serious
questions regarding Santa Clara's future awaited solution. The old
College survived, but it did so with difficulty. The level of success
which it had enjoyed in the 1870's was not to be experienced again
for several decades .
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Captain Weber and His Place
in Early California History
PREFACE

George P. Hammond and Dale L. Morgan's 77Jagnificent book,
Captain Charles M . Weber, Pioneer of the San Joaquin and
Founder of Stockton, California, was most helpful to me in writing
this article. For the first time, the Weber papers and maps are listed
in chronological order. Having had access to the papers before they
were given to the Bancroft Library, and having made use of some of
them for a talk in 1961, I am cognizant of the tremendous labor on
the part of the Bancroft staff which went into this project.
Dale Morgan, the early newspapers, and other writers have relied
greatly on George H. Tinkham's History of Stockton, 1880. Even
H. H . Bancroft says that Tinkham is the best source of information
on Captain Weber other than original records. The Weber family
considers his writing authoritative because Tinkham had many interviews with the Captain, who actually read Tinkham's manuscript. Mrs. Gerald Kennedy has a copy of Tinkham which
belonged to Captain Weber and which has a jew corrections in
Weber's own handwriting. As an old man, Tinkham told Mrs.
Kennedy of his interviews and of how much assistance Weber was to
him . From reading the original documents of the Mexican and
American Occupation periods of California history, or the summaries of them in Captain Weber, Pioneer of the San Joaquin, it is
obvious that Tinkham himself saw and used those priceless
documents.
Mrs. Gerald Kennedy has been of inesti1f!able assistance in providing me with primary source material and her own reminiscences
as well as verifying uncertain or conflicting data. Special thanks to
Mrs . St. George Holden, ]r., and Mrs. John Edward Cahill, ]r., for
their help, and . .. with grateful appreciation to all who aided in so
many ways.
Helen Kennedy Cahill
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Captain Weber and His Place in
Early California History
HELEN KENNEDY CAHILL

"Cityplanning," "environmental impact," "orderly growth" are
all familiar expressions to 1976 readers, yet the Founder of Stockton,
Charles David Maria Weber, anticipated them one hundred and
twenty-seven years ago, in developing one of the first planned communities in the West. Captain Weber engaged a leading engineer,
Major Richard P. Hammond, to survey and prepare a master plan
for a complete city. Hammond's map for the city of Stockton was
finished in 1849. It provided for the town to encompass one square
mile, with thirteen public squares, municipal sites, streets, channels,
parks, and almost the entire waterfront to be deeded to the City by
the Founder to make the master plan a reality. Weber's hopes and
dreams of creating a beautiful city in an open, oak-studded valley
show an unusual imagination and determination for such a young
man- he was only twenty-seven years old when he arrived in
California in 1841.
To see how this young son of a German Lutheran minister
happened to come to California, we must turn to his early life.
Captain Weber was born on February 16, 1814, in the town of
Steinwenden, known during the Napoleonic era as the French
Department of Mont Tonnerre: In 1815, this region was
reincorporated into the Kingdom of Bavaria as part of the area now
known as the Saar. The house at Steinwenden was, and still is, a
Lutheran Rectory. Three generations of Lutheran ministers lived
there, and Weber descendants have visited it.
1
When Charles Weber was one year old, the family moved to
Homburg where his father served as the local Superintendent of
Schools as well as the Pastor. Although his passport states that his
birthplace was Steinwenden, Weber himself said on several occasions that he was born in Homburg, probably because it was a
larger and better known town .
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Charles Weber's ancestors had been Lutheran clergymen since
the Reformation, and the records at Heidelberg and in certain
churches show that some sons in each generation were educated at
Heidelberg for the ministry. 1 Naturally young Charles was expected
to follow in his father's footsteps. However, his health failed, no
doubt because of the intensive coursework at the Gymnasium in
ancient and modern languages, plus several hours of private instruction daily, and his formal education was terminated.
During his convalescence, Weber's imagination was captured by
the spirit of freedom in America, and it became his dream to see the
New World. Like thousands of other young men his age, he was
undoubtedly influenced by the revolution and unrest that prevailed
throughout Europe during the early Nineteenth Century. According
to Richard G. Beidelman, 2 there was much interest among Germans
in America in the early 1830's, and "Gottfried Duden's glowing
report on the wilderness paradise around St. Louis was inspiring
emigration."
In 1836, when Weber was twenty-two years old, he received
permission from his father to make the sea voyage to New Orleans,
and he sailed with a cousin named Theodore Engelmann. Weber
intended to visit his uncle, Theodore Erasmus Hilgard, who had
emigrated in that same year and settled at Belleville, Illinois, on the
Mississippi River across from St. Louis where there were many
Germans. Judge Hilgard's descendant, incidentally, was later to
become Professor Hilgard, founder of the Agriculture college at the
University of California, and for whom Hilgard Hall on the Berkeley
campus is named.
Since the Mississippi River was blocked with ice on his arrival in
America, Weber remained in New Orleans. According to Julia
Weber, daughter of Captain Weber, young Charles presented him self to a family from Steinwenden, Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Richard.
Mrs. Richard was the former Emma von Brunn. Weber boarded
with them in their house in the French Quarter during his stay in
New Orleans. While there, he was employed in various businesses,
including the construction of a small bridge (he had had engineering
training); the bridge was washed out in the winter by high water,
causing him a financial loss. 3
Sometime during those years in New Orleans, Weber joined a
company recruited to fight under Sam Houston in the Texas War of
Independence. Covert Martin told Mrs. Gerald Kennedy, Captain
Weber's granddaughter, that his own grandfather, Joseph T. Tam,
fought with Weber in the decisive Battle of Goose Creek, now commemorated in our smallest national monument called "Buffalo
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Bayou." Mr. Martin said that after a few months' service, Sam
Houston, being unable to pay his soldiers, sent the young volunteers
back to New Orleans by ship.
In 1841, after his return to New Orleans, Weber was attacked by
yellow fever with which he had been previously afflicted in 1837.
After being advised by his doctor to live in a cooler climate, he
finally started up the Mississippi to Belleville. In the meantime, his
father sent word that he had been away long enough and ordered
him to return home to Germany. His cousin, Theodore Engelmann,
decided to go back, and Weber promised to follow as soon as he
returned from the long-postponed visit to his uncle in Belleville.
While stopping in St. Louis on the way to Belleville, Weber heard
of Dr. John Marsh's glowing accounts of the Pacific Coast. St. Louis
was then the supply depot for the western emigrants, and preparations were underway for the Bidwell-Bartelson party which
departed May 18, 1841, from Sapling Grove, west of Independence,
on the overland route to California. Charles Weber, now twentyseven years old, invested his savings in supplies and equipment and
overtook the group a week later near the present day Big Vermillion
River of eastern Kansas. He traveled with Joseph Chiles, James
John, and others.
By a fortuitous circumstance, the Bidwell-Bartelson party was able
to join forces with a group of missionaries bound for Idaho to
establish a mission with the Blackfoot Indians. The group was being
led by the veteran mountain man, Thomas Fitzpatrick, who taught
the inexperienced travelers all he knew. Fitzpatrick was a
courageous Irishman known to most of the Indian tribes as "Tete
Blanche" White Head because of his heavy mane of hair. 4 The
Indians also called him "Broken Hand." According to Father
Nicolas Point, S.J., Fitzpatrick had spent fully two thirds of his life
crossing the plains.
The leader of the Missionary group was the celebrated Belgian
Jesuit, Father Pierre-Jean DeSmet. He and Weber became friends,
and he gave Weber a rosary which is still in the possession of the
Weber family . It is interesting to note that the United States Government employed the good offices of Father De Smet at least six
times in working out treaties with the Indians of the Rocky
Mountains and the Great Plains in the 1850's and 1860's. 5
As planned, the Bidwell party separated into three groups near
Fort Hall, north of the Great Salt Lake. One group went on to
Oregon, while the Missionaries proceeded to northern Idaho. The
third group, Bidwell's party of thirty-one men and one woman and
b~by, started south over an uncharted route, without a guide, by
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way of the Humboldt and Carson Rivers. According to Julia Weber,
the members of the Bidwell party abandoned their. wagons in the
Nevada marshes. 6 They traveled up the mountains and on October
18, crossed the Sierra about twelve miles north of the present day
Sonora Pass . For two weeks they struggled against great hardships
in the canyons of the Stanislaus River. By that time they had eaten
their last beef and killed a mule, which some ate almost raw because
they were starving.
On November fourth, 1841, the Bidwell group reached the ranch
of John Marsh at the base of Mt. Diablo, having earned the
distinction of being the first overland emigrant party to reach
California. The one woman in the party, Nancy Kelsey, illustrates
the strength and courage of many early pioneer women. Nicholas
Dawson, a member of the party who kept a diary, wrote that he
would never forget the sight of Nancy Kelsey, barefoot, with her
infant daughter in her arms, leading her horse through the mountains. She also took her tum standing watch at night, mounted on a
horse, babe in arms, and rifle at the ready. Joseph Chiles recalled
her words: "Where my husband goes I go. I can better endure the
hardships of the journey than the anxieties of an absent husband." 7
John Marsh charged the emigrants who were going on to San Jose
five dollars each to procure their Mexican passports. 8 He also
charged for food. By now, since Weber was penniless, he had to give
Marsh his hunting knife in payment, or so says a family story.
From there, Weber went on to Sutter's Fort to present his letters
of introduction. That winter he worked as an overseer for Sutter.
The soil outside the Fort was prepared by Indians, and Weber
experimented with plantings of tobacco, (the first in California),
flowers, and vegetables with seeds given to Sutter by the representatives of the Hudson Bay Company as well as by some of the Russians
when they left Fort Ross. All flourished in the fertile soil. During
this time, Weber was learning Spanish.
YEARS IN SAN JOSE
In the spring of 1842, Weber went to the Pueblo of San Jose to
live. There he formed a partnership with William Gulnac, a native
of New York and a blacksmith by trade. Gulnac was married to a
Mexican woman. The partners engaged in a variety of endeavors:
they built the first flour mill in San Jose to be run by water power,
(the previously used arastas were powered by horses); they also
opened the first shoe factory in California; they made soap; they
operated a bakery that made sea biscuits to supply ships; and they
ran a general store, a hotel, and a blacksmith shop. Near Centerville
the partners operated a saltworks.
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Later, Weber bought a large Rancho southeast of San Jose near
Coyote, which formerly had comprised one half of El Rancho San
Felipe y las Animas, and raised cattle there. 9
In 1843, at the instigation of Weber, Gulnac petitioned Governor
Micheltorena to grant him eleven leagues of land. Gulnac was
eligible to petition because he was a naturalized Mexican citizen. He
asked for the tract known as El Campo de los Franceses. The grant
encompassed 48,747 acres and extended from today's Lincoln
Village and Waterloo on the north, to Manteca on the south, east to
the Jack Tone Road, and west to the San Joaquin River. The tract
was named El Campo de los Franceses because of the FrenchCanadian trappers who had been hunting beaver for the Hudson
Bay Company in the tules of the San Joaquin River since 1834.
Michel La Framboise and his Scottish successor Ermatinger were
the leaders of the trappers and both had advised Weber to locate
near French Camp because of the natural advantages of the
location . It was on firm ground and had no sloughs, whereas
Stockton was crossed by five sloughs. Moreover, French Camp was
on sandy soil, so it did not become the muddy morass that both
Stockton and Sacramento were to become in winter. 10 Weber,
though chose the deeper channel at Stockton as the location for his
city.
A clipping from the Stockton Evening Mail, perhaps by Tinkham,
quotes LaFramboise as having said to Weber: "If you ever get a
grant of land, take this country. The land is rich. It bears succulent
roots and grasses and lordly groves of trees, and small game is
plentiful, while elk and deer roam the plains like cattle." Flowery,
but so was Fremont's description of his first travels through the
beautiful San Joaquin Valley.
.
La Framboise knew this country well because he had been the
leader of the first Hudson Bay trapping party to occupy French
Camp in 1832. Moreover, he had been with the first party led by
Alexander Roderick McLeod when, in 1829, they had camped on
McLeod's Lake, the future site of Stockton. Incidentally, La
Framboise knew more Indian languages than any other trapper,
and the Indians were in awe of him. 11
In July, 1843, Weber decided to dissolve his partnership with
Gulnac. 12 In January, 1844, the land grant was conferred on
Gulnac, signed by Governor Micheltorena . That same month,
Captain Weber became a naturalized citizen, probably a necessity
in view of his business activities. 13 The following year, Weber
bought the land grant from Gulnac. The terms of the transaction
are recorded in the Transcript of the Hearings before the Board of
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Commissioners for Private Land Claims, held in the United States
District Court in San Francisco, in 1855, Case number 298.
Gulnac was paid "179 pesos, one hundred in silver and seventy-nine
in goods." Gulnac assented to the s~e in full legal terms, and he,
Mrs. Gulnac, and their five children, signed the deed of sale on
April 3, 1843.
According to the terms of a Mexican grant, the land had to be
settled within a year. Gulnac and Weber's first endeavor to settle
the newly-acquired grant was in 1843, when Peter Lassen, Gulnac,
and Gulnac's son moved 200 head of cattle and horses from Weber's
San Jose rancho to a site near present-day Stockton. They crossed
the San Joaquin River at a natural ford called Pescadero, since it
was near the Pescadero grant (Chester S. Lyman), and which was
only fordable in the fall when the river was low. The present railroad bridge at Mossdale crosses the San Joaquin River at that site.
Because the fur trappers had left for the season, Lassen and Gulnac
were afraid of Indians. They therefore, drove the stock to the
Cosumnes River, to be closer to Sutter's Fort for protection, and,
since they were outside the boundaries of the grant, this did not
satisfy the Mexican requirements for colonizing.
Weber then went to Sutter's Fort with a passport dated August
16, 1843, 14 and made a treaty with Jose Jesus, chief of the Si-yakumna tribe whom he had met when he had first come to Sutter's
Fort. Jose Jesus was the terror of the native Californians, and he had
undisputed rights over the land east of the San Joaquin River. 15
Weber was seeking the treaty not just for himself, but for all the
American settlers. This treaty was later very important in the
settlement of Stockton, since the area was free of Indian raids from
then on, and later the Indians worked for Weber in the gold mines.
Incidentally, Jose Jesus hated the Mexicans bitterly, and in the
Mexican War, he and his followers fought on the side of the
Americans.
The California Indian tribes were not like the Eastern tribes
which were composed generally of a large number under one chief;
rather, they were located in small bands or families having no
recognized leader. Jose Jesus was a chief only because of his deeds of
daring and bravery. He was a Mission-educated Indian, and had
been an alcalde. Weber thought so much of Jesus that he named a
street after him, and once paid $500 to cover the chiefs medical bills
after he was shot by a white man. The friendship lasted during the
life of Jesus, and Weber considered him one of his most valued
friends of the early days.
A second attempt to settle the grant was made when, in 1844,
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David Kelsey, an Oregon emigrant of 1843, with his wife and three
daughters, James Lindsay, for whom Lindsay's Point is named, and
John William~ moved on the grant to care for the cattle. Each was
to receive a generous tract of his own . Kelsey died of small pox,
Lindsay was killed by hostile Indians from the north, and Williams
moved to Sutter's Fort. Because of these events, Weber for a time
was unable to interest any more colonists in settling the grant.
Moreover, he soon found himself completely preoccupied with the
defenses of San Jose against Micheltorena in the Revolt.
CAPTAIN WEBER AS A PATRIOT
In researching this paper, the writer became aware of what a true
patriot Captain Weber was, and of how anxious he was for
California to become a part of the United States and not fall into the
hands of the English and French who were so eager to acquire this
territory. He was indeed deeply involved with the American
conquest of California. His role which has been little appreciated, is
summarized in this quotation from the Stockton Daily Independent
of May 5, 1881: "Captain Weber rendered important service to
America in the Micheltorena Revolt, by not only taking an active
part personally in the conflict, but likewise furnished much needed
supplies."
In 1844, Manuel Castro, Jesus Pico, and other native Californians
openly rebelled against Governor Micheltorena and his convict
troops, and this was the beginning of civil war in California.
Weber and the San Jose residents banded together to protect their
interests and property from the pillaging they were certain would
occur if Micheltorena and his troops entered the Pueblo of San Jose.
Weber petitioned the Governor to march around the Pueblo, but he
refused. With a small force of men, Weber then went to the hills
behind San Jose, strategically appearing in different areas so that his
force seemed much larger than the handful of men it actually was.
Castro finally returned with his troops to aid Weber from near
present-day Oakland where he had earlier retreated, and Micheltorena was forced to retreat, after promising to send the offending
officers and men back to Mexico.
In the meantime Sutter was raising a force to support Micheltorena because he wished the Governor to confirm certain land
grants. Weber went to Sutter in an attempt to get an agreement
among the Americans so that they would not be fighting on opposite
sides. Sutter promptly arrested Weber and held him at the Fort until
the end of hostilities. Micheltorena and Sutter were captured, and
Micheltorena returned to Mexico . Weber was released after the war .
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After the Micheltorena War, Dr. John Marsh and Weber met on
March 27, 1845, and drew up the famous "Invitation to Foreigners ." 16 This proclamation invited all foreigners living in
California to send representatives to a meeting in San Jose on July 4,
"to promote union, harmony and the best interests of the
foreigners ." Only those residing close to San Jose attended, and
nothing came of the meeting.
In 1879, for F. T. Gilbert's History of San Joaquin County,
Captain Weber appended a statement signed with his own handwriting, saying that in addition to the objectives expressed in the
"Invitation to Foreigners," the most important of which was to
prevent the foreigners or non-Mexicans from being on both sides of
the conflict, the secret objective was to organize an effort that
would result in making California an independent state like Texas.
The area of the new state was to be north and east of the San
Joaquin River, and north and west of the bays of San Francisco, San
Pablo, and Suisun . The swiftly moving events that followed
precluded this.
Shortly thereafter, on April12, 1845, Jose Castro offered Weber a
commission as Captain of the Auxiliary Forces of Infantry, 17 complimenting him for his courage and taking into consideration his
merits and ability, and saying that he was highly worthy of it. The
honor was given in gratitude for Weber's actions against Micheltorena. Castro did not realize that Weber felt that California's
future should be with the United States. 18
Weber ignored the commission until June 23, 1846, when he
received orders from Alcalde Dolores Pacheco to take command of
his troops. 19 He immediately sent a courteous reply to Pacheco, in
which he begged to decline it, chiefly because of his business with
foreign merchants. Pacheco granted the request that same day. 20
Weber's real reason, according to Tinkham, was that he wished to
see California annexed to the United States, and he had learned on
his frequent business visits to Yerba Buena that the United States
government anticipated that war would soon break out between
Mexico and the United States.
Weber was unaware of the Bear Flag Revolt that took place on
June 14, 1846, until five days later, when he received from
Lieutenant Bartlett the proclamation of William B. Ide and a letter
telling of the capture of Sonoma, signed "from a friend who had
broken bread at your table." 21
Weber regretted this premature action, and really had no
sympathy for the Sonoma Revolt. In fact, he was not in favor of any
violence to the Californians since he had many friends among them.
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Julia Weber said that her father was very popular with the
Californians. Being European, he understood them and had cordial
business and social relations with them .
When Weber joined the Americans opposed to Castro and the
Californians, they were angry and disappointed. Castro was so
displeased with Weber's actions that when he retreated to Mexico in
1846 after the occupation of California by Commodore Sloat and
the American forces, he took Weber, Washburn, (Weber's blacksmith), and a traveler named Burt with him as prisoners . The latter
two were soon released, but Weber was not freed until they reached
the Colorado River, 22 and from there he struggled back to Los
Angeles on foot, seriously ill, and alone. He arrived in Los Angeles
shortly after Commodore Stockton had occupied it. California was
now held by the American forces in both the north and the south.
Captain Montgomery (of the Portsmouth), acting United States
Naval Commandant at Yerba Buena, offered Weber the posts of
alcalde at San Jose and commandant of the Military Post. 23 Weber
was willing only to accept the position of Captain in the Cavalry.
No further trouble was expected after the flight of Castro and the
fall of Los Angeles; and Montgomery instructed Weber to keep a
small force to preserve order and protect families.
When the revolt flared up anew in the south under F1ores, it was
necessary to round up several hundred horses for Fremont, since
without horses, the troops couldn't move. Weber was made responsible for procuring the animals and for commandeering the arms of
the native Californians. Naturally, the Californians were furious,
but some were later compensated by the United States Government.
Weber kept a meticulous inventory of the horses, saddles, bridles,
and muskets with the names of the owners and from whom they
were procured . 24
Colonel Fred Blackburn Rogers gives an understanding and
sympathetic appreciation of the unpleasant task given to Weber. He
says, "This dedicated and zealous man knew the country and its
people. He used firm and uncompromising methods, and thereby
gained the resentment and even the hate of many Californians. His
contribution to the American cause has not been overestimated." 25
In answer to criticisms of Captain Weber's role in this matter, we
should emphasize that he was acting under orders of the American
Commander of the Northern Department of California, Captain
John Berrien Montgomery.
To summarize briefly the final events of the war, on November
18, 1846, Montgomery sent twenty men as a reinforcement to
Weber and at the same time, ordered Weber to join Fremont with
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Portrait of Captain Weber hanging in State Legislature.
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his force. This Weber refused to do, because he considered Fremont
an incompetent commander. 26 Instead, Weber resigned his
captaincy and turned over his command to his First Lieutenant,
John Murphy, later to be his brother-in-law. Fremont was soon on
his way to Los Angeles with the three hundred .horses Weber had
procured for him.
In December, 1846, Bartlett was taken prisoner while on an expedition searching for beef. His captor was Francisco Sanchez, a
revolutionary Californian who had a ranch in the San Mateo area.
Weber, with a small, inferior force, was in charge of the Pueblo at
San Jose. Commander J. B. Hull sent a small force of marines under
Lieutenant Pinckney to San Jose, and Weber went to Yerba Buena
with thirty-five men to confer with Hull. From there, with eightynine reinforcements under Captain Ward Marston and Lieutenant
Robert Tansill, the group marched south through the mountains
toward Santa Clara. Dale Morgan says that Tansill described the .
march of four days as "tedious, difficult, fatiguing." Sanchez with a
force of over two hundred men, met the American troops on the
plain near Santa Clara. Here, at the Battle of Santa Clara, Weber
played the leading role in defeating Sanchez, the last of the
California revolutionaries. 27 The military phase of the Mexican War
in northern California was now at an end. In Naval Sketches of the
Mexican War in California, there is a painting of Captain Weber's
California Battalion of Mounted Riflemen at the ·Battle of Santa
Clara.
In February, 1847, Captain Hull, now United States Commandant, instructed Weber to discharge all the volunteers under his
command. Ten years later, in 1857, a notarized statement was
published in the paper saying that Charles M. Weber personally
appeared and produced the original muster roll of the mounted rifle
company at the Pueblo of San Jose. 28 He had had photographs of the
original muster roll prepared, and also a photographic copy of the
pay roll . 29 This effort of Weber to present proof of service for the
members of his company so that they could present their claims for
pay to the War Department in Washington, D .C ., demonstrates the
responsibility he felt for his men.
SETTLEMENT OF THE RANCHO
Weber was now free to attempt to settle the Stockton Rancho
again. In the summer of 1847, with about twenty trappers and
hunter.s, he moved to the site of present-day Stockton to build
corrals for the cattle and horses. The abundance of tules in the area
providing both material for building cabins for the colonists and a
name, Tuleburg, for the infant village. These men all received title
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to extensive property for settling. Four thousand cattle and two
hundred horses were driven up from Weber's San Jose Rancho.
Because of the treaty with Jose Jesus, Weber's colonists and the stock
were protected from harm, although the Indians were attacking
settlers in other areas .
In 1848, the village name was changed from Tuleburg to
Stockton, in honor of Commodore Robert F. Stockton, whom
Weber had met in Los Angeles and who promised his aid when he
returned to Washington, D.C. (As it developed, Stockton's promises
were never made good- neither aid with the grant confirmation,
nor the schooner to carry passengers and supplies between San
Francisco and Stockton.) Stockton was the first California town to
have an American name, the others at that time being of Indian or
Spanish origin.
To induce settlers to locate in Stockton, Weber offered each a lot
in the town and many acres in the country. In addition, he
sometimes gave seeds, horses, and agricultural equipment.
By March of 1848, word of the gold discovery at Coloma reached
Stockton. To Weber it came as no surprise, for he had received gold
dust in small quantities from the Mexicans at San Jose. The
discovery of gold, though, provided the impetus for the rush to the
gold fields, which in turn directly contributed to Stockton's growth
as a supply depot for the mines.
Captain Weber then organized the first mining company in
California, the Stockton Mining Company, as a general merchandising business, and he supplied the merchandise. He and a small
party prospected and found gold in the Mokelumne River, the first
discovery in what came to be called the "Southern Mines," located
south of the Cosumnes River.
Four thousand men were working in the mines of the Stanislaus
by August, 1848. At this point, Weber decided that it would be
more profitable to outfit the miners than to prospect for gold, so in
September, 1848, he dissolved the first mining company in California, using his profits to develop the fledgling community of
Stockton.
Gold dust was the currency in all business transactions, and prior
to the establishment of banks in Stockton, miners coming into the
town had no place to deposit their gold. Sometimes they were carrying as much as $15,000 in gold dust in their money belts. Captain
Weber built the first gold vault and placed it in his office in 1851. It
was built of brick and adobe, but had iron doors which cost $1,000,
since iron was very scarce. The gold was usually sent to San
Francisco, where it was melted into bars.
To supply the thousands now streaming into Stockton on their
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way to the mines, Weber enlarged his store and took a partner,
Henry Kirchner. To build the new commercial house, Weber
chartered a vessel, sailed it to Santa Cruz, purchased a load of
redwood lumber, and sent it to Stockton. About this time, he
bought the thirteen-ton sloop Maria which had been built in Oregon, and she became the first regular mail packet to San Francisco,
supplanting the whale boats which had been used previously . The
Maria was of great importance in bringing supplies and
merchandise to the new community. Later he bought the Brig Emil,
cargo of furniture and all. The bell from the Emil he later gave to
St. Agnes Convent, where it was used to call the students to classes.
James H. Carson 30 tells of coming back to Stockton on May 1,
1849, and finding it "now a vast linen city," contrasted to a year
earlier, and he commented that Stockton and Sacramento were the
great depots for the mining regions.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF STOCKTON
AS A PLANNED COMMUNITY
Captain Weber formed a partnership with Major Richard P .
Hammond, an engineer, who was to survey the town of Stockton,
and that survey and map were completed in June, 1849. A preliminary survey had been made by Jasper O'Farrell and Walter Herron
two years before, but the map of that survey has never been found.
Hammond's plan called for the original city to be a mile square, and
each block 303 feet square. The boundaries were today's Edison
Street on the west, Flora on the north, Aurora on the east, and
Anderson on the south.
In an attempt to attract permanent settlers to Stockton, Captain
Weber advertised in the San Francisco Alta California in June,
1849, the charms of the tiny city. He also mentioned the number of
sea-going vessels lying at anchor in Stockton harbor, and the
continuous freight and passenger service between Stockton and San
Francisco, as well as regular service to the hills every other day.
Incidentally, the trip from San Francisco to Stockton by sailing
vessels then took many days, depending on wind and tides. The
advertisement went on to say that Stockton boasted the advantages
of year-round navigation, in addition to suitable levees for unloading cargo.
Stockton was incorporated and also became the San Joaquin
County Seat in August, 1850. Weber then deeded to the city all of
the streets, public squares, and municipal sites which had been
designated on the original map in order to complete the master
plan. Quoting from the December 24, 1894, Stockton Evening Mail,
"Captain Weber had a jealous regard for the wharfage properties,
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and when a forest of masts appeared in Stockton's waters, the
property on the banks of the channels became the key to commerce
in the new country. Little wonder, then, that to Captain Weber
offers of thousands of dollars for lots fronting on the water were
made, but he refused them all, keeping the waterfront entire for the
city he had founded. Title for this he subsequently transferred to the
municipality and is today, (1894), one of its most valued
possessions."
Thirteen parksites, each a block square, (later four more were
added), were donated "to be kept, preserved, and ornamented as
public promenades conducive to the general health of the citizens."
The town grew rapidly because of the commerce connected with
the Gold Rush and soon expanded beyond the limits of Hammond's
original master plan. Captain Weber then hired an engineer,
Duncan Beaumont, who resurveyed the city and the grant in
February and March, 1858, 31 and Weber designated on this new
map an outline of the city enlarged to two miles square. 32 To implement the new plan and have it in proportion, Weber had to
purchase some of the lots he had generously given away earlier.
As additional evidence of his civic consciousness, Weber later
built a bulkhead on Stanislaus Street, dug a drainage canal the full
length of East Street, (Wilson Way), and also along North Street
(Harding Way), attempting to prevent the terrible floods which
ravaged the town in some winters. He superintended the entire
work himself. He then purchased the site of the Rural Cemetery,
deeded it to the Rural Associates, and planted trees and shrubs and
actually did some of the work himself. To St. Agnes Convent, run
by the Dominican sisters, he gave the land, obtained plants and
flowers and personally supervised the garden. He spent $30,000 of
his own money improving California Street, and gave generously to
the development of other streets. He imported trees and shrubs to
landscape the city parks and streets and the first courthouse.
Captain Weber never refused a request for church sites to any
denomination which asked for one, including the African Methodist
Episcopal and the African Baptist Churches. He donated the land
for the County Courthouse and half the acreage for the State Insane
Asylum and also for the County Fairgrounds. At his death, the
newspapers mentioned that every schoolhouse but one was built on
land that he personally donated, including the "colored school," as it
was called then, which opened in 1860. Incidentally, it was only in
1879 that the separate school for colored children was abolished.
In retrospect, one can understand how the great fortune from the
gold mines was so quickly dissipated when we hear from Julia
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Weber that his whole fortune was p0ured back into the city of
Stockton, in order to build bridges, drainage canals, wharves, bulkheads, and to gravel roads. Labor and materials were scarce and
expensive. The depressions in the 1870's dried up the market for lots,
and it was difficult to meet taxes and assessments. The family lived
frugally for years, attempting to hold the properties together.
During these years Weber spent thousands of dollars in lawyers'
fees defending his claim against a multitude of squatters, money he
would have preferred to spend on improvements to the town.
Weber, though, felt a moral obligation to persevere in the costly
legal process to clear the titles of those who had bought property as
well as of those to whom he had given land. The anxiety and
exasperation of these years ruined both his health and his
disposition.
The legal fees and related expenses involved in clearing the grant
title before the United States Land Commission in San Francisco
and eventually carrying the case to the United States Supreme Court
were enormous. Hearings began in 1852 in San Francisco, 33 and in
1855, the claim was confirmed by the Board of Commissioners. The
United States then appealed the decision to the United States
District Court and then to the United States Supreme Court which
finally decided in Weber's favor in 1861. The patent was signed by
Abraham Lincoln, and he hesitated about signing a patent for
48,747 acres- "such a large farm ." Weber's was the only land grant
in San Joaquin County granted to a non-Mexican settler by the
government of Mexico, which has a perfect title, confirmed by a
United States patent. Only a few hundred acres of the original
rancho remain today in the possession of Weber's grandchildren.
One of the promises made by Commodore Stockton was to speed
up the confirmation of the patent; but, in fact, he did nothing to aid
in shortening the lengthy and costly lawsuit.
As late as 1880, the year before his death, Captain Weber was still
giving land to the city- a newspaper clipping of May 14, 1880,
listing real estate transactions mentions Constitution Square, Eden
Square, Union Square, and Liberty Square, each conveyed to the
city for one dollar. In addition, land for the continuation of Pilgrim,
Ophir, Taylor, and South Streets, among others, was given to the
city.
Little has been said about the ranching operations, mainly cattle
and grain, but they were of equal importance to Captain Weber.
The President of the San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Society, Dr.
E. S. Holden, 34 talked about Captain Weber as an innovative
farmer. He discussed how successful Weber's method of irrigating
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from the Calaveras River had been, utilizing five miles of ditches to
irrigate 2000 acres, the first attempt on such a large scale. This
innovative approach saved the wheat and oat hay crops that
otherwise would have been a complete failure. Dr. Holden said that
this was the only system of ditches for irrigation in this county.
As early as 1852, more than 14,000 acres of the original Weber
grant had been disposed of by donation and sale, according to J. E.
Nutman, County Assessor . 35 Three thousand of these were fenced in
and fifteen hundred were under cultivation. Farming was rapidly
becoming an industry, as disillusioned miners turned to agriculture.
By 1853, rich tule lands outside the grant were already being
reclaimed, and, by 1856, San Joaquin County was already exporting wheat to foreign ports, and Stockton had become the grain
depot of the valley for barley as well as wheat.
CAPTAIN WEBER A DESCENDANT'S VIEW
Now to leave the public life of Captain Weber and turn to the
personal . We find that the year 1850, the date of Stockton's incorporation, also marked a personal milestone for him . On December
third, 1850, he was married to Helen Murphy, daughter of Martin
Murphy and Mary Foley Murphy, who had arrived in California
with the celebrated Murphy Party of 1844. They were married at
the Santa Clara Mission, by Father Nobili, the Jesuit founder of
Santa Clara College. The Webers moved to Stockton to the handsome house he had just completed on Weber Point. The story of
their life together, their children, their home, and the life of the
time will be taken up after some additional remarks on Captain
Weber.

Helen Murphy Weber married Weber in 1850 at Santa
Clara Mission .
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Many Stocktonians are aware of the numerous anecdotes of
Captain Weber's fiery temper and even his idiosyncrasies toward
the end of his life. By this time, he had become bitter because his
personal efforts with regard to Stockton had not been appreciated,
and he had become somewhat of a recluse. During the last few years
of his life he was ill and in great pain, his physician tells us, and that
helps to explain his short temper. He did have certain eccentricities
- for instance, he rarely wrote letters and never wrote back to
Germany although his parents wrote him lovingly, in care of
Captain Sutter.
Weber fought to carry out the plans which he had in mind for the
city he founded . His motives were often misunderstood, and, as
with visionaries today, his life from 1850 on was a constant battle to
protect his ideas against officials who lacked foresight, and his land
against squatters. It aggravated him, for example, that although he
gave seventeen squares to the city, the city only developed three. In
fairness, though, one must remember that the city too had limited
resources .
The question of the reversionary rights by which properties
deeded to the city by the Founder are to revert back to Weber's heirs
if the properties cease to be used for the purpose originally intended
in the gift, has always been a thorny one for the city of Stockton.
However, according to Charles M. Weber, III., the reversionary
clauses were placed in the deeds because of the continual conflict
with the squatters who were attempting to occupy the deeded
public areas and obtain title to them by contesting Weber's titles. 36
In an attempt to explain why Captain Weber seemed so disillusioned toward the end of his life, his granddaughter wrote many
years ago: "Captain Weber was too deeply interested in the growth
of Stockton, too emotionally involved, hoping to make it a
beautiful city modeled on the foreign cities he knew . The failure of
his plans, the difficulties arising from squatters settling on his land,
the ruinous expense of continuous court action to oust them and to
defend the Mexican grant, and the attacks by citizens in the local
newspapers on the failure of his efforts to improve conditions resulting from floods, and the lack of money in the city treasury, all
tended to sour and embitter a man noted in earlier days for his
patriotism and kindliness to all who appealed to him for help."
On the negative side, he was known to run intruders off his
property with a carriage whip, and there was much discussion
about the accidental shooting of Judge Heslep in 1863, in which the
judgment went against Weber. In retrospect, one might find an
explanation for this behavior when one realizes that the trespassers
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cut down trees, damaged fences and other property, and that Judge
Heslep had previously threatened him. Judge Heslep's principal law
cases were blackmail and he represented a client who had accused
Weber of fraud in the grant survey passed by the Land
Commissioners in 1855. The Judge crept up to Weber's office in the
twilight, then turned and fled, and Weber shot him, without knowing who it was, and thinking that the skulker intended to harm
him. 37
Among the old family scrapbooks is a clipping, undated, which
recounts the following anecdote as being typical of the Captain's
personal charity. Returning from his ranch to his home on Weber
Point one day, he overtook an emigrant wagon with a destitute
family and four children ill with typhoid. He at once installed them
in a house on his property, gave them furniture, and the necessary
provisions, as well as providing medical attention.
He was a horticulturist and loved the actual gardening. He was a
conservationist. When the destruction of the oak forest around
Stockton became intense, he advertised in the newspaper the need
to preserve the oaks for the natural beauty of the town.
In later years, trying to save the city and the waterfront from the
environmental damage it would suffer from trains coming into the
center of town, Weber fought Stanford and the Central Pacific
Railroad which had bought out the old Western Pacific Railroad
which had been organized in 1862. He persuaded Stanford to lay
the tracks on Sacramento Street, outside the then city limits.
A charming and softer side of Captain Weber is shown in some
personal reminiscences written in 1878, in his own handwriting,
three years before his death. For his grandchildren, "as he loves the
little ones," he tells the story of the Brig Emil, and of hunting for
grizzly bear on Mt. Hamilton, and that, at the time of writing, he
had been a permanent resident of California for thirty-seven years.
His second story tells of the children playing at the first St. Agnes
School on the banks of Mormon Channel, and describes the garden
and names the flowers and trees growing there, most of which he
had given. He talks about Mormon Channel and how park-like it
appeared in 1847, contrasted with its desolate appearance after the
destruction of the "drooping white oaks by the agrarian squatters of
1850 and 1851, and, how now there is a change for the better, since
the Sisters of St. Dominic opened their Academy for Boarders and
Day Scholars in 1875."
·
In 1880, a contemporary remarked that, although Weber was
then sixty-six years old, his only thoughts were still to do things that
would build up the city and benefit her citizens.
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Tinkham recognized how criticized and misunderstood Weber
had been when he wrote the following: "In his charities all have
shared, and his donations and gifts have amounted to thousands of
dollars in money, and in present valuation, (1880), to more than a
million dollars in property. Every church, school, and society has
been the recipient of his bounty, and hundreds of individuals have
incurred favors from him."
A clipping in 1868, recounts the story of a surprise gift from
grateful citizens, with T. W. Magee making the lengthy
presentation speech in which he remarked that, "True renown is
derived from actions which bring comfort and protection to his
fellow citizens." The handsome cane of mountain mahogany had a
heavy gold head~ chased, set with polished quartz stones, and
engraved, "To Captain C. M. Weber, from the City of Stockton,
February 22, 1869." That cane was stolen from the Pioneer Museum
in Stockton many years ago.
Unfortunately these grateful moments were all too rare, and
attacks on his motives continued even after his death . In 1885, four
years after his demise, there were virulent charges against Weber
which said that the community owed nothing to the memory of
Weber- his gifts were only a matter of business, and no generosity
was involved. In rebuttal, the Stockton Record ran an editorial
stating emphatically, "There is no other instance in California in
which the founder of a town or city gave away for public use so vast
an amount of valuable property."
Captain Weber suffered intense pain for many months before he
died, and he refused to take morphine or narcotics of any kind. This
accounts in part for his irrascibility and short temper. The end came
May 4, 1881, from pneumonia which he caught on a trip to Virginia
City, and from long-standing liver complications.
Archbishop Joseph Sadoc Alemany, Roman Catholic Archbishop
of San Francisco, attended the funeral which was the largest ever
held in Stockton, made the more colorful by the two hundred
Chinese mourners who had been his employees. Even the bars
closed, and, for once, the town ceased its nagging criticism of the
Founder.
Perhaps you have wondered why there is so little in Bancroft
about Weber, and why there are some sarcastic allusions to him.
The answer is that Captain Weber refused to turn over to Bancroft
his historic papers on California under Mexican Rule and during the
American Occupation. He also refused to be interviewed by the men
Bancroft sent to Stockton to see him. Unfortunately this rankled
Bancroft, and Weber family tradition says that Bancroft is said to
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have remarked that he would even the score with Weber. Later,
after Weber's death, in a letter dated January 20, 1885, addressed to
Helen Murphy Weber, he again asked for the Weber papers and
was refused. In spite of this, Weber's grandchildren decided that the
Bancroft Library of the University of California was the proper
depository for the historic manuscripts and maps which reveal the
important part Captain Weber played in the early history of
California. Bancroft had his way, although it was about one
hundred years later.
WEBER POINT AND THE WEBER HOME
Weber Point was the site Captain Weber chose for his home, and
there he lived for thirty-one years. He truly loved its location. In a
hand-written reminiscence of 1878, he speaks of enjoying the sea
breeze "coming fresh up the Channel," and of "the sun sinking west
of the Coast Range throwing a glorious golden illumination over the
clouds hanging above the Sierra Nevada." Contemporaries
remarked that he followed with great interest ships coming up the
Channel, watching from his veranda or from the cupola on his
home.
Old Stocktonians refer to the Point as the "Peninsula"; actually it
is a tongue of land between the Stockton Channel and McLeod's
Lake. The home looked west down the Channel, with an
unobstructed view of Mt. Diablo. Merchant Street ran east and
west, dividing the peninsula. On the south side were the Captain's
home and gardens, and on the north were barns, a granary, chicken
houses, stables, and a dwelling for the workmen. Mrs. Gerald
Kennedy, granddaughter of Captain Weber, remembers that when
she was a small child living on the Point, cows were kept on Banner
Island, and they occasionally swam back to the Peninsula. Some of
the very earliest homes in Stockton were built on the eastern end of
the Peninsula. Today a sad, feeble and dying oak tree still stands
near the Holiday Inn, the lone plant survivor of the old days.
The home to which Weber brought his bride in 1850 was a lovely
and gracious dwelling, although by no means a mansion comparable to the Bidwell home in Chico, built fifteen years later. The
original house was constructed of adobe bricks and wood. Lumber
cost one dollar per board foot. The first bricks were brought from
Plymouth, Massachusetts, in 1849, and the chimney was built of
these at a cost of one dollar per brick in place. The doors and
windows also came around Cape Horn. The furnishings were
bought from ships arriving in the Port- the piano from England,
mirrors from France, furniture, crystal, and china ornaments from
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Germany and France. Walls were hung with lithographs and
French engravings.
This house, the remnants of which burned in 1917, is considered
by many architects as a perfect example of early California architecture . It was well-planned, and the separate kitchen and dining
room connected to the house by a corridor, show the influence of
Weber's years in New Orleans. In 1865, another wing was added on
the east side, with more bedrooms and library upstairs, with doors
opening onto a veranda which was quickly covered with yellow
Banksia roses.
Gardening had been Captain Weber's greatest hobby, and the
beautiful garden on Weber Point described by Bayard Taylor and
other early travelers, was an example of what he hoped Stockton
and its tree-lined streets and squares would become . In 1854, one
voyager speaks of the "wild luxuriance of rose bushes and other
flowering shrubs ." 38 Later Bayard Taylor, after having revisited
California in 1859, wrote: "We were greatly delighted with our visit
to Captain Weber's who transformed a tract of land between two
sloughs into a garden. There is no more beautiful villa in existence.
A thick hedge outside of which is a row of semi-tropical trees,
surrounds the peninsula . The gate opened into a lofty avenue of
trellis work, where the sunshine strikes through branches of
amethyst and crysolite, while in the other hand beds of roses fill the
air with odor . The house is low and spacious, the woodwork of
natural redwood. Vine-covered verandas surround it, and every
window discloses a vision of plants that would be the glory of any
greenhouse on the Atlantic coast. . . . The garden delighted us
beyond measure. The walls were waist deep in fuchias, heliotrope,
and geraniums, the lemon verbena grew high above our heads, and
the pepper trees, with their loose misty boughs, hailed us as old
friends from the skies of Athens. A row of Italian cypresses were
shooting rapidly above the other boughs in the garden. How they
will transform the character of the landscape when their dark
obelisks stand in full staturel" 39
Taylor went on even more effusively. However, he must have
seen the garden at its peak, because the great floods of 1861-62 did
enormous damage, and by the end of the Webers' lives, the Point
ceased to be beautiful.
Many of the well-known early pioneer families including Judge
Terry's, built their homes in a semi-circle around McLeod's Lake
which was close to the Peninsula. Later, North El Dorado Stree~
would be lined with beautiful houses, as the residential district
moved north .
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Too little has been written about the cultural life of the time. In
spite of what one sees on television, even in 1851 there was in
California a comfortable and even elegant way of life. Stockton, as
well as other California cities, was settled in part by families of professional or distinguished backgrounds, who, as soon as possible,
created comfortable homes in their new environment. Music and
the theatre were hungered for, and very soon, artists were
performing on the California circuit. Books, magazines, and newspapers from the East Coast and from Europe were subscribed to,
and were prized and carefully bound. Extant in the Weber family
library, are many, many years of bound volumes of Harper's
Weekly, Harper's Monthly, Godey's Ladies Magazine, Century, the
Illustrated London News, Graham's, Scribner's Monthly and
Scribner's Magazine, in addition to a large library on many subjects.
This shows how much contemporary literature was available in
California in the 1850's to 1870's. Julia Weber said that Captain
Weber gave many of the choicest volumes in his library away, to be
raffled to raise money for deserving projects such as Crimean War
relief.
It is a family joke that the Webers never threw anything away,
and thanks to that thrift, we have many interesting sidelights on the
early days. Among the collected papers were found many
horticultural and garden pamphlets, as well as nursery catalogues,
of the 1850's, all of which are extremely rare.
The cultural side of life in California is often completely overlooked, and one reads only of the crime, violence, hardships, and
injustices of the mining camps . Both sides of the picture should be
shown, and, unfortunately, all too often, one gets the impression
that the only emigrants to California were failures at home, or
criminals.
HELEN MURPHY WEBER
Now is the time to say a word about Helen Murphy Weber,
daughter of Martin Murphy Sr. and Mary Foley Murphy. She was
born in the township of Frampton, Quebec, in 1822, and she was
educated in a convent near Quebec. Because of this education, she
spoke French fluently. In 1841, when she was nineteen years old,
her family moved on to Missouri, searching for a better climate and
better soil. They settled near present-day St. Joseph, and they were
successful farmers there. However, because of the "fever," probably malaria-and because there were no opportunities for
education, they decided to come to California. The Jesuit Father
Christian Hoecken told them of the rich land, its healthy climate,
and, best of all, that it was a Catholic country.
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The group with which they traveled overland to California was
called the Murphy, Stephens, Townsend party, and they were the
first group to bring wagons successfully into California. Helen
Murphy and several members of her family rode horseback into
California and are supposed to be the first white visitors to Lake
Tahoe, although others had seen it from afar. Since the group
stopped at Sutter's Fort as it came in to California, it is possible that
Charles Weber and Helen Murphy first met there, since that was the
period when Sutter had detained Weber at the Fort.
Helen Murphy was charming in manners and conversation,
according to early day chroniclers like Chester S. Lyman, Edwin
Bryant, and Bayard Taylor. She graciously played the role of hostess
for her widowed father at his ranch at the foot of Murphy's Peak,
near the present San Martin, until her marriage. There they
entertained many prominent visitors, including writers, and military and political figures. John Murphy said that William Tecumseh
Sherman always planned his journeys to include the Murphy home.
Reginald Stuart, the late Director of the Western Studies Center at
the University of the Pacific, said that her brains, beauty, and Irish
gift for words made her stand out as one of the most eligible
unmarried women in California. She was very popular with the
native Californians, and so much loved by all her numerous
Murphy cousins that they never forgave Captain Weber for taking
her away from Santa Clara County.
Charles Weber and she were the parents of Charles II, Julia
Helen, and Thomas Jefferson. She shared the Captain's great love of
horticulture and gardening, and filled many albums with correctly
labeled botanical specimens. Her life in Stockton was a busy one,
and Captain Weber's struggles, difficulties, and disappointments
with the development of the town must have been very discouraging. The malaria, mud, and mosquitoes were great hardships. Julia
Weber, her daughter, said that after the terrible floods of 1861-62,
Helen Weber wanted her husband to move back to the San Jose
Rancho to live near their friends and relatives, and just enjoy life .
However, he stubbornly persisted in his efforts for Stockton, and she
lived forty-two years in the old home and three in the second. At her
death in 1895, the eulogist said that her life was a labor of charity
and that the poor would miss her. The Stockton Record reported
that over a thousand people stood outside the home, as the procession formed for the church, and that Governor James Budd
attended the Mass.
CHARLES M. WEBER, II
Charles and Helen's oldest son, Charles M . Weber, II, father of
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Helen Weber Kennedy and Charles M. Weber, III, was born
September 22, 1851, in Stockton. As a small child, he attended Dr.
Hunt's Seminary, 40 and later was educated at Santa Clara. He went
on to St . Mary's, when it was still in San Francisco, and was
graduated in engineering in 1872. The economic situation was bleak
when he finished college, and it was difficult to find employment.
For a few years he was employed in Livermore by the Waterman
Grain Company. Later, he went south and was working near San
Diego as an engineer-surveyor when Captain Weber died in 1881.
Charles II returned to Stockton in time for his father's funeral.
Afterwards, the family decided that he should be in charge of their
large cattle ranch south of San Jose. While there he became
interested in civic affairs and later was elected to the California
State Legislature from San Jose. He declined to serve a second term
because of the need to be at the ranch.
He was President of the San Jose Parlor, Number 22, Native Sons
of the Golden West, and he was very active in organizing and
managing the great Native Sons Admission Day celebration in 1886.
Today it is hard for us to realize how important a part of the social
life of the day the Native Sons and Daughters played. They were
fraternal, social, benevolent, and non-denominational associations
all rolled into one . Political and religious discussions were for bidden, and total abstinence was recommended to their members.
Their balls and celebrations were the high points of the year. The
first California legislature had met in San Jose, and the newspaper
accounts of the celebration of California's Thirty-sixth Anniversary
of Admission to the Union in September, 1886, in San Jose, tell how
elaborate the preparations made by the Native Sons and Daughters
were. These included massive floral decorations, and the ornamentation of the exterior of many municipal buildings. The newspaper
congratulated Charles Weber, II, as President, for the day's success.
That same year, 1886, he married Grace May Sinnott of San Jose.
The Weber estate bought a small ranch between Coyote and San
Martin, providing the large Weber ranch with egress on the
Monterey Road . Here they made their home and raised cattle, and
planted a vineyard and an orchard . When they went to San Jose for
parties or for business, they stayed at the Sinnott home on
Guadalupe Street, (now Market). Their two children, Helen May
Weber and Charles M. Weber, III were born in that home.
May Sinnott Weber was born in Barrington, Illinois. Her family
moved to San Jose when she was very young; and she was educated
in San Jose, graduating from the State Normal School. She taught
for five years in public schools.
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After her marriage, she managed the ranch where they lived. She
demonstrated great business and executive ability, taking full
charge of their two hundred acre ranch, keeping the books and
records, and being totally familiar with the business of the adjoining
Weber ranch of 13,000 acres.
Thomas Jefferson Weber was born September 27, 1855, youngest
son of Captain and Mrs. YVeber, and he, too, was educated first at
Dr. Hunt's school, then at Santa Clara and St. Mary's . He was a
most likable young man and very dependable. After leaving school,
he engaged in mercantile businesses in Stockton, and subsequently
was in the railway mail service for two years until his father's death.
He was then put in charge of the Stockton real estate properties and
the grain ranches. Tom was married April 20, 1892, in San Rafael,
to Belle McKinnon. Shortly after, he became very ill, and died on
June 25, 1892, from what was then diagnosed as "brain fever,"
(perhaps a brain tumor). His mother began to fail rapidly after the
shock of Tom's death, and she died in 1895.
Charles Weber, II, his wife, and two children returned to Stockton to live, as there was too much business for his sister Julia to
handle alone-both in managing the properties and in liquidating
the estate.
Sadly, May Sinnott Weber died at only thirty-six, in San Jose,
while on a visit to her mother, from typhoid fever contracted in
Stockton. She left two small children, Helen, (Mrs. Gerald
Kennedy), and Charles M . Weber, III. For a few months after their
mother's death, the children lived in San Jose with their aunts, and
then came to Stockton and lived on Weber Point with their father
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Grace May Sinnot Weber
1860-1897

Charles Weber
1851 -1912

and Julia Weber. Helen attended school at St. Agnes, and later
Charles went to St. Mary's Day School.
JULIA HELEN WEBER
Of Captain Weber's children, Julia Weber was the only one who
lived long enough to know her great-nieces. She was born in 1853,
in the old house on Weber Point, and was educated at the Hunt
Seminary in Stockton and at Notre Dame in San Jose. It was because
of her great interest in California history and the important part her
father had played in it, that she treasured everything relating to
Captain Weber. She solicitously preserved his papers and books,
bound all the magazines, and kept the furnishings of the 1850 house
intact.
Julia Weber was truly an extraordinary woman in the days
before women's lib, and she was deeply interested in women's
rights. She was intellectual and a constant reader. She believed in
university education for women, and insisted that her brother send
Helen May Weber, (Mrs. Gerald Kennedy), to the University of
California at Berkeley.
She traveled whenever possible, as long as she could afford it.
With cousins-the Millers from San Rafael, Augusta Weber from
San Francisco, and Stockton friends - she traveled to Alaska in
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1898, to the Hawaiian Islands in 1899, and in 1900, she took an
extensive trip to Mexico .
In 1910, she went alone to Cleveland, Ohio, representing the
Philomathean Club, of which she was one of the earliest members,
at a national convention of women's clubs. She was one of the
founders of the Children's Home Society, and was interested in it for
many years .
Julia Weber never married, although she had some devoted
suitors. Together, she and her brother Charles Weber, II built a
new house house on Weber Point in 1892, next door to Captain
Weber's 1850 home, when the latter fell into disrepair.

Mrs. Charles Weber II and Charles Weber III 1896.
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Julia Weber 1901 or 1902.
Charles and Julia divided their inheritance about 1900- Julia
was not interested in developing the blocks of land they still owned
in Stockton, and Charles did not like farming. Consequently, Julia
took the ranches and a few city lots, and Charles the remainder of
the city property. He then busied himself with real estate and with
the development of numerous oil and mining companies. He died in
1912, only sixty-one years old, having been in very poor health the
last two years of his life.
By 1900, conditions on Weber Point had deteriorated, and it had
ceased to be a pleasant place to live. Many of Julia's friends had
moved away. She then startled Stockton by moving her two-story
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house three miles to her ranch on West Lane, naming it "Helen's
Oaks," for her mother Helen Murphy Weber. There are pictures
and cartoons of the house being moved by some of the earliest Holt
steam tractors . George Ditz recalled that, as a small boy, he would
check on the house's progress every night.
Julia's friends thought she was foolish to move to the country and
live alone, but for many years she kept up her social ties and never
missed a new play or a party. In those days, all the good New York
plays came to Stockton and played in the Yosemite theater.
Nelly Quinn, her faithful housekeeper of so many years, drove her
into town. In summer, they went in the summer buggy, which was
a fancy one with wicker sides and a parasol. In winter, they used the
winter buggy which had high sides to keep out the rain and mud,
and which hid the occupants from view except for their heads. It
was about a half hour's drive into town with the fine horses bought
from the Murphy stud farm near San Jose.
In the meantime, Julia was farming all the ranches during depressions and droughts, struggling to hold the property together.
Gradually, the grain ranches were planted with fruit - peaches,
cherries, and lastly, walnuts. Incidentally, in the early years, Julia
grew a special barley for export to England to make beer. The
barley was shipped in sacks made at San Quentin.
As the years went on, farming was less profitable and her income
was greatly reduced. Her pride was wounded by the constant
virulent attacks in the newspapers on the appearance of some of her
city properties like Weber Point, and she lacked funds to improve
them. Hoboes moved into the old house on the Point, ripped off the
old redwood paneling and used it for firewood, finally burning the
place down, even though she had built a fence around the old home
and garden to screen it from view and to keep out trespassers. The
last straw came when the town decided to change the name of
Weber Avenue. From then on, she gradually withdrew from all
social activities in Stockton.
According to her niece, Mrs . Gerald Kennedy, Julia Weber had a
charming, yet forceful personality. She inherited her parents' love of
nature and plants, and she brought to West Lane many plants from
the old garden on the Point. She was as charitable as her means
permitted, in many quiet ways. One of the good deeds was
providing food for the dozens of hoboes who came by her ranch
daily.
Until the fall which incapacitated her, she was active in a number
of charitable organizations such as Catholic Ladies Aid, Children's
Home Society, and, particularly, St. Joseph's Hospital. She donated
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the land for the hospital, and served on its board of trustees with the
Archbishop of San Francisco, Father William O'Connor, and Major
J. D . Peters for many years.
And it was there that she died, August 1, 1935, after a long
hospitalization with a fractured hip. A grateful comment by
Constance Miller's grandmother who knew Captain Weber was as
applicable at Julia Weber's death as it was when it was made in
1904: "Miss Weber is like her father. It is more than generosity. He
cared, and she cares" - which Julia Weber did- about Stockton,
family, friends, and those in need.
CHARLES M. WEBER, III
Charles M. Weber, III, grandson of Captain Weber, was born
October 23, 1893, at San Jose. He was graduated from St. Mary's
College with a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering. He then
went to Cornell University for graduate work and there he received
his Civil Engineering degree and the following year his Master of
Civil Engineering.
In World War II, he was a naval aviator, and afterwards worked
on various hydroelectric projects. In 1927, he was elected to the
State Assembly from Stockton and served sixteen years in the State
Legislature. His efforts were directed towards State co-ordinated
regional planning. Later he devoted ten years of his life to
developing a California water plan, utilizing salt water barriers in
San Francisco Bay.
Ground was broken in 1963 for the Weberstown Shopping Mall,
developed on the site of one of his ranches bordering Pacific Avenue.
A personal landmark came in 1954, when he married Gertrude
Perzy, a charming Viennese, and they are the parents of two sons.
Charles Weber, IV, is a student at the University of Colorado at
Boulder, and John Frederick Weber attends University of the Pacific
at Stockton .
HELEN MAY WEBER
Helen May Weber, granddaughter of Captain Weber and Helen
Murphy Weber, and daughter of Charles Weber, II and May
Sinnott Weber, was born in San Jose. After attending St. Agnes
School in Stockton, she was graduated from Notre Dame in San
Jose, and in 1913, from the University of California. She and two
friends were the first women graduates in Agriculture at Berkeley,
Charles Lipman, Dean of the Graduate Division, told this writer in
1936. Her agriculture major was chosen with the thought of
preparing herself to carry on the family ranching tradition.
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In 1915, Helen was married to Gerald Driscoll Kennedy, a native
San Franciscan, and they lived in Stockton for a number of years, at
first in a small house on Vine street given them as a wedding present
by Julia Weber. Later they moved to North Commerce Street. Four
daughters were born during this time.
"Gerry" Kennedy, as he was called by his multitude of friends,
had graduated from U. C . in agriculture in 1912, and his whole life,
including his banking career, was devoted to agricultural interests.
His practical farming experience began after graduation when he
and his brother Leo owned and farmed a ranch near Merced, and
also bred pedigreed farm animals.
After his marriage to Helen May Weber in San Jose, in 1915, he
sold real estate in Stockton, working for the firm of Dietrich and
Leistner, until he enlisted in Naval Officers Training in World War
I. After the war he was involved with the development of a large
ranch near Banta, owned by San Franciscans. Through his work
there, he joined a subsidiary of a San Francisco bank, and then, in
1927, moved to San Francisco to be in the head office of the old
American Trust Company, now the Wells Fargo Bank.
The Kennedys made their home in San Francisco until 1945,
when they returned to Stockton to live permanently. In Stockton he
was vice president in charge of establishing branches of the American Trust Company in the San Joaquin Valley. The culmination of
his life work was in contributing to the enormous agricultural
development of the valley at this time, as more modern agricultural
methods were initiated with the bank's support .
After the death of Julia Weber in 1935, the Kennedys
inherited Julia Weber's home on West Lane. Within a few years,
with the help of Wilson Wurster, a former Stocktonian and
nationally known architect, the Kennedys moved the old house a
few hundred feet away from the Calaveras River and West Lane.
Remodeling it, they retained as many Victorian features as possible.
Thomas Church in his landscaping plan creating a Victorian garden
setting for the old home, emphasized the beautiful valley oaks so
prized by both Captain and Julia Weber . Over the years Mrs.
Kennedy has cared for and preserved the Weber papers, furniture,
and memorabilia with the same solicitude that Julia Weber did .
Since Gerald Kennedy's death in 1954, Mrs . Kennedy has
continued to live at Helen's Oaks, which has been the scene of many
happy family reunions, weddings, and festive gatherings over the
years. Her many interests also draw her to San Francisco part of the
year.
Thanks to years of devoted effort on the part of some of
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Stockton, California, October, 1849.

Stockton's historically-minded citizens, three handsome bronze
plaques were placed on a huge granite boulder on North Center
Street on July 10, 1976. The plaques commemorate the site of
Captain Weber's home, built in 1850, and Weber Point itself, and
these were given by the California State Department of Parks and
Recreatjon, Historical Resources Commission, and the City Council
of Stockton. They are a worthy tribute to a courageous, far-sighted,
and benevolent pioneer.

FOOTNOTES
1 After World War I, Adolph Weber, Captain Weber's nephew, and Otto Weber,
his German cousin, traced the Weber family in Germany and found Evangelical
Lutheran Church records which list towns where Weber Pastors had served, and
they were also able to trace Heidelberg University rolls.
2 Horticulture, April, 1970.
3 Told by Julia Weber.
4 Wilderness Kingdom, Journals and Paintings of Father Nicolas Point, S.J ., Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1967. Father Point was the official diarist for Father
DeSmet and he painted beautifully detailed scenes of Indian life.
5 Vincent A. Lapomarda, S.J., Diplomat to the Indians, pub!. in The Jesuit,
Autumn, 1973.
6 Irene D. Paden, Prairie Schooner Detours, suggests possible site where the
wagons were abandoned.
7 HelenS. Giffen, Trail-Blazing Pioneer, Col. Joseph Ballinger Chiles; also A Visit
to California in 1841, H. H. Bancroft, Interview with Joseph B. Chiles, fore word by George R. Stewart, Friends of Bancroft Library, 1970.
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8 A Journey to California, 1841, The Journal of John Bidwell, introd. by
Francis P. Farquhar.
9 Weber Mss. - original, copy, and translation of deed from Garcia and Morena
to C. M. Weber, Dec. 10, 1845.
10 Edward Vischer, letter of Nov., 1849, publ. Allegemeine Zeitung, 1850, vividly
describes the mud both at Stockton and Sacramento, which prevented him from
reaching the gold regions.
11 Alice Bay Maloney, "California Rendez-vous," The Beaver, December, 1944.
12 Weber Mss.: San Jose, July 20, 1843, signed by Gulnac and Weber, with three
other signatures.
13 Ibid., San Jose, Sept. 19, 1843, in Spanish. Details of the naturalization process.
14 Weber Mss.: Aug. 16, 1843, in Spanish, passport authorizing Weber and friend
to go to New Helvetia.
15 A detailed account of this formidable Indian chief may be found in F. T.
Gilbert's History of San Joaquin Co., 1879.
16 Weber Mss.: "San Jose Citizens ... ,"San Jose, Mar. 27, 1845.
17 Weber Mss.: Castro, Jose, Monterey, April 12, 1845, in Spanish, appointing
Weber captain of an infantry company.
18 San Jose Pioneer, No. 10, March 6, 1880, front page, col. 4, says article is taken
·
from Tinkham's mss.
19 Weber Mss.: Dolores Pacheco, June 23, 1846, in Spanish.
20 Weber Mss.: San Jose, June 23, 1846, Weber's letter in Spanish, with marginal
reply by Pacheco that same day, gran~ing Weber's request.
21 Washington Allon Bartlett, Yerba Buena, June 19, 1846, one of the most important documents in the collection.
22 Pen Pictures, History of San Joaquin Co., mistakenly says Rio Grande, rather
than Colorado River.
23 Weber Mss.: Letter from Washington Allan Bartlett, Magistrate of San Francisco, Yerba Buena, Oct . 14, 1846, tells of Montgomery's offer and also spells
out the manner in which the Indians are to be treated.
24 Weber Mss.: Accounts for the California Battalion, Sept., 1846 to April, 184 7,
67 items. These records are unique for this period.
25 Col. Fred Blackburn Rogers, Montgomery and the Portsmouth.
26 San Jose Pioneer, March 6, 1880, from Tinkham's mss. B. Heinrich Lienhard,
"he did not want to fight for Fremont." C. H. H . Bancroft, History of Calif.,
vol. V, "on account of hostility to Fremont" did not serve under him.
27 For an interesting detailed account of the Battle of Santa Clara, see the San Jose
Pioneer, March 6, 1880.
28 Newspaper clipping found in the Frazier Lewis Building in Santa Cruz in 1950,
in possession of Arnold M. Baldwin, mentions that George Frazier and James F.
Reed were on that muster roll .
29 c.f. foot note lf24.
30 James H. Carson, Recollections of the California Mines.
31 George P. Hammond and Dale L. Morgan Captain Charles M. Weber, Pioneer
of the San Joaquin, "Mss. Maps," (47), p. 79, Plat of the Rancho Campo de los
Fransceses, surveyed by order of the U.S. Surveyor General, by Duncan
Beaumont, Feb. and March, 1858. Certified with seal by J. W. Mandeville,
U.S. Surveyor-General, Jan. 6, 1860, as "full, true, and correct copy of the
original."
32 Ibid., "Published Maps," 1861, (24), Beaumont. Read C. M. Weber, III's notes
on this map.
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33 Transcripts of the Proceedings in Case Number 788, Justo Larios, et al,
Claimants vs. United States, Defendant for the Place named 'Campo de los
Franceses.' Lassen, Williams, Buzzell and many other early settlers testified in
1853 before the Land Commission at the Confirmation hearings in San
Francisco, and the transcripts give fascinating sidelights on life in the early days.
34 California Rural Home Journal, Feb . 15, 1865.
35 Tinkham, History.
36 Stockton Record, Jan. 8, 1959, advertisement placed by Charles M. Weber, III,
addressed to the citizens of Stockton .
37 Tinkham, History.
38 A.H .B., The Pioneer, (magazine), November, 1854, "Trip to the Southern Mines
in May, 1854."
39 Bayard Taylor, At Home and Abroad.
40 Pen Pictures, San Joaquin Co ., Dr. Hunt's Female Seminary built in 1859,
closed in 1873. Dr. Hunt was an anti-slavery Methodist minister from the south .
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In Search of the Abalone
F. A. FAIRBANKS
The "Tuppolo Honey" was anchored in sixty-five feet of bluegreen water just off the western tip of Santa Cruz Island, located
some 30 miles south-southwest of the beautiful resort town of
Santa Barbara. As the ocean breeze relentlessly buffeted me in the
face, I wondered if Larry was having any luck. He had been down
for some time, and the only clue to his whereabouts was the
incessant flow of air bubbles which broke to the surface and
appeared like boiling water. Thirty minutes passed while the
compressor continued to supply him with life-sustaining air. Still
below, Larry was communing with sunken mountains and mossy
rocks where his prey dwelt- an ancient marine race, the genus
"Haliotis."
Larry was nearly the full length of the air hose away from the
boat when it jerked three times and Mike, his tender, began to pull
him in, hand over hand. His bubbles approached to within ten feet
of the boat when he popped to the surface and was hauled in the
rest of the way. He handed up his net-bag, its heavy nylon cords
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swollen with large, weed-encrusted abalone. Mike pulled it over
the side while Larry stepped on the rudder and pulled himself
aboard. He slipped off his mask and gloves and sat down on the
gunwale. He was breathing somewhat heavily, his face reflecting a
certain exhaustion.
"Cold down there?" I inquired.
He looked at me. "Not at all. In fact, I'm too hot."
Then he slipped on his face-mask, thrust the mouthpiece of his
air hose between his teeth, took a fresh net-bag from Mike, and fell
backwards into the sea. Mike threw an armful of hose over the
side.
After Larry was well away from the boat Mike dragged the bag
of abalone amidships and dumped them on the deck so he could
sort them. Reds, pinks, greens- to me they all looked alike.
What follows is the story of the abalone industry, and how I
managed to find myself aboard the "Tuppolo Honey" on this brisk,
yet clear, day.
Abalone meat has been used for food in California since the
earliest Indian days. Large quantities were readily accessible along
the intertidal zone, and the Coastal Indians made good use of this
natural resource. The shells were used to adorn their bodies, as
well as serving the purpose of currency. The passing of the coastal
Indians, however brought an end to the consumption of abalone,
as the Spanish and Mexican fishermen of California had long
regarded the flesh of the abalone as a poisonous substance, and as
such, they held it in abhorrence.
The situation reversed itself with the arrival of the Chinese in
California. The Chinese had come from a country whose
population far exceeded the amount of food which was readily
available for human consumption. Years of marginal subsistence
had imbued the Chinese with a natural instinct for utilizing every
available organism which showed promise of sustaining human
life. The Chinese were probably delighted that the Caucasian
population had an obvious disdain for the marine gastropod, as it
thus allowed them total freedom to exploit what they felt was a
veritable "horn of plenty." For years, hundreds of thousands of
abalone were gathered at low tide. The meat was pried loose from
the shell and was set out to dry in huge drying yards. ,
Originally, the Chinese discarded the shells, as they saw no
inherent value in them. Some enterprising white men, however,
began to manufacture little curios from the shell, and soon thereafter an ever increasing demand for the curios prompted the
Chinese to stake out their share of this new enterprise .
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Considerable quantities of abalone shell were shipped to China to
be used in inlay work. or to be cut up into rough blanks which
were subsequently returned to American manufacturers in order to
be made into ornaments. In fact, the demand for abalone shell
ornaments was so great, that by the late 1800's the shell was worth
twice what the meat was worth.
By the early 1900's the exploitation of abalone was no longer
restricted to the Chinese with their huge drying yards. In 1905, A.
M. Allen founded the Point Lobos Canning Company at Cayucos.
Subsequent to this, other canneries were opened at Point Lobos,
San Pedro, and San Diego, and by 1917 there were five canneries
in operation. The bulk of the canned abalone was exported, as was
the case with the dried abalone.
By now, however, the abalone was beginning to make a name
for itself outside of the Chinese community. Fresh abalone was
being prepared for consumption by Caucasians, and as its fame as
a culinary delight spread, so too did the knowledge that the supply
was rapidly dwindling. Concerned people were appalled at the
unrestricted numbers and sizes of abalone that were being taken
by the canning and drying operations, thus preventing the
gastropod from replenishing itself along the intertidal zone.
Because of the incessant exploitation, minimum size limits for the
various species were introduced in 1911, and in 1915 the drying
and exporting of abalone was expressly forbidden. As a result of
this legislation the canning plants gradually went under, although
there was still one cannery that operated at Point Lobos, near
Monterey, until 1931.
The fame of abalone in the early 1900's was due primarily to
one man-Ernest Doelter. Popularly known as "the father of the
abalone," "Pop" Ernest Doelter ran a small restaurant at Point
Lobos, and is reputed to have perfected his abalone cooking
process about 1910. His fame for preparing a gastronomic delicacy
guaranteed to please even the most discriminating palate was soon
widely disseminated, however, and in 1913 he was asked by the
management of the popular Hofbrau Cafe in San Francisco to be
their seafood chef, a prestigious position which he took. He
yearned for his old surroundings, though, and following the end of
World War I, he returned to Monterey and opened a restaurant on
Fishermen's Wharf, just a line's cast from the historic custom
house.
It was in this restaurant that "Pop" Ernest achieved his greatest
fame. Artists, writers and dignitaries flocked to the tables of the
celebrated fish house. Among the famous writers who signed his
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guest book were Ambrose Bierce and Jack London, Lincoln
Steffens and the poet George Sterling, who wrote the never-ended
"Abalone Song" to which devoted guests contributed endless
verses. Although "Pop" Ernest died in 1935, the building that
housed his restaurant at Fishermen's Wharf stood for many years .
Only last year, in 1975, through a careless accident, was the
building consumed in a fire. The small sign commemorating it as
the home of the abalone steak has long since vanished and I
suspect that the memory of "Pop" Ernest will disappear altogether
when the charred remains of his restaurant are hauled away. A
pity really, for old "Pop" deserved better. Through his unique
contribution he helped spread the fame of the Golden State, and as
such, he deserves a permanent place in California history. A gutted
building pays little homage to such a worthy individual .
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Although the restrictions and regulations during the earlier years
brought to a halt the immediate exploitation of the abalone, they
could not reverse a trend that had been going on for many years.
The abalone of the intertidal zone soon became so scarce, they
were almost nonexistent. Since the shoreline could no longer
support an industry that was increasingly faced by a rising demand
for its product, there remained but one solution: procure the
abalone from deeper water. Although the Chinese were quite
adept at securing abalone during a low tide, it was quite a
different story to go diving for them in deep water. Apparently the
Chinese are not divers, for they failed to make the necessary
transition from gatherers to divers.
There was a group of people, however, that were quite willing
to brave the coastal depths. Centuries of living on an island had
prepared them to cope with the ever increasing search for food and
wealth, whether it be on the land or under the sea, and as such,
the Japanese were good divers, and had been long before
California even became a state.
The earliest diving was performed in a "hard hat" suit which
consisted of the main suit, chest weights, helmet, breast plate,
lead-soled shoes, air hose, and a life line. A diving crew was
usually comprised of from four to five men who would travel down
the coast in a vessel approximately fifty to suty feet long, and
towing behind it a smaller boat of about twenty feet in length. The
large vessel provided living quarters for the crew while they were
at sea, while the smaller boat was used for the actual diving. The
diving boat was equipped with a gas engine and air compressor
which provided the diver with a constant flow of air while he
clamped along the bottom in search of his prey. While the diver
was down, one of the crew members would pay out the air hose
and life line, while the other one, through the use of a long oar,
would propel the boat forward, guided by the direction of the
diver's hoses.
During the Great Depression the Japanese saw their near
monopoly of the diving industry gradually disappear. Many
Caucasians, unable to find work elsewhere, decided to try their
hand at abalone diving. With the emergence of new divers also
came new ideas and equipment into the diving trade. The practice
of a rather large vessel towing a smaller boat, for instance, was
discarded in favor of a single craft, usually about thirty feet in
length. It was equipped with larger and more powerful engines,
thus enabling the diver and crew to arrive at a diving site in a
shorter time span, thereby allowing more time for abalone
gathering.
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Although more advanced equipment was steadily introduced,
nothing could really alter the ever present danger faced by a diver.
Diving was (and still is) a very exacting and rigorous profession.
Moving along the rugged ocean floor in a heavy and cumbersome
suit was a tiring job and required physical fortitude and an alert
mind. Furthermore, finding sufficient quantities of abalone often
times required divers to go into thick kelp forests where there was
no margin for error, human or mechanical.
When a diver descended into the eerie depths of the ocean, he
took with him a net-bag which would adequately hold about two
dozen abalone. When he filled the bag with gastropods, he would
signal the line tender on deck who would fasten an empty bag to
the life line which the diver drew down by means of a line. The
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diver then would detach the empty bag, fasten the full bag to the
snap provided on the line, and would continue his search for more
abalone while the tender hauled the full bag to the service. Many
such exchanges were performed before the diver's day was ended.
Because of the ever increasing scarcity of the abalone, due in
part to a rising consumer and sea otter demand, the "ab" ("ab" is
short for abalone, and is the name commonly used throughout the
trade) industry has steadily moved its operation southward. After
the Monterey area became depleted, the divers shifted their center
of operations to Morro Bay. It was at Morro Bay that Dutch
Pierce, a California Indian, decided to go into the business over
thirty years ago. Dutch succumbed to the urge to "grab a piece of
the action," and with the financial help of his brothers, he invaded
the Japanese-American monopoly. With the money the Pierce
brothers were able to scrape together, Dutch came up with a boat
and diving gear, and started a little abalone operation.
Unfortunately, abalone cannot be obtained in the same fashion
that one would harvest oranges. When a specific area has yielded
forth its bounty of these gastronomical delights, it will henceforth
remain fallow until the young abalone have reached the proper
size limit, a process which can take many years. Compounding this
dilemma is the ever present Sea Otter, whose ravenous appetite
makes him an indiscriminate poacher of these scarce, but much
sought after, gastropods. As a consequence of the scarcity of
abalone and the hungry otter, the "ab" divers once again moved
south. Morro Bay, like Monterey, relinquished its position as a
stronghold for the industry and is now little more than a ghost
harbor.
Dutch Pierce moved his operation to Santa Barbara, and today
the Pierce processing and freezing plant in this co~tal resort town
is probably the most successful operation of its kind. Dutch's son
Dick, who now operates it, estimated that in 1969 the plant
processed and sold $1,600,000 worth of abalone to the finest
restaurants, hotels, and supermarket chains in the country.
Moreover, Santa Barbara is now recognized as the capital of the
abalone industry, accounting for well over five million dollars
annually.
Over the past several years Santa Barbara has seen a tremendous
influx of divers. The potential for "fun in the sun, and money too"
is just as strong an attraction today as it was when Dutch Pierce
broke into the business. Although there are probably several
hundred divers in the Santa Barbara area, the bulk of the
commercial diving is performed by probably no more that thirty or
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forty full time divers who are located at the harbor. Although
several years ago one of the top divers disclosed that it was possible
to earn as much as $20,000 a year, the general consensus seems to
be that many, if not most, of the divers just manage to get by . Be
that as it may, I could see no evidence to suggest that the poor
prospect of becoming wealthy dampened any of the diver's
enthusiasm for their trade.
Most of the divers I saw seemed to be in their twenties or
thirties, and with few exceptions, they all possessed a rugged,
seasoned look. Eschewing physical comforts and the dedication to
work which is inherent in the quest for such comforts, many of the
young seamen live on their boats which are generally equipped
with bunks, a small propane stove, and a refrigerated compartment of some type. When so inclined they usually gather at the
"Red Devil" bar to swap tales, wine, and, sometimes perhaps even
their women. Many an hour will be spent in reviewing a trip
through the "potato patch" a particularly rough and windy
channel between Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa Islands.
Weather permitting, the crews of two, three, and sometimes
even four will leave the harbor around 7:30 in the morning. For
the most part, the boats are between twenty and thirty feet in
length and are distinguishable by a capital "A" which precedes the
boat number. Each boat heads in a different direction with a
favorite dive spot in mind. Abalone usually congregate in groups
called "beds," and the particular location of an "ab" bed is a
closely guarded secret, as each diver's livelihood is dependent upon
it.
There are exceptions to this practice, however, as some of the
less experienced, therefore less successful, divers don't always leave
the harbor with a predetermined destination. While I was at the
Pierce processing plant I had a rather candid conversation with
Neil Tobin, reputedly one of the top divers in the industry, who
shared with me an amusing observation.
"You know," he confided, "when I leave the harbor in the
morning, I can figure on at least three or four boats following me
out. They'll keep a safe distance from my boat, say about a half
mile or so, and as soon as I drop anchor those S.O.B.'s will do the
same. And no sooner do I finish my diving in that area and move
on, then those jokers make a beeline right to where I had been.
They're only fooling themselves," he added, "because I never leave
any legal abs for someone else to pick.''
I asked Neil if the intense competition for abalone engendered
feelings of hostility among the divers. "No, not really," he replied,
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and then added with a grin, "unless I get my hands on the guys
that follow me out." He continued by saying that there was a
general sense of solidarity among the divers, especially the younger
ones . "I get along with most of them, but to a certain extent it
depends on who they do business with." I pushed him for a further
explanation. "Most of the divers will sell to a particular processor.
Myself, I do business strictly with Pierce, since I've known him
from the time he worked out of Morro Bay." "It works both ways,"
he added, "because if a diver gets in a jam, say for instance he
burns out his engine, then he can usually turn to the processor for
some help. Like me and Pierce- I do right by them and they do
me right." His face tightened and his look became more fixed. "But
some of these guys are nothing more than cheap whores who'll sell
their abs to anyone if they think they can make an extra buck.
Those are the guys I don't like."
Following my visit to the Pierce processing plant with Neil, I
decided that mere interviews would not suffice to assuage my keen
interest in the abalone business. What was lacking was first hand
impressions which could only be gained by going to sea.
It was down at the harbor where I first met Larry, the owner of
the "Tuppolo Honey." I talked with him for some time and at
length I persuaded him to take me aboard his boat on a trip to the
islands. We agreed to meet the next day at dawn at the marina
where the "Tuppolo Honey" was berthed.
The following morning I was introduced to Mike, Larry's
tender, and once we had gathered our gear together, we walked
down the ramp to Larry's slip. The "Tuppolo Honey" was unlike
most of the boats I had seen. Construction wise, they are all
basically the same as they are manufactured by a local company,
Raddon Boats, which specializes in making what is commonly
called a "working boat ." The Raddon Boats have neither flashy
lines nor profuse amounts of chrome hardware. In fact, they are
really not much to look at. But what they do have is a specially
designed hull which allows the boat to skim along the surface as it
travels at high speed, thereby greatly reducing the time that it
takes to cross the channel and get to the islands. Whereas most of
the boats were somewhat dingy looking, and showed the obvious
battle scars of clashes with rocks, pilings, and other boats, the
"Tuppolo Honey" was spotless from stem to steam. Larry noticed
my look of approval. "She's the apple of my eye, and I take great
care to treat her as such," he said.
Once everything was secured in the cabin, Larry started the
engine, Mike cast off, and we were on our way. Larry gently
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piloted the boat out of the slip and into the glassy waters of the
main harbor channel, and just as we rounded the tip of the
breakwater and headed out into the open sea, the sun eased itself
over the mountains which protect Santa Barbara, and in so doing,
heralded the beginning of a new day. Over the "Tuppolo Honey's
radio crackled the good news: perfect weather with very little
wind.
Now that we were well beyond the harbor, Larry opened up the
throttle, and within an instant we were racing across the swells of
the Santa Barbara Channel. Larry set a course for our destination,
Santa Cruz Island, the largest of the four major islands, and
located about thirty-five miles offshore.
In less than an hour the rugged cliffs of Santa Cruz, hidden by
fog during most of the trip, finally came into view. Larry headed
the "Tuppolo Honey" through Santa Cruz Channel and around
the southwest tip of the island, until our first diving destination,
Gull Island, lay just ahead of us, about 250 yards off the main
island. It was around the base of this table-topped, half-acre of
rock, pounded mercilessly by the mighty Pacific, that Larry hoped
to find our quarry.
He cut the engines as Mike let go the anchor. It caught and held
us in sixty-five feet of water. He looked closely at the water around
Gull Island. "It should be a real good day for diving," he
commented. "Practically no surge, and the wind is very light, so
far."
Mike helped Larry lay out his gear, and then he lifted the cover
off the two-cylinder air compressor. After filling the little tank
with gasoline, he gave the starting cord a mild yank, and the
~ngine roared to life.
Larry had stripped to his bathing suit and was getting ready to
squeeze into his neoprene-rubber wet suit. "These suits are custom
made to each diver's body and are designed to fit skin tight," he
said. "Although they're a hassle to get in and out of, they're a joy
to wear underwater. What happens is that a very thin layer of
water will seep in between the body and the suit and will rapidly
warm up to body temperature. That's why it's called a wet suit."
Because of technological advances, the cumbersome dry suit and
hard hat went out of vogue years ago. Within a few minutes Larry
had his suit on, and only his face was left uncovered. He picked up
his face mask, rubbed saliva on the inner surface to keep it from
fogging up, and placed it over his face. Mike helped buckle on his
belt, a half-dozen square links of solid lead weighing about twenty
pounds which serves to reduce body bouyancy. He then attached
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the end of the 400-foot coil of air hose to the back of the belt, and
led a slender length of hose from this up over the diver's back,
across his shoulder, and around to his face where an air regulator
allowed air to flow through a mouthpiece in a steady, gentle
stream.
Larry adjusted his face mask one last time, put on his rubber
gauntlets, and pulled the elastic cord of his abalone pry iron over
his wrist. The ab iron, or "bottom bar," is an essential tool, for
without it the diver would be incapable of pulling an abalone off a
rock. The bar is a hilted, chisel-like strip of metal about a foot
long, which the diver uses to pry the powerful gastropod loose.
Two metal projections from one side of the bar provide a
measurement for legal reds, while a notch in the bar gives a
measurement for pinks. It takes from six to seven years for an
abalone to attain the size at which it may be legally picked- 7 and
% inches across for reds, six inches for pinks, and 7 and 1/4 inches
for greens.
Mike handed Larry one of several net-bags lying on the deck.
Larry took hold of it by the wooden ring that holds it open, placed
the mouthpiece of his air regulator between his teeth, and stepped
up on the gunwale. With a slight splash he was in the water and
swimming away from the boat. All of a sudden his head ducked
under, his flippers shot skyward, and he disappeared below us.
Mike paid out the air hose slowly, following Larry's progress by
the continuous stream of air bubbles which erupted on the surface.
The bubbles remained in the same spot for a few minutes and then
continued their travel. Mike continued to give Larry more hose.
I asked Mike if Larry measured every abalone before he picked
it. "No, he doesn't have time for that. He measures several in each
group. If they're too small he moves on. If they're big enough he'll
pick them all."
"How long will he remain on the bottom?" I inquired .
"Oh ... as long as it takes him to fill the bag. He wears a meter
on his forearm which keeps track of his total bottom time, which
usually runs four or five hours, although he has been down as long
as six. It's rough on the body, though ."
And so it was, that after visiting harbors once active in the
abalone industry, touring a processing plant, and talking with
divers, I finally found myself on the deck of a diving boat rolling
gently with the swells, some forty miles offshore . Mike was already
sorting the first bag of abalone, distinguishing each variety at a
glance by noting the shell size and color, the shell sculpture, and
the number of apertures. Each abalone was carefully measured
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with a "deck-bar," a T -shaped strip of steel slightly over a foot
long and about an inch wide. A projection 7 and % inches from
the top crossbar provides a measurement for reds; another on the
opposite side, six inches from the top, measures pinks. Of the
fifteen gastropods in the first bagful, three were "shorts" and were
placed in an empty bag for Larry to take down with him on his
next dive.
"Why not just throw them over the side?"
"It's against the law. You're required to place them back on the
rock from where they came, otherwise they might die. It would be
like a turtle flipped over on its back."
Mike placed the legal size abs in the "Tuppolo Honey's special
hold. I glanced inside. "By opening up a valve we let seawater
circulate throughout the hold, thereby keeping the abs fresher.
Larry gets a little bit better price for his abs than the guys that just
leave their abs in a gunny sack on deck."
After a while Mike caught a signal from the corner of his eye,
and he hurried to pull Larry in. "Why doesn't he just swim back to
the boat?" I asked.
"Two reasons: First of all, the air hose would probably get
tangled up. Secondly, there are sharks in these waters and they can
be attracted by the rapid movement of the flippers. Therefore it's
safer if Larry remains motionless while I pull him in." He paused
for a second while he started pulling in the air hose, and then
added with a grunt, "But it's more work for me."
Presently Larry surfaced and handed Mike another full bag.
Mike, in return, handed Larry the bag with the "shorts" and
without so much as a word was swallowed up by the ocean.
By now there were a few other boats in the area, but not all of
them were commercial diving boats. There was a cabin cruiser not
far away, and the sports divers aboard it were obviously enjoying a
certain degree of success. Sports divers are allowed to take five
abalone a day, whereas an annual $15 .00 license permits a
commercial diver to take as many abalone as he can. But while a
sports diver can take his gastropods anywhere along the California
coast at any depth, the commercial diver is restricted to an area
from Point Lobos halfway up the California coast, to the Mexican
border, and in waters no less than twenty feet deep. The penalty
for diving shallow, picking "shorts," or invading forbidden waters
is a $500 .00 fine and/or confiscation of equipment and/or a
six-month jail sentence.
After making quite a few dives around Santa Cruz and Santa
Rosa islands, Larry finally surfaced for the last time, his bag only
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partially full. Although it was not yet four o'clock, it was time to
call it quits. He had almost reached his diving time limit.
As the sun began to slip from the sky towards the endless horizon
of the blue Pacific, Mike cut the strand of giant kelp to which we
were moored, while Larry started the engines. Within minutes we
were slicing through the choppy swells and heading toward the
Santa Barbara harbor. It had been a memorable day, and one
which I would not easily forget, but nevertheless I was somewhat
anxious to bid the "Tuppolo Honey" farewell and stand on terra
firma once again.
While homeward bound I asked Larry how he felt about the
restriction of diving up north. Both he and Mike felt that the
general consensus among the divers was that it was unfair to keep
waters north of Point Lobos closed to commercial divers. "Most
divers," he declared, "would be just as happy if Fish and Game
closed the southern half of the coast if it would open up the
northern half. While the northern half was open, the abalone here
in the south would have a chance to multiply, then the Northern
half could be closed for a similar time span and they could open up
the Southern waters again."
When it came to the sea otter issue, Larry was not nearly as
vehement in his denunciation of this furry trouble-maker as some
of the other divers. "It's no secret that the otter has ruined the
commercial operation up North, but I won't get angry at 'em 'til
they start to ruin our operation down here." And that may very
well happen before too long. According to several individuals, it
will only take three to four years for the otter to devour its way
down to Santa Barbara. Because the otter must eat 20 to 25% of
its body weight daily, it has succeeded in devastating shellfish beds
all along its range . According to state biologist Dan Miller, "the
average otter out here consumes about 2.5 tons of food a year."
The manager of the Pierce operation was quite bitter concerning
the otter. "They're nothing but utter gluttons. They pick a rock off
the bottom in their front paws, knock a hole in the abalone shell,
chew out a bit of its guts and leave the rest. If something isn't done
soon, the abalone industry will be finished down here just as it was
at Morro Bay;"
But even with all the uncertainties for the future and the hassles
and dangers of the present, Larry was intoxicated with his career.
"It's such a free life out here . The island, the ocean, the fresh airit's man against the sea, a struggle that's been going on for
centuries. At a moment's notice the wind can kick up and this
channel gets rough. If you don't know what you're doing ... well, it
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could be your last trip out." "But for me," he added, "it's the only
way to go ."
The search for the abalone had finally drawn to an end. It had
been a memorable search, taking me to new places and
introducing me to people that still reflect the spirit of the old West.
There was Dutch who wanted to "grab a piece of the action." And
Tom, who was getting ready for a last ditch effort against his
bitter nemesis, the gluttonous, trespassing sea otter. Don't forget
Neil, who like a miner that refuses to give up his claim, has braved
the depths for years without ever hitting the rich vein every man
dreams of. Rapidly approaching the twilight of his career, he is no
longer able to make a deep dive because of the bends. And yet he
hangs on. And finally there is Larry, who, perhaps more than
anyone else, typifies the spirit of a bygone era. Refusing to submit
to the more mundane occupations within our society, and living on
the wings of freedom, he forges his own path through the chancy
game of life.
But overshadowing all of these daring souls is the one force that
binds them together- the Pacific Ocean. While traveling the
coastline I looked with awe as the endless blue Pacific rolled
steadily toward the beach, crashing mightily against the jagged
outcroppings of rocks and cliffs. The thunderous noise and the
white spray shooting skyward gave notice that the Pacific is a
formidable foe, and the weathered rocks gave mute testimony to
its power. Those men who willingly face this awesome challenge
are a rare breed, and I feel lucky that for a brief moment, ever so
brief, I was part of the diving milieu.

Fred A. Fairbanks, winner of
the 1975 Kirkbride Award in
History.
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This is a picture of the Star of Alaska at Anchorage Bay, April, 1909.
Now rechristened the Balcutha and in the San Francisco Maritime
Museum.

Six Months in Chignik, Alaska
In 1909
JEANNETTE GouLD MAINO

On the evening of May 8, 1909, in Chignik, Alaska, my father
wrote to my mother: "I am disappointed and blue tonight as the
mail did not come. Thought it would bring me a birthday present
in the shape of a good letter from you. We heard today that it
would not be in until the lOth . . . we must wait. Damned disagreeable . This has been a pleasant day here; snowed some this
morning, but then cleared up."
It was his 29th birthday, he was far from home in a small house
near Anchorage Bay, lit by two oil lamps and warmed by a
glowing coal stove. Outside, the snow was two feet deep.
He tried to write more, then added impatiently, "I am cross, so
shall not finish until tomorrow." He threw down his pen and
looked out his window. At ten o'clock dusk had just come to the
snowy landscape around the house provided by the Alaska Packer's
Association for their company doctor, who was also hired to keep
books. Father had left San Francisco in mid-April; since that time,
no mail nor news of any kind had come from the people he had
left in California: his father and mother, seven sisters and brothers,
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medical school friends and his newly acquired fiancee, a nurse
from Lane Hospital, and now head surgical nurse at Mt. Zion
Hospital in San Francisco.
Trying to forget his keen homesickness, he told himself that he
was too old for such disappointment. He had just graduated from
Cooper Medical School (later Stanford). In order to repay the
money his education had cost beyond the amount he had saved
during three years as a teacher-principal in the San Benito school
and the tutoring in Americanization that he did while in medical
college, father had taken the six month position with the fish
cannery in Alaska.
He was simply homesick. He undressed and got into bed. His
quarters consisted of two rooms. One was his "drug store" and the
treatment room, the other his bedroom. Since his arrival at Chignik, the Alaskan weather had been bad, "the wind howling and
the rain in torrents, melting the snow" one day, turning back into
snow or sleet again the next day.
As he tried to fall asleep and forget the mail, he heard three
whistles, which meant that a ship had arrived from Anchorage
Bay. Perhaps someone had been injured at the other cannery.
Instead of getting up, he pulled the covers tightly over him and
decided that if he was needed, someone could come for him. It
was pitch dark now and snowing hard.
He heard footsteps on the wooden walk leading to his house.
Someone knocked. He swore "a little oath," got up and went to the
door. A man with a lantern stood there. Behind the light he recognized the foreman of the cannery.
"Well, Doctor, the mail has come. Better get up!"
In no time, he grabbed his heavy underwear, put it on over his
pajamas, pulled on his boots and shirt and was ready to go back to
the dock with the foreman.
"We were worse than a couple of kids," he wrote my mother. "I
got almost half of the letters that came and was tickled to pieces.
Ran over the dates and got the ones with the last dates and went
right back to the ones written first. It was one o'clock when I
finished. Got up at five and re-read them. My sisters each had
written four, one five, two from friends, and one from my
brothers." The rest were from Mother. "It is so much easier to
write when one knows he is not forgotten," he said in the letter he
finished the next day .
Mail boats from California came only once a month; sometimes
they were delayed for what seemed an eternity. Father recalled his
father's telling him of how he had felt in 1852 when he was in the
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gold mines waiting for mail from back home. History was
repeating itself.
Other than lack of communication and homesickness, his life in
Alaska was exciting. My father knew little of the sea. He had sailed
from San Francisco on the Star of Alaska, a four-master which is
now a part of the San Francisco Maritime Museum exhibit under
its earlier name of Balclutha. Made in Scotland, the sailing vessel
had served around the Horn, in West Coast trade and now was a
part of the Star line of the Alaska Packers. The Star left San
Francisco with a crew largely incapacitated, drunk and perhaps
shanghaied, as was the custom. For the first few days out, my
father was required to pull ropes and raise sails until the crew
recovered enough to function. Off duty, he was solaced by the
Star's Captain, who served him cognac in his cabin and told hairraising sea stories.
The weeks before the first mail boat arrived were full of new
experience. When he had left California, flowers were blooming
everywhere and it was spring. His letters contained many
references to the harsh Alaska weather: "raining all day," "snow is
melting fast," "snow is about two feet deep and frozen hard,"
"most days are either windy or snowy," "this morning (April 28,
1909) we had a regular blizzard." On May Day the snow was
falling, still falling on May 5. The river in front of the cannery was
full of floating ice, the weather "beastly cold."
But his work was fascinating. He had a "great deal of medical
and surgical work, small cases," infected or mashed fingers, nails
in feet, and last of all, an unexpected amount of dentistry. A miner
had come in to ask to have his two infected teeth pulled. Father
had never pulled a tooth, but in spite of his reluctance, he sat the
miner down in his chair and was surprised that teeth came out so
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easily . For his fee, he asked $3, and didn't get it. The next day the
man returned, paid him his $3 and remarked that he would have
gladly paid him $20 for the work.
He had several Indian women as patients. One of the husbands
said that as he had no money, he would bring him mink skins in
payment, and father was delighted to accept.
His first dental patient recommended him to others and he
became the dentist of Chignik, with many tooth extractions for
which he continued to charge $1.50 each, each dollar being an
unexpected addition to his and mother's bank. The Alaska Packers
employed him to take care of their workers and to keep their
books. The rest of the time was his own. He contracted to do the
medical work of a second cannery down the river for $350 the
season . The Chinese and Japanese people worked with the
canneries, but were not under their medical protection, and he
began to have many patients among them as well as among the
native Alaskans . He hoped to make $ll00 during the six month's
exile.
At the beginning of May he mentioned that although he had had
no serious cases, there was an epidemic of colds. "The way they
live, it is no wonder" he wrote. "Absolutely no ventilation and
little old huts, many of them made of a kind of straw and mud ...
By Jove, they all have the worst coughs, with T.B., many of them.
They live absolutely devoid of fresh air .. . about ten kids in one
room, no exaggeration . They cannot take medicine the way I want
them to do. I make them smell of each bottle, and tell them what
to do with the medicine in it, then show them a second bottle, etc.
After I have finished I make them take the bottles and recite their
lessons as to what they intend to do with each kind (father had not
been a teacher in vain!). If I did not do this they would rub cough
medicine on their chests and cook the pills. They are all treated
free."
His day began before six when a boy came in to start his fire,
make the bed and clean the room. He took breakfast with the
Superintendent, the foreman, the machinist and the storekeeper
at 6:30 (this was an improper time, he remarked) . Dinner was at
12 noon, supper at 6 p.m . There was no difference in the work
schedule for Sunday or holidays and he lost track of time and days .
"The cooking staff has been in an intoxicated condition most of the
time since our arrival," he mentioned .
The first month's work consisted of getting the bookkeeping in
order and organizing his medical work. Solder, tin and other
materials had been sent from San Francisco, and the company
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started making the cans in Chignik, with the Chinese doing most
of this work. From 75 to 100 thousand cans were made a day. This
was to continue until about the middle of June when the salmon
run usually started and the canning began. White fishermen
caught the fish: the Japanese and Chinese were assigned the
cannery work.
On May 11, fishermen started up the river to get the traps
ready. Boxes to hold the cans were now being made by the
laborers, probably Orientals, for one cent apiece. Father stopped
one morning and made 15 of them for an "old fellow, just to help
him out."
Weather, mail, meals, occupied much of his thoughts. He had
long since read all the books he had brought with him. There were
no newspapers, of course, so he asked my mother to have the
Bulletin sent, so that when the mail boat came in he could catch
up on world news. "Pay them fifty cents for two months. This will
make a total of $2.25 that I owe you in cash."
The May 8 mail boat had brought the Superintendent's wife and
daughter, the only women at the cannery, although a teacher of a
nearby school was expected soon. For recreation father took long
walks on the beach and rode in the launches up or down river,
tried his hand at hunting ducks, which were a staple of the diet, as
were fish and venison. There were snow storms during most of
May, but by the last of the month, snow turned to rain and
gradually the snow melted except off the mountains. By May 23rd
he wrote that the grass was beginning to come up, the birds were
singing, and at the end of May he said "everything is green now.
The cow is getting fat, the sheep and hogs are doing nicely," but
there were still large patches of snow. The weather was
changeable, beautiful in the mornings, rainy and windy in the
afternoons. With such a short growing season, the grass grew
rapidly and was soon hip- and then shoulder-high.
The first time it was reported to him that four men had "turned
to," he thought they had had heart attacks and was prepared to
give them "a shot of strychnine to bring them back again," but discovered the term only meant that they had started to work. They
"knocked off" when they stopped. The catch was measured by the
"trap scows."
Medical work continued. "One of my Indian patients brought
me in two mink skins and some fancy work his wife had made, just
as a little present. I had treated their baby who they let play with
a razor and charged them nothing." Father continued with his
thriving dental practice, but worried about his surgery, fearful
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that he would become careless because he worked under such
unsterile conditions. Often the launch from the cannery down the
river would come to fetch him for an illness or accident there .
The days between mail boats were counted carefully. When the
mail boats were ready to depart for home, there was a rush of
bookkeeping and the making of drafts, extra letters to get out at
the last minute.
The wife of the Superintendent made life a little more
enjoyable. After she saw his rooms, she sent down a carpet, once in
a while a bottle of beer or some cake and wine. Father assured
mother that she was like a mother to him . . . she was all of 50
years old, he remarked.
The second mail ship was expected in mid-June. As father came
from breakfast he saw the Equator (belonging to the other
company) heading toward the dock. He ran to the wharf and
waited, but the "damned old boat steamed right by." The mail
boat was now four days behind schedule; he and one of the men
determined to go to Anchorage Bay and wait for it. There they
discovered that the boat had had to return to Seattle for repairs.
Because of the time taken to transport it, the date of the last letter
he received was late in April, two months before. By June 24, the
relief ship brought the delayed mail, and the men were happy
again.
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On June 13, the first fish came in, about a thousand from the
trap at the mouth of the river. Canning began the next day. The
run was small at first, but it increased so that by July 23, father
was able to report that half the season's pack was up, and that the
cannery expected to get thirty-one thousand more cases before they
ceased operations. They hoped to total more than seventy-five
thousand cases. There were about 75 or 80 thousand fish in the
traps and more were coming in fast. A few days later he went up
on the steam launch to the traps and came back with over twenty
thousand fish, but the rate was already beginning to slacken. On
August 15 the cannery had ceased its canning, with a yield of
73,000 cases, and the beginning of the end was in s(ght. The crew
began the loading of the Star of Alaska, a process which was
expected to take about four weeks. "The old ship will be loaded
pretty heavy," he commented.
Wildlife, flowers, and animals interested father greatly. One
day while walking he saw a mother bear and her cub about two
hundred yards from his door, and another time he spied a large
polar bear, all of which figured largely in stories he told us when
we were growing up. Taking a native boy and a gun with him, he
went out to shoot, but never reported killing anything. He much
preferred the walks on the beach or a climb on the mountains. The
Fourth of July, a holiday important to him always, was like any
other day except that he expected to get an extra glass of beer. A
wedding took place at the Catholic Church; everyone at the
cannery went as a matter of course. A Sunday school party was
also heavily attended; it was the social event of the year. He
mentions one fact that is an interesting variation on a well-known
term: "The Indians and the Squaw men have what they call 'Sour
Doe' parties. They make a sort of beer out of hops, brown sugar
and oatmeal. They all get very shot, dance and booze until
morning. Guess it is very much like a medical school beerbust." On
the last day of June he mentions that it was "miserably cold, disagreeable and windy. The wild flowers are out in abundance now.
Everything is so green and pretty . . . just like early spring in
California . .. like March weather." Besides his daily walks, father
took rides in the gasoline launch in the evenings, but was made
miserable often by the mosquitos. He often described the scenery
. . . the sunsets with red clouds behind the snowy mountains, and
everything reflected in the perfectly clear water of the river and
bay.
At the end of June the school teacher arrived. She was to marry
the "boss fisherman," a native of Sweden, and she blushed all the
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time. Father told mother that she was about 39 years old.
His medical practice continued with its ups and downs. A little
boy had a broken arm which healed nicely; there were cuts,
bruises, infections, colds. An engine blew out and almost killed a
man. Father sewed up his cut head as best he could and reported
that he would survive. Years later, when he was practicing in
Ripon, San Joaquin County, a man came in his office to show him
that the huge cut on his head had healed without a scar. A J apanese wanted a tooth pulled and was willing to pay $5 instead of
the usual $1.50 so that he could have an anesthetic.
In August father had a more interesting case. One of the Chinese
laborers tried to commit suicide by cutting his throat, and "then
went over his body cutting almost any part he liked. Kept me
pretty busy, but I guess I sewed up the most of them. There was a
considerable loss of blood," but the man lived. A week later, father
reported that the man was insane. Hearing an awful scream
outside his house, father ran out to discover the Oriental in the
grass beating off ten imaginary Chinese foes . He shouted, "Oh,
Doctor, you helpie me killie Chinese Bossie and Chinamen!"
Father took up a big stick and "by well directed blows killed them
all." The Chinese was pleased and happy; however the next
morning he came to the office and wanted "ploison to killie
quickie ." Father gave him some "mighty bitter bitters" and told
him if he wanted the medicine to kill him he must go to bed and
stay there three days. After a week, he finally was persuaded to get
up and he followed father around in complete hero worship.
The days were shortening by the middle of August. Father was
called out in the middle of one dark night and had to find his way
down to the beach . Returning at two in the morning he nearly fell
off the bank into the water; it was so dark he could scarcely see a
foo t ahead of him.
The third mail boat in August brought bad news. Mother,
almost ready for her vacation, had contracted scarlet fever and
was critically ill. One of her best friends, who had volunteered to
nurse her in the isolation hospital, or the "pest house," as it was
known, wrote to him of her condition; she was much too ill to
write herself. This letter was dated the 21st of July; father had
already noticed how few letters were in his packet from mother.
There was no way of knowing whether she was well or had died
since that time. For days father raged at the frustration of not
being able to get any news for another month . "It seems cruel that
we are so far apart and cannot get any communication before the
lOth of next month. I do hope that we do not sail before the
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September mail boat arrives, because if we do, it will delay
knowing you are recovered by that much longer. I feel so helpless.
Do hope you are almost well again; I just have to convince myself
that you are, or I could not sleep."
Each letter after that traces her imaginary recovery day by day,
so well had he convinced himself that there "is a good old God
who will take care of you ." He knew the dangers only too well,
and the complications that so frequently came afterwards.
His anxiety to leave grew each day. As the season drew to a
close, variety in food disappeared . Fish, potatoes, beans and bread
were the standard fare. Even stationary to write letters was used
up, and so he wrote on the backs of old reports. Because the letters
mother received in the hospital were burned when everything in
her room was sterilized, there is a gap in the letters he sent her.
On August 21, his last letter from Alaska is written on a scrap of
paper labeled OVER, SHORT, AND DAMAGED REPORT,
ALASKA PACKERS ASSOCIATION. It had taken eleven days to
load the Star of Alaska with her cargo of fish. She was ready to
sail. If all went well, if the winds were favorable, they expected to
reach San Francisco between the 25th and 30th of September. His
last sentence reads "Maybe a few days before, maybe not until ten
days later." The mail ship had not arrived, and he still knew
nothing of mother's fate . It was not until he reached San Francisco
that he found that my mother had survived a severe case of scarlet
fever which had cost her to lose much of her beautiful hair and
which left her partially deaf. They were married on New Year's
Eve of 1909.
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Ernestine Smutny, Book Editor
THE TEXANS, by the Editors of Time-Life Books, with Text by David Nevin.
(New York, Time-Life Books, distributed to libraries and schools by Silver
Burdett Co., 1975. 240p., illus., (part col.), ports ., maps, facsims., bibliog .,
index. The Old West Series. $9 .95)
The Texans is designed to cover the settlement of Texas by Americans, their conflicts with Mexico and the Indians, and their struggles in the period before the Civil
War.
It is a richly illustrated book, filled with maps, colored plates and contemporary
photographs and drawings and numerous portraits of pioneers. Small insets cover
incidental figures whose lives contributed to the interest of the Texas scene, including Juan Sequin, a San Antonio Mexican aristocrat who fought as an officer on the
Texas side in the Texas Revolution .
The title of one of the chapters, "A Free-Fighting, Money-Hunting Country," fits
the behavior of many Texans as portrayed here. Gory details of the fall of the
Alamo, and of the massacre of prisoners by Texas soldiers at San Jacinto are vividly
portrayed. The facts given about Bowie, who was seen dead drunk at the first
convention which planned independence for Texas, bring out realism but chill our
tendency to hero worship. Each human portrait, especially that of Sam Houston, is
done with sympathy and clarity, but the authors spare no faults , especially if the
faults are colorful and interesting.
Parts of the book deal with the founding of Houston and the organization of the
new government . The overwhelming impression of early Texas, however, is not of
the dull laborious work in the fields, not of the slavery which took root there, but of
the fighting Rangers, and the heroes of the Alamo . Given the turbulent and chaotic
events that crowded those few decades from the 20's to the 50's it could hardly be
otherwise.
Jerry Briscoe, COP.
YESTERDAY'S SAN DIEGO, by Neil Morgan and Tom Blair . (Miami, E. A.
Seeman Publishing, 1976. 160p., chiefly illus., bibliog., index of names. $9.95)
This is No. 21 of Seeman's Historic Cities Series (See review of Yesterday's
California, Summer 1976 Pacific Historian, p.211) . There is a brief introductory
sketch (words) of San Diego's earliest yesterdays accompanied by a few sketches
(drawings, etc.), from pre-photography days . From that point on the book is one
photographic reproduction after another, with unusually well-written captions. San
Diego's history is well told, news happenings are recalled, growth patterns shown.
Every type of photographic work is used in the book: aerial views, pictures of
buildings, historic gatherings, groups, local residents, pioneers and newcomers,
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newsworthy visitors- about four hundred photos in all - mostly drawn from the
Historical Collection of the Title Insurance and Trust Company, with a few credited
elsewhere. The text and the captions reveal the quality of writing we have come to
expect from Morgan, the feature writer and columnist of the Evening Tribune. The
book is full of nostalgia and history.
Arthur Swann, UOP
BRAND BOOK NUMBER FOUR, SAN DIEGO CORRAL OF THE WESTERNERS, Abraham Nasatir, Editor . (San Diego, The San Diego Corral of the
Westerners, 1976. 180p., illus. (part col.) $22.00)
The Fourth Brand Book of the San Diego Corral is outstanding for several reasons
and will certainly be the envy of any Corral.
One reason for its success is the editor, Dr. "Abe" Nasatir, Dean of California
historians, who has taught at San Diego State University for 47 years and is still
teaching and writing at age 71. "Abe," as he is affectionately known, will tolerate
nothing but the best.
A second reason for its success is the excellent series of articles on the history of the
Californias, all based upon "solid historical documentation ." These three parts
include articles on purely local San Diego history and also interesting episodes of
Alta and Baja history.
The fourth 'part of the book deals with the Western art of Stan Sowinski,
·
including a selected portfolio in color of the works of the artist.
The 180 pages contain many illustrations besides the art portfolio. The cover
binding is beautifully designed with a gold outline of the San Diego Mission on a
reddish brown imitation leather.
I certainly recommend it highly. As it is a limited edition, it will surely soon be a
collector's item .
R. Coke Wood, Pacific Center for Western Studies, UOP.
CALIFORNIA'S OLD MISSIONS, The Story of the Founding of the 21 Franciscan
Missions in Spanish Alta California 1769-1823, by Paul H. Kocher. (Chicago,
Franciscan Herald Press, 1976. 199p., illus., bibliog., index . paper, $6.95)
This interesting and well-written little bicentennial book on the 21 California
Spanish Missions by Paul Kocher, Professor Emeritus of Stanford University, is an
excellent short version of the founding of the Missions from 1769 to 1823. The
emphasis is on the two Missions founded in 1776, San Juan Capistrano and the San
Francisco de Asis (Dolores) Missions. The black and white pictures showing the early
views of the Missions in the neglected periods and the restored buildings today are
clear and interesting.
I would certainly recommend it as timely and well done .
R. Coke Wood, Director, Pacific Center for Western Studies, UOP
JUNIPERO SERRA, Pioneer of the Cross, by Bernice Scott. (Fresno, Valley Publishers, 227p., illus ., port ., bibliography, index. $8 .95)
This charming book about the life of the great "apostle of California" as Dr. Hunt
called him, is the story of Serra's life from his boyhood in Petra to his death in the
Carmel Mission in 1784.
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Although it is fictionalized to the extent of giving the actual conversations in many
places, it seems to be historically accurate.
The delightful sketches at the beginning of each chapter add an additional
pleasure for the reader as he scans the life of this great man, who actually founded
nine of the 21 Franciscan Missions and was a great force of strength for carrying
through the Spanish settlements in California. He was truly the great pioneer.
Readers of all ages will surely enjoy this book; Bernice Scott has added another
fine book to the literature on the Mission.
Coke Wood, Pacific Center for Western Studies, UOP
FORKED TONGUES AND BROKEN TREATIES, edited by Donald E. Worcester.
(Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers, 1975. 4 70p., ill us., ports. , maps, index. $9.95)
This handsomely bound and illustrated volume is a collection of thirteen essays by
seven authors, most of them former students of the editor, who is himself a product
of UC Berkeley's "Golden Age" of Western History under Bolton and Paxson. Except
for Worcester's article on Indian reform movements in the late 19tn century and a
concluding article by Arthur H. DeRosier, Jr. on Indian relocation in the 1950's,
each essay deals with a specific Indian "tribe"-if that term may be used with
caution. The principal Indians discussed are those along the Spanish Borderlands
and those on the Great Plains - with some major omissions, understandable, since
the book was not intended to be a comprehensive treatment. The primary purpose
of these essays evidently was to document what Indians and students of Indian
history have always known: the violation of Indian treaties by the white man . As to
be expected, the results of the assignment are mixed . Some of the essays are broadranging, comprehensive treatments that begin with the earliest days of white
contact and end with the 20th century, while others are narrowly focused on a
specific treaty and its implementation - or lack of implementation. The quality and
objectivity of these articles also differ. Unfortunately, one or two read like mediocre
college term papers, with hardly more than a dreary chronicling of names and
dates. Others make no pretense of objectivity, and a few passages doubtless sent Von
Ranke tossing in his grave. The editor himself is certainly subjective in recounting
the activities of misguided humanitarians in the Grant Era. "Bursting with desire to
help their red brothers," he writes, "in spite of themselves, the Friends of the Indian
solved the sticky problem of how (for their own good!) the Sioux could be settled on
land and kept from wandering. It was simple - take away half of their land, and
they would have no place to go. The frontier politicos and land-boomers heard this
sagacious plan, and their hearts filled with joy and expectation ." As the editor
should know after reading student papers for 30 years, heaping ridicule, no matter
how well deserved, on historical personalities does not improve the credibility of an
argument.
The best piece by far is the graceful and poignant essay on the Apache by Sandra
L . Myres, a TCU graduate who has turned out five books in the last seven years.
Without engaging in nitpicking treaty analysis and without invective, Dr. Myres
handles the subject with delicacy, understanding, affinity and compassion for the
land and the people. Although making clear that Anglo-European aggression was
the prime cause of Indian trouble, she shows that treachery and deceit were used by
both sides, and that red man and white must share the blame for the bloody
encounters that kept the Southwestern frontier in turmoil for over half the
nineteenth century.
Despite its shortcomings, the book is a useful collection of case studies and should
be part of every college library.
Ron Limbaugh, COP - University of the Pacific
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GREAT WILDERNESS DAYS, In the Words of John Burroughs, by the Editors of
Country Beautiful. Preface by Sigurd F. Olson, (Waukesha, Wis., Country
Beautiful, 1975. 208p., illus. (chiefly col.), chronology, appendix. $25.00)
THE AMERICAN W ILDERNESS, In the Words of John Muir, by the Editors of
Country Beautiful. (Waukesha, Wis ., Country Beautiful, 1913. 192p., illus .
(chiefly col.). $14.95).
John Burroughs (1837- 1921) was a naturalist much in the way of Henry David
Thoreau and John Muir. He wrote philosophical essays, nature essays, poetry, and
various studies of kindred spirits . Whitman and Audubon, for instance.
In Great Wilderness Days, the editors of Country Beautiful bring to us, in vivid
photographs and words excerpted from his various works, the story of a man who
recognized the wilderness as a shaping force and opportunity for America. "The
most precious things in life are near at hand, without money and without price .
Each of you has the whole wealth of the universe at your very door." And this credo
of Burroughs' led him through the Catskills, along the Hudson, and about the
Adirondacks, tracing the ways of nature, singing of the East Coast lands so long
forgotten by a nation of Westerners. His songs, like those of Whitman, reach even
now into our hearts . Burroughs brings us back to the simple truths of our American
life. He returns us to the beautiful.
A companion volume to this extremely fine compilation is The American W ilderness, In the Words of John Muir. In fact, Muir and Burroughs were contemporaries,
friends, and philosopher-naturalists of the same bent. Muir, father of Yosemite
National Park and founder of the Sierra Club, recognized a spirituality in the
wilderness. He would be tempted to sympathize with the bears "should a war of
races . . . occur between the wild beasts and Lord Man." This dedication to nature
was echoed and bitterly cried by another naturalist, the poet-philosopher Robinson
Jeffers who, years later, sought to point up man's weakness in denying nature.
The American Wilderness gives the reader a chance to see the marvels about
which Muir spoke. The presentation is so accomplished that we too would
"sympathize with the bears" or come to know "the gray air haunted with hawks"
and appreciate what Jeffers meant when he said "the place is the noblest thing I
have ever seen ." It is the place of Muir and Burroughs; it is our American
Wilderness.
James Shebl, Pacific Center for Western Studies, UOP.
JOHN STEINBECK: THE ERRANT KNIGHT. An Intimate Biography of his California Years, by Nelson Valjean . (San Francisco, Chronicle Books, 1975. 191p .,
ill us., ports., index. $8 .95)
In John Steinbeck, Californians have found an honest man. Certainly they must
continue their search if they are to realize the full meaning of the Nobel Prize
wii:ming writer of fictions and multi-level realities; however, various studies now
becoming available promise interpretations of consequence. And Nelson Valjean, in
writing of Steinbeck's formative and most productive years, brings to light the
secrets of John Steinbeck's California . It is from this state, from her histories and
from her peoples, that Steinbeck drew his stories of the oppressed and the humorous;
his social perception merits the attention of those who would study America and the
American.
Valjean writes of the Salinas Valley, the awakening town, the Monterey
Peninsula. He brings to the places which Steinbeck frequented, the characters and
reflections which the writer developed in the years after he left Monterey County. It
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becomes clear that these characters were created as Steinbeck was raised. "Odors
from Chinatown," "tule-filled ponds where frogs bellowed," "flight(s) of birds,"
"the wind blowing up from the long valley." The novels of Steinbeck work with
what the artist experienced . Valjean points up the origin of the expressions and
circumstances which Steinbeck used to build and color his stories.
John Steinbeck: The Errant Knight tells of a lusty young man who lived each day
to the fullest. Steinbeck had friends and acquaintances, lovers and misadventures,
much the same as anyone else. But because he was raised in a time of new and
varied opportunities, he was able to bring a vivid imagination to his desire to write
books about people in a part of the country which seemed to have everything .
Valjean, retired from a distinguished career as a journalist and editor, has produced a first -hand, well-written life story of this paisano-okie-adventurer. The
impressive amount of information, the photographs, the first-hand knowledge of
Steinbeck, give the reader a social history and an intimate look at a man who
identified a part of the western phenomenon.
James Shebl, Pacific Center for Western Studies, UOP
A RIVER RUNS THROUGH IT AND OTHER STORIES, by Norman Maclean.
(Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1976. 217p. $7 .95)
As the University of Chicago Press's first publication of original fiction, Norman
Maclean's A River Runs Through It is by definition in a class by itself. The Press
made a good decision. Maclean has given us a loving evocation of Montana and his
growing up there in which wise and sensitive age patterns and gives deep meaning
to memories of youth and early manhood.
A River is three tales, essentially two novellas enclosing a short story. All three
tales are given rich Montana settings, for which Maclean has much feeling . All three
focus on a strong, unforgettable character who makes an indelible impression on the
less adept narrator. These three chief characters are larger-than-life frontier typesfisherman, logger, ranger- who epitomize "natural" man's close relationship with
his natural environment. They read the book of nature like men of old and live by its
dictates, prefering the country to the town. The sensitive narrator in his turn "reads"
them - painstakingly and tenderly weaving their lives into his own as he now understands what their lives meant to his. Tempered and tarnished by the bittersweet
action of time, these memoirs of maturation among big men are finely balanced
between celebratory nostalgia and painful, hard-won understanding.
This is a very American book, containing both the light and dark sides of what
Romance professors like to call The American Dream . Maclean is very much in the
tradition of Melville and Hemingway: a mythic quest for identity and meaning concretely rendered with a conscious sense of style. Understandably closer to Hemingway, Maclean's prose exhibits many stylistic parallels: "I stopped, cleaned my
Eastern Brook Trout, and arranged them in my basket between layers of wild hay
and mint where they were more beautiful than those painted on platters. Then, in
preparation for big game, I changed to an eight-pound test leader and to a number
six fly. I waxed the first thirty feet of my line in case it had become water-soaked and
would not float, took one final look at my ten-inch Eastern Brook Trout lying in
mint, and then closed my basket on the world of small fish."
In subject, setting, character- but especially in style- A River recalls the work of
the earlier master craftsman . Such things as tone and rhythm, clarity of word and
syntax, point directly back to Hemingway. And note the sudden resonant thrust at
the end of the passage quoted where the narrator puts petty details ("small fish")
behind him. Hemingway's Nick Adams and Jack Barnes are good fishermen, but
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they do not "read the water" as carefully or as deeply as the narrator in A River.
Maclean is, as James Baker noted in Newsweek, "an eloquent, stylish reader."
His reading of Times river is as concretely detailed as a realist painting. And the
lovingly assembled details of his characters and their contexts transcend their time
and place to illuminate the stream of his "Buried Life" (a dominant metaphor
borrowed from Matthew Arnold.) A River is very interesting as biography and
history. It is fascinating and moving as a spiritual record . It is in a class by itself.
Maurice McCullen, UOP
COLORADO ON GLASS: Colorado's First Half Century As Seen by the Camera,
Terry Wm. Mangan. With a Directory of Early Colorado Photographs by Opal
Murry Harber. (Denver, Sundance Limited, 1975 . 406p., chiefly illus., facsims.
$28 .95)
I began reading this book with high anticipation, for I grew up in Colorado in the
pre-depression years, the period immediately following that which the book was
supposed to cover- Colorado's first half-century. A preliminary glance through the
book, too, had revealed many exciting glimpses of that first half-century, of which I
had heard so much - and seen a little.
A detailed reading, however, reveals one major drawback: the views are drawn
almost exclusively from the files of the State Historical Society in Denver. Although
advertisements of two Colorado Springs photographers are shown on the inside
cover, the photographs of only one appear in the collection. This can't be for lack of
"glass," for the Pikes Peak region is one of the most photographed in the country,
and must have been even in the earliest days. A plausible explanation is that the
collections from the larger centers (Colorado Springs and Pueblo) remained in those
centers rather than being placed in the Denver collection. Had the author indicated
his dependence upon the State Historical Society collection he would have avoided
disappointing his readers at the discovery of the limitations of his selection.
For the selection is indeed valuable and varied! It gives a particularly vivid look at
Colorado's gold rush - just 10 years after that to California. The pictures do an
excellent job of portraying the hardy photographers who recorded that gold rush,
carrying their cumbersome equipment into the remotest areas - Middle Park,
Gunnison, Grand Junction, and the rest. Mangan quotes extensively from the
letters, diaries, etc., of these pioneer photographers to give one a sense of their
esprit. He explains in detail the use of complicated equipment they had to carry with
them, and he makes clear the different processes used by these photographers. He
also tells something of the "galleries" where they sold the scenes so laboriously
obtained "in the wilderness."
Colorado on Glass is a very informative book and a source of endless discussion
and reminiscence for those who know anything of the Colorado gold rush, as well as
a source of "instant nostalgia" for those who are young or too far away.
W. Edward Gregory, COP, UOP
DAVID ECCLES, Pioneer Western Industrialist, by Leonard J. Arrington. (Logan,
Utah, Utah State University, 1975. 294p., illus., ports., appendices, bibliog.
$7.95)
Arrington has written an absorbing account of the success story of a poor ScotchIrish immigrant, son of a blind woodturner, who became Utah's first multimillionaire and one of the West's notable industrial magnates. Some estimated his wealth at
25 million dollars.
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Eccles emerged as a successful financier during the early 1900's; in the sixty-three
years that he lived, he established the Oregon Lumber Company, the Amalgamated
Sugar Company, the Sumpter Valley and Mt. Hood Railways , and the Utah
Construction Company- one of the largest mining and construction firms in the
world, with shipping interests in Latin America, mining in Australia and Peru, and
dam construction in Thailand and India . He was continuously looking toward
financing new plans and ideas and his investments reached into practically every
type of commerce and production.
How did it all start? Born in Glasgow, one of seven children, he had to work from
childhood to help feed the family , so that by the time he was fourteen he had had
only six months of formal education. Salvation from hunger and deprivation came
when the Mormon missionaries helped the Eccles emigrate to America by lending
them $375 from the Mormon Perpetual Emigration Fund .
Dave Eccles was the main support of the family in their new home in Utah. At
first Utah was perhaps more harsh than Scotland, but eventually he established
himself as a successful lumberman and mill operator in Utah and Oregon . The years
1875 to 1885 were crucial for Eccles- this was the period in which he established his
reputation as an entrepreneur and as a businessman. During this time Eccles had
become conscious of his meager educational background, and he attended Professor
Moench's school, hoping to add some academic polish to his significant political
skills . Here he met Bertha Jensen, whom he married in 1875. He later took Ellen
Stoddard as his second wife in 1885. There were twelve children from his first
marriage and nine from his second. According to Arrington, one of the secrets of his
marital success was that he kept the two families apart, the first in Ogden, the
second in Baker (Oregon) and later in Logan. Both the families knew him well, and
as long as he lived he enjoyed his children, taught them, played with them. They felt
the warmth of his wry humor and the strength of his firm discipline.
Perhaps one of the most interesting chapters in Arrington's book is the one in
which he analyzes the reasons for Eccles' success . He asks: "How does one explain
Qavid Eccles- a poor immigrant boy who in the Mormon setting in Ogden Valley
had few incentives and no models?" Studies by entrepreneurial historians would
indicate that business leadership does not usually occur in such a setting . Eccles,
however, was an unusual man, and several elements of his character help explain
his success . One important factor was his phenomenal memory; he could absorb and
recall all details of each of the firms he was involved with. The financial data of
each company were etched into his memory, and in many cases his knowledge of
plant operations equalled or exceeded that of the plant manager.
Eccles was what economists call a perfect economic man- the rational profit
maximizer. His often expressed motto was "Never let a dollar lie idle." He hated to
waste anything and was preoccupied with keeping costs down . Arrington states that
another reason for Eccles' success was the fact that he was not reared in a household
with an authoritarian father. Because of his blindness, William Eccles did not dominate his family; instead his mother placed the heavy responsibilities on David
which gave him necessary independence and confidence.
Arrington's book is an important study in western entrepreneurial history. Dealing with the rise of an individual to business leadership in the nineteenth century
western United States, it is full of insights into the economic history of the Mormons
and the economic development of Utah. The book is well documented and profusely
illustrated.
There are two shortcomings in the book . The first is the lack of clarity in the
sequence of events in Eccles' career that propelled him to economic success, the
second is that some of the details in the text about the various Eccles' enterprises
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interfere with the otherwise pleasing narrative form . What makes the book
worthwhile is the author's attempt to analyze the various personal and social factors
that made it possible for Eccles to become the successful frontier capitalist that he
was.
Tappan Munroe, College of the Pacific, UOP
PLAINS INDIANS MYTHOLOGY, by Alice Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin. (New
York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1975. 194p., illus., maps, bibliog. $7.95)

Th~ name Alice Marriott should not be unfamiliar to scholars of American Indian
culture. In this, her latest book, she has co-authored with Carol Rachlin a stunning
collection of Plains Indian mythology that has both depth and breadth . In a period
when so many trite books about Plains culture have appeared, it is refreshing to find
a solid contribution to Plains ethnology.
The authors have chosen their materials carefully. The basic design presents
major myths, tales and stories in abbreviated form: enough to share the major feeling and expression for each subject, yet not as· involved as the original full length
version. Those wishing to sample Plains mythology and taste its flavor would do well
to read this book. The short comments which precede each narration help place the
legend in its proper context, giving direction to those unfamiliar with Plains culture.
The book is divided into four major sections . First, the great Creation legends
unfold the drama of the world as perceived by the various tribes . These are followed
by what the authors call the "little" stories, which involve teaching the manners,
ethics, customs and behavior of the Plains groups. The third section relates stories
based upon the rise of the horse cultures and the golden period of plains
development during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The selection chosen
by Marriott and Rachlin to close their presentation highlights legends-in-themaking; that is, modern stories generated in the twentieth century . Indeed few
anthologies of Indian legends bother to include such recent materials, making the
book a valuable and unique contribution to Plains literature.
Another gem hidden in the book is the photography. The pictures and captions
provide a deeper insight into Plains religious psychology and give the reader a
personal glimpse into the cultural setting of the mythology . Any Marriott fan will
find this book a delight and will thoroughly enjoy a rainy evening with this gifted
author and authority.
Michael D. Seelye, San Joaquin Delta College
PHOTOGRAPHED ALL THE BEST SCENERY; Jack Hillers Diary of the Powell
Expeditions, 1871-1875, edited by Don D. Fowler . (Salt Lake City, University of
Utah Press, 1972. 225p ., illus., ports., sketch maps, footnotes, index. Second
printing, 1973. $10.00)
This new edition of Photographed All the Best Scenery, is a handsome as well as
useful book . Mr. Fowler has organized the presentation of Jack Hillers's Diary of the
Powell Expeditions in which he participated in a clear and readable manner. The
interested reader is able to follow the expeditions chronologically or turn readily to
particular times or events about which he wishes information. Placement of the
dates at the extreme edges of the pages is a very helpful editorial device and
produces an attractive page. The editorial notes are informative and complete, but
not obtrusive. The quality of the reproduction of the photographs is excellent. They
fully represent Hillers's art and demonstrate his feelings for the landscape of the
Southwest and for the Indian population whose lives and habits are recorded
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in his photographs . The photographs of Indian subjects frequently have a posed or
staged appearance; Hillers appears to have seen his subjects in one part of the nineteenth century tradition which defined the image of the native North American
Indian population as stoic, reserved, and dignified . Of more anthropological
interest and less cultural interest are the photographs of dwellings and occupations .
Occasionally the photographs attain the moving and expressive qualities of which
t he art of photography is capable, as in a splendid portrait of a Zuni girl made in
New Mexico in 1879. The design of the Indian weaving gives composition to the
photograph and supports the expression of the girl's character . As one would expect,
Hillers speaks more effectively through his photographs than through his text. His
language is simple and his description of the event of each day very straightforward . The narrative does reveal his attention to detail and the qualities of workmanship manifested in his photographs in the way in which he responds to the
difficulties of developing plates under extremely adverse conditions. The reader who
looks for interesting descriptions of the landscape and even of the population will
probably be disappointed. Hillers describes encounters with the North American
native Indian population and with the settlers of the region, but his word pictures
are far inferior to his photographs. Although the Diaries are more revealing of the
group activity than of the Hillers private character, they do, however, give a sense
of the cooperative efforts that were required to complete those great nineteenth
century expeditions of exploration in the West. Handsomely printed on fine ivorycolored paper and illustrated with brown and black duatone reproductions, the
book is not only a valuable historical document but a pleasure to read and to
look at .
Clifford J. Hand, Academic Vice President, UOP
AMERICAN FOLKLIFE, edited by Don Yoder. (Austin, University of Texas Press,
1976. 304p. , illus ., ports. , maps, diagrs., bibliog ., index . $16.95)

In this bicentennial year American folklife preservation has become the law of the
land (PL 94-201) , an American Folklife Center has been established at the Library
of Congress, and its Board of Trustees held its first meeting this June. On the Board
is Don Yoder, professor of folklife studies at the University of Pennsylvania.
Yoder has selected for this volume twelve essays and articles which he hopes will
stimulate research by indicating the diversity and multiplicity of subjects appropriate for folklife studies . Contributors include not only folklorists but a geographer,
an historian, an architect, an anthropologist, a social scientist, and a cinematographer. American folklife studies, while often regional, are not limited by
national boundaries of time and space. Historically, people have been living on this
continent far longer than the two hundred years we are celebrating, and how they
lived has important implications for how we will continue to live here.
Geographically, "American" means not only from ocean to ocean but from the polar
regions through the Caribbean.
Explicit in the opening articles and implicit throughout the book is the belief that
investigation of American folklife will provide significant correctives to the
distortions in our view of the past; such correctives can help decrease racial tensions
and cultural misunderstandings of the present. A warning is sounded against perpetuating racism through museums and other exhibits which include, for example,
American Indian artifacts with exhibits of "native" cultures outside the United
States while work of minorities of European origin is regarded as national folklife.
Yoder's goal is to focus equally on the native American Indian cultures, the
European cultures of the emigrants, and the African cultures of the blacks as part of
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"a final ground swell of denial of the old 'melting pot' concept of American history,
and in its stead a vigorous vote of confidence for the concept of cultural pluralism."
(p.3). With this statement in mind, I could not help noticing that while the book
includes New Year customs among German-Americans, Afro-American basketry in
South Carolina, and Yoruba ritual in Trinidad, the American Indian receives only a
passing nod in an article on house structures- the Indians of the American Southwest have apparently known for a long time how to stay cool in a hot climate.
Although copiously illustrated and handsomely mounted, the book as a whole
does not convey the vitality the title suggests. Exceptions are the delightful "Tollgate
Lore From Upstate New York" and the grim history of "Ethnic Tensions in the
Lower Rio Grande Valley." However, with the impetus ofthe new Center, I think it
is safe to regard this volume as the first, rather than the definitive, statement on
American folklife.
Florence Baer, San Joaquin Delta College
SOME CALIFORNIA CATHOLIC REMINISCENCES FOR THE UNITED
STATES BICENTENNIAL. Edited with an introduction by Francis J. Weber.
(Los Angeles, California Catholic Conference, 1976. ix, 166p., $5.00)
SAINT VIBIANA'S CATHEDRAL, A CENTENNIAL HISTORY, by Francis J.
Weber . (Los Angeles, Westland Printing Compnay, 1976. 73p., illus., ports .
$5.00)
As a part of the Catholic Church observance of our nation's Bicentennial the
bishops of California, under the title of the California Catholic Conference, sponsored a series of symposiums during 1976 in the three population centers of the state
(San Diego, Los Angeles, and San Francisco). At the suggestion of Monsignor
Francis J. Weber, archivist of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles and a noted California
historian, the bishops brought together, at each of the sessions, a select group of
scholars who presented research papers on topics related to the Church's contributions to the history and development of the Golden State.
In order to make these presentations more readily available to researchers and to
the general public, the Conference, through the generosity of the Knights of Columbus, has published them in a bound volume under the title of Some California
Catholic Reminiscences for the United States Bicentennial. Edited by Monsignor
Weber with a foreword by the Dean of American Catholic historians, Monsignor
John Tracy Ellis, the book offers a wide range of topics which are both interesting
and authoritative.
Among the twelve entries are such diverse topics as the establishment of the Baja
mission chain (which gave direction to the subsequent extension of the mission system into Alta California), the economics of the mission period, and biographical
notes on Jos~ de G3.Ivez (under whose leadership the colonization of Alta California
was begun), and Father Luis Jayme (murdered by the Indians at Mission San
Diego). Other topics focus on the establishment of the Church in San Francisco as
well as in the famed "Mother Lode" of the Gold Rush days, archeological work
undertaken at Mission San Diego, the leather-jacket soldiers on the Alta California
frontier (1769-1774), the Catholic philosophy of history, missionary architecture,
California events paralleling the period of the American Revolution, and a review of
the research involved in the cause of Father Serra's beatification.
Contributors are Newman C . Eberhardt, C. M.; W . Michael Mathes; Francis F.
Gust, O .F .M.; James Robert Moriarty; Doyce B. Nunis, Jr.; John B. McGloin, S.J.;
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Magdalen Coughlin, C .S.J.; Peter T . Conmy; Therese Truitt Whitcomb; Maynard
J. Geiger, O .F.M.; Ray Brandes and Iris Wilson Engstrand.
These historical essays are a fine contribution to the growing literature of the
Catholic Church on the Pacific Slope. The California Catholic Conference is to be
highly commended for the sponsorship of this project, and it is hoped that we will
not have to await the passage of another century before the next series of historical
symposiums are held.
Purchase of this collection is recommended for all who enjoy California history .
Los Angeles was the site of the first of the Conference symposiums. It was held on
April29, 1976, in conjunction with the centennial celebration of the founding of St.
Vibiana's Cathedral in that city. A by-product of this joint observance was the
publication of Monsignor Weber's Saint Vibiana's Cathedral, A Centennial History.
Described by the author as "the area's most distinctive house-of-worship" and
"probably . . . its most controversial," St. Vibiana's Cathedral has withstood the
challenges of both man and nature. In his latest monograph the author traces, in his
pleasing and easy-to-read style, the history of the venerable structure which has
been an integral part of the settlement which within one hundred years has
mushroomed into the largest metropolitan area in the nation . Some three dozen
photographs and portraits enhance the over-all appearance of this handsome limited
edition, and add much to its reader interest . Researchers will likewise appreciate the
numerous footnotes . It is a good buy at the price!
Robert Bonta, Editor, San Joaquin Historian
THE BOYS IN THE SKY-BLUE PANTS: The Men and Events at Camp Independence and Forts of Eastern California, Nevada and Utah- 1862-1877, by
Dorothy Clora Cragen. (Fresno, CA, the Author, c/ o Pioneer Publishing Co.,
1975. 2llp., ports., facsims ., notes, bibliog., index . $15.00)
A colorful local history of the Owens River Valley, Inyo County, and nearby
areas, The Boys in the Sky-Blue Pants presents the reader with a remarkable panorama of the settlement of eastern California in the turbulent period of the Civil War
and the time of restless movement westward which followed. The title does not
really do justice to the scope of the text. It is true that U.S. Army troops at Independence form a central focus for the narrative and that such men as Brigadier General
GeorgeS. Evans and First Lieutenant George M. Wheeler are outstanding figures in
the story, but the large cast of characters who play a part in this history is not
confined to military men . Indians, pioneers, miners, scouts, heroes, scalawags and
cutthroats abound.
In a sense the book is a microcosm of American western expansion. It opens as the
United States plunges into civil war . However, the troops raised to suppress secession
in California have little to do in that regard, and they find themselves in the remote
Owens Valley battling Indians who have attacked a handful of white settlers
because the farmers disrupted their traditional hunting and gathering subsistence
economy. It took several years of bloody fighting accompanied by all too believable
cruelty on both sides to dispossess the Indians of their birthright. Once the numerous
native population has been reduced by slaughter, starvation, and physical removal
to barren reservations, the serious work of repopulating the valley with civilized
men can begin .
The Owens River Valley with its rich land and mineral resources proved a magnet
to immigration for the adventurous and the greedy . Soon In yo County (founded in
1866) was studded with farmhouses, ranches, mines, and towns, and in this raw
state of early settlement, it suffered, as did much of the frontier, from rampant law-
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lessness and crime. After the early 1870's, the county's history reads like the scenario
for a TV western series replete with street brawls, saloon fights, shootouts, range
wars, sheriff's posses, stagecoach robberies, Mexican bandit raids, and from time to
time new brushes with hostile Indians. So much for the westward spread of
American culture.
Paradoxically, the Army, having displaced the Indian population of the Valley,
now becomes the protector of its remnant. In one case the Army at Camp
Independence had no authority to act against a dangerous gang of Mexican banditti
terrorizing the county until the robbers murdered an Indian man. Only then could
the Army move against the gang.
Unlike the stuff of most local history, the material for The Boys in the Sky-Blue
Pants is sheer adventure. It is, at times, a sobering lesson in man's inhumanity to his
fellows, but for all that it is an absorbing addition to our knowledge of how the West
was won. Mrs. Cragen has not dwelt upon the immoral aspects of the white man's
acts in the Owens Valley as has the reviewer. She tells her story straightforwardly
and dispassionately. Naturally, there are good men involved as well as bad.
The book does have faults in style, arrangement, and choice of words. It is
sometimes repetitious and much of the petty detail which clutter,; the text might
better have been confined to footnotes so as not to detract from the narrative. A
good professional editing would have served the author well, but it is far better that
we have the book in its present form than to have left it unpublished owing to its
flaws.
Leonard A. Humphreys, Callison College, UOP
THE ROCK PAINTINGS OF THE CHUMASH; A Study of a California Indian
Culture, by Campbell Grant. (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1976.
163p ., appendixes, bibliography, illus . (part col.), glossary, index. paper $8.95)
INDIAN ROCK ART OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA With Selected Petroglyph
Catalog, by Gerald A. Smith and Wilson G. Turner. (Redlands, CA, San
Bernardino County Museum Association, 1975. 150p., illus. (part col.), maps,
index, appendixes . $17 .50)
North American aboriginal art and design has just recently captured the imagination of the public. As a result, attention has been focused on aspects of Indian art
which until a few years ago, were the province of archaeologists or pot hunters.
Both books reviewed here deal with so-called "rock art" or what is technically
known as petroglyphs (design incised into rock) or pictographs (design painted on
rock), two rather enigmatic forms of expression found throughout the world.
Such ancient markings are nearly universal, but the geographic locales considered
here are primarily Southern California. The Chum ash book, a paperback reprint of
the 1965 edition, is the best of the two, and focuses on the rock art of a now extinct
Santa Barbara Coast tribe. Campbell Grant, both artist and author, has assembled a
superb combination of photographs and illustrations, and has written an
ethnographically accurate text which presents the rock paintings as part of a total
cultural matrix. He discusses what is known about the history and society of the
Chumash in a concise and thoughtful manner, relating this background data to the
paintings themselves. Of special note is his short discussion of the relationship of
Chumash rock art to other types of painted parietal art found in such varied places
as Australia, Europe, and Africa. The quality of Mr. Grant's reconstructions and
their printed reproductions is excellent and the book is highly recommended for
those interested in California Indians, or to those who simply appreciate strong
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design and bold use of color. For the artist, there is a technical discussion of pigments, techniques, and the development of stylistic elements.
The Smith and Turner offering is intended as a primer and catalog of Indian rock
art from throughout Southern California, and covers types of rock art rather than a
specific tribal style. The bulk of the text covers petroglyphs, although pictographs,
rock alignments, intaglios, cobble-earns, and ground paintings are mentioned. After
a brief thirty-two page overview, the remainder of the book consists of a catalog of
selected petroglyph designs drawn by Wilson Turner . Although there is a list of rock
art sites and a general location key following the bibliography, there is no way for
the amateur to link the design elements to any specific group or geographical area
other than becoming involved in a tedious cross-listing. While the book is wellproduced and fulfills its goal as an introductory survey of Southern California rock
art, it could have been made more useful by including more about the cultural and
ecological environment in which such art played a widespread and, apparently,
important function. Both books end on the rather grim note that increased access to
once-remote areas and its attendant mindless vandalism threaten to destroy an
increasingly large percentage of remaining rock art . While such destruction may be
difficult to stop, at least a few serious artists and archaeologists are making attempts
to find and preserve some of this intriguing artistic heritage. If for this reason alone,
both books are important artistic, historic and archaeological records.
Bruce La_!irack, Callison College, UOP
THE MEXICO KICKAPOO INDIANS, by Felipe A. Latorre and Douglas L.
Latorre . (Austin, Texas, University of Texas Press, 1976. 401p., illus., tables,
bibliography, glossary, index. The Texas Pan American Series, $15.95)
The name Kickapoo is probably more familiar to most people as a joke (AI Capp's
"Kickapoo Joy Juice") than a living tribal designation. This is unfortunate, because
the real history of these Algonquian-speaking Native Americans is as bizarre and
interesting as any fictional story. Driven from their ancestral homes around Lakes
Michigan and Erie during the 1600-1765 period due to ecological and political
pressures, their migrations subsequently led the Kickapoo west and south until they
began settling in Mexico in the post-Civil War era.
The book is a sensitive anthropological account of the Kickapoo village of El
Nacimiento (population 425) in Coahuila, Mexico. In it the Latorres have achieved
a careful balance of historical, ethnological, and archival research combined with
twelve years of participation-observation fieldwork. The result is not only the first
richly detailed description of the Mexican Kickapoo, but a well-written document
attesting to the spirit and tenacity of human cultural traditions, The sixteen chapter
headings from 'Historical Sketch' to 'Magical Beliefs and Practices' suggest only the
range of the data and do not convey the meticulous detail and carefully chosen
anecdotes found therein.
The only fault the book may have is, in part, a product of its admirably ambitious
scope. Many aspects of Kickapoo life beg further analysis and are tantalizingly
incomplete, such as the continued use of a paralinguistic "sign" and gesture system
which may be of Eastern origin or have been adopted from the Southern Plains
tribes (p.30). For that matter any chapter could have been, and hopefully will be,
expanded to monograph length.
The Latorres have produced a fine introductory ethnography of an almost
unknown American Indian tribe, ·a remnant of which currently resides in a sociallyisolated and generally self-sufficient community in Northern Mexico, somehow
maintaining their language, values, and even lacrosse games in a totally foreign
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milieu. It is a book which deserves to be read and which rewards the reader for the
effort.
Bruce LaBrack, Callison College, UOP
SAN FRANCISCO'S HERITAGE IN ART GLASS, by Edith Hopps Powell. Photography by Brian Moran . (Seattle, Salisbury Press, Superior Publishing Company,
1976. 83p., illus. (chiefly col.). $27.95)
This unique volume deals only with the remaining examples of art glass produced
by the United Art Glass Company in San Francisco at the turn of the century. Art
glass, it should be explained is not stained glass, but opaque colored glass (and sometimes not colored, as in the case of the San Francisco City Hall) used for decoration
in what we would call the Art Nouveau era . The finest art glass in San Francisco was
apparently produced by the United Art Glass Company, and Mrs. Powell is the
daughter and granddaughter of the owners of the company. The stories of the
individual works of art are intertwined with her youthful recollections of their
creation . The book is very well written, and the pictures, taken by her nephew,
Brian Moran, are excellent. Eleven examples of San Francisco's art glass are
depicted, including the extraordinary ceiling and domes of the Cypress Lawn
Cemetery Mausoleum, the domes of the Palace Hotel Garden Court, the Hibernia
Bank on Market Street, the City of Paris Rotunda and the Olympic Club Swimming
Pool. There are also studies of the Peacock window at Bardelli's Restaurant, the City
Hall windows, and the windows of three private homes. Mrs. Powell finishes the
book with a study of Otto Dressler, now in his eighties and the last of the original
artists who worked for her family's firm. The only criticism one can make of this
volume is that there is not more of it. The reader is inspired to rush to the nearest
collection on San Francisco architecture to find out more about the buildings which
house these masterpieces.
Morton Ellis Goldstein
FREEBOOTERS MUST DIE; The Life and Death of William Walker, the Most
Notorious Soldier of Fortune of the Nineteenth Century, by Frederick Rosengarten (Wayne, PA, Haverford House, 1976. 226p., illus ., ports ., maps, facsims .,
bibliog., notes. $12.95)
The title of this work is sensational, and perhaps a bit inaccurate. The volume is a
study of the flamboyant and often erratic career of William Walker, the most
famous and, at least temporarily, the most successful of the freebooters. Freebooters
were bands of men who took it upon themselves to attempt to carve out personal
empires south of the Rio Grande in the first part of the last century. The emphasis of
the volume is on the decade of the 1850's when Walker, starting from San Francisco,
embarked on several filibustering expeditions into Central America. This well
written volume details his attempts to set up an empire, first in Baja California and
in the Mexican state of Sonora, and finally in Nicaragua. Walker was actually
successful enough to become the elected president of Nicaragua. Rosengarten makes no
apologies for Walker. He brands him as a racist, and as a man with complete contempt for his fellows. The author also clearly states that it was Walker's intent to
establish a "slave empire" among the peoples of the south. Walker apparently
intended to populate the southern lands with Americans, who would take over the
area, and then, after subjecting the Spanish speaking non-white population, bring
the lands into the American union as slave states. Such states would tip the scales in
the pre-civil war controversy over the extension of slavery, and thus alter the course
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of the United States and North American history. Rosengarten never resolves the
question of whether Walker wanted to be a dictator or the champion of the American pro-slavery movement, but he has produced a fine study of Walker. [It also
provides a vivid contrast to Wiltsee's evaluation of Walker in Gold Rush Steamers
reviewed below.]
Physically, this volume is very well put together. There are very fine maps, and a
colored frontispiece portrait of Walker. The profuse illustrations, drawn from contemporary illustrated journals and from private picture collections, must have made
this an expensive volume to produce. The writing is succinct, and while some
editors might have limited the extensive quotations, it is a very good study of an
unexplored subject.
Morton Ellis Goldstein
HESPERIAN COLLEGE, PIONEER SACRAMENTO VALLEY COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTION, ANTECEDENT TO CHAPMAN COLLEGE, 1861-1896, by
Haworth A. Clover. (Burlingame, CA Hesperia Press, 1974. 136p ., illus.,
appendices, bibliography, index. $12.50)
Hesperian College, designed and printed by Lawton and Alfred Kennedy, is a
throughly researched document of one of California's early church-related liberal
arts colleges which functioned in Woodland, from 1861 to 1896. Its successor, Chapman College, is still in operation at Orange, California.
The author presents an appropriate introduction on the role of academies and
colleges during the first half of the nineteenth century, a time during which
"America had become education-conscious." Early California had its share of
private and public schools. California Wesleyan College, shortly to become the
University of the Pacific, is mentioned as a church-related collegiate institution, the
first in California.
One of the chief men in founding Hesperian College was the Reverend John N.
Pendegast, an attorney who became a Disciples of Christ (Campbellite) preacher. In
addition to serving as minister, he taught school, was a public school trustee, and
was elected to serve as County Clerk.
In 1860 Professor Oscar L . Matthews presented to a group of citizens a plan for
the formation of a school to include a primary (or preparatory) department and a
collegiate institute. An appropriate building was completed in 1861 and the first
term opened on March 4, 1861, with Professor Matthews as principal.
Matthews served only one term as professor and principal. Although this
particular publication makes only minor mention of Matthews, the reader may be
interested to know that the author had made very extensive subsequent research
related particularly to Matthews . It seems Matthews preached a very provocative
anti -slavery sermon, and the Reverend Pendegast, coming from South Carolina,
may have taken strong exception to Matthews' view on slavery. This seems to have
been the major factor for his non re-employment. The author is in the process of
preparing another manuscript dealing primarily with Matthews.
The new college had the same problems then as private collegiate institutions
have today: how to maintian a tuition fee reasonable enough to encourage students
to attend the college yet high enough to maintain adequate faculty salaries. In order
to supply the funds for salaries and maintainance, periodic attempts were made to
secure donors to an endowment fund . During 1876 $32,725 of these subscriptions
were in the form of "a living endowment to the college" in which the donor paid the
interest to the college on the specified amount subscribed.
The last man to serve as president of Hesperian College was Dr. George H.
Jackson, a physician who graduated from the Medical Department of the University
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of the Pacific in 1871. Of 75 faculty members during the 1861-94 operational period
of Hesperian College, 43 were men and 32 were women, a high percentage of
women teachers even by present-day standards.
During the nineteenth century colleges saw their main function to develop the
powers of the mind: training in mental discipline. Accordingly, the curriculum
centered around offerings in Latin, Greek, mathematics, logic, and moral philosophy.
Courses of a more practical nature, however, began to appear. These included
"mensuration, surveying, navigation, and civil engineering."
Hesperian College also had its teacher training program with study in Didactics,
in which "students are required to become familiar with principles and give
demonstrations ." The curriculum tried to adjust to current social and economic
needs.
A Bachelor of Arts degree was considered the appropriate designation for a male
student completing a prescribed course, so a degree of Mistress of Arts (M .A.) was
instituted for the women. A parallel Bachelor or Mistress of Science was given to
men and women taking a primarily scientific course.
The book has a picture of the Hesperian College football team of 1891 . This early
date for an active football team is most interesting in view of the fact that the young
Chicago University employed Amos Alonzo Stagg as its football coach in 1892. Stagg
is considered the pioneer of football in America.
Clover has made a real contribution to the field of the history of higher education
in California. We expect further research from this "new" writer in the field of
California history.
J. Marc Jantzen, School of Education, University of the Pacific
WITHOUT NOISE OF ARMS, by Walter Briggs; Oil Paintings by Wilson Hurley.
(Flagstaff: Northland Press, 1976. 224p., 10 plates, maps, bibliog., index.
11 Y<x12Yz in. $30.00)
While readers will be familiar with the stories about our colonies on the East
Coast of two hundred years ago, not many will be aware of the activities taking
place out in the great West of 1776. Without Noise of Arms is the involuted story of
the 1776 Dominguez-Escalante "Search for a Route from Santa Fe to Monterey."
Two missionaries led a party of eight other men over a route that covered more than
two thousands miles of virgin territory in what is now New Mexico, Colorado, Utah,
and Arizona. They were the first white men to successfully attempt a crossing of the
Colorado River canyons. In the course of their tortuous journey the adventurers met
a number of Indian tribes; not all of these were hospitable. Yet, the explorers succeeded in dealing with the various Indians in a peaceable manner- hence, the name
of the book.
History buffs and scholars in Western Americana will find the unfolding story to
be a fascinating blend of carefully researched content and logical conjecture. Most
of the material dealing with the journey itself came from the diary of Fray Silvestre
Velez de Escalante, one of the two young missionaries leading the expedition. The
extensive bibliography gives an idea of the remaining research that lends so much
colorful detail to the description of the country and Indian cultures .
The book itself is a bibliophile's dream of fine ecru colored paper and beautifully
organized sections that are introduced with colored initial letters and periodically
broken into sub-units by means of small crosses to introduce new divisions. Maps are
judiciously placed for assistance in picturing the route traveled by the expedition.
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In mentioning pictures, it must be indicated that the ten color plates included in
the composition of the book are reproductions of superb oil paintings by Wilson
Hurley, a member of the National Academy of Western Art. These paintings are the
real strength of the book in drawing one into the pages of text. All too often, illustrations for history books are mediocre and serve only to embellish the writer's verbal
pictures . In this instance, the writing is self-supporting and the paintings are so vital
that they constitute a portfolio of scenes that can stand on their own, aesthetically,
regardless of whether any writing accompanies them.
Some there were who reckoned the Dominguez-Escalante search expedition to
have been a failure. Walter Briggs, author of this treatise, closes his writing with this
conclusion: "Not a failure ... but a magnificent heritage, our 1776 expedition . ..
its saga a fitting bicentennial gift from our earlier-day Americans of the West ." To
which could be added the fact that Without Noise of Anns also makes a most
significant contribution.
Richard Reynolds, University of the Pacific

RAY BOYNTON AND THE MOTHER LODE - The Depression Years. Special
Gallery, May 4 through August 15, 1976. (Oakland, the Museum, 1976. 62p.,
17 illustrations, 15 drawings, 2 paintings, biblog., exhibition catalog. paper,
$2.25 post paid)
This publication by the Oakland Museum (in Oakland, California) was, in fact,
the catalog put together to accompany the museum's exhibition of Professor Boynton's drawings and paintings descriptive of his experiences as an artist in the 1930's.
The compiler had been a U. C. student of Ray Boynton in the spring and fall of 1937
- just one year after this reviewer had graduated from the same department at the
University of California without having studied with Professor Boynton! Those
things do happen on a large university campus. Nevertheless, his name was well
known to the department's students.
Ms. Fabilli organized the catalog to include a biography of Ray Boynton,
followed by the bibliography. Then, in an interesting change from typical catalog
arrangement, she managed to collect a large group of "Remembrances of Ray
Boynton, by Colleagues, Friends and Students." This section proves to be most
absorbing, for we not only get a wide variety of insights into Professor Boynton's
nature- we also discover multiple characteristics of his teaching techniques.
Ray Boynton worked and drew pictures amongst the gold miners of the Mother
Lode. H is drawings of street scenes and mining operations are crisp, well-composed
pictures indicating a fine grasp of dark-light contrasts as well as sensitivity for the
picturesque. He also painted murals under auspices of W.P.A. (Works Progress
Administration) .
Included in the compilation of materials about Ray Boynton and the Mother Lode
is a chapter on "Memoirs of the Mother Lode: The Depression Years." Here a variety
of individuals write of their own experiences in the gold country during those 'hard
to find work' years. These writings are of equal interest with other portions of the
total catalog.
"Ray Boynton and the Mother Lode: The Depression Years" is a paper-back
booklet representing the first publication of the History Department of the Oakland
Museum, and it sets a high standard for their future publishing efforts. Every loyal
Old Blue art major should own a copy of this exhibition catalog, as well as art
libraries and art buffs.
Professor Richard Reynolds, University of the Pacific
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FORT DAVIS AND THE TEXAS FRONTIER. Paintings by Captain Arthur T. Lee,
Eighth U.S . Army; Text by W. Stephen Thomas. (College Station, Texas A. & M .
University Press, 1976. 120p., 28 color, 31 black and white plates, bibliog., index.
$20.00)
One would suppose (from the title) that this book would concern itself with
matters appropriate to Fort Davis and the Texas frontier. Of course, much of the
material deals with details about Fort Davis, but the book would have been better
titled with something like "The Paintings and Memoirs of Captain Arthur T. Lee,"
or, "Paintings of Frontier Texas." The truth of the matter is that most of the text, as
contributed by W. Stephen Thomas, is devoted to assessing the creative efforts of
Captain Lee- paintings, poems, and diary notes as recorded by the Captain while
he was on duty in Texas.
The period covered matches the Gold Rush days of California. It was to help
guard the trail to California from Indian attacks that Captain Lee was assigned to
Texas with the U .S. Army in 1848. Much of the text is of interest-aside from the
larger section of illustrations- inasmuch as Mr. Thomas incorporates impressions of
that barren and hostile southwest area as written in the prose and poetry of Captain
Lee. Mr. Thomas is director-emeritus of the Rochester, N.Y. Museum and Science
Center .
The book is, however, not really a genuine history about the old Southwest. It is
more of an art book accompanied by a brief text devoted to the exploits of the artist
while on Army duty on the frontier. There is no complaint about the writing itself; it
is well documented and pleasingly organized into very brief chapters. There are
only 35 pages of text. With 59 illustrations the book is clearly emphasizing the art
work.
About the art work - it is a puzzling group of paintings. Most were watercolors of
the size as used in the book, and these might well be called sketches. The landscape
portions are well handled but, then, with landscape, much "artistic liberty" is
possible - for who knows what exact shapes and lines were present in the original
scene? When human and animal figures are included, as is the case in most instances, the weakness in drawing becomes apparent. Historians would call the pictures "charming," no doubt. In actuality, they are efforts to present the sorts of
scenes news photographers would record nowadays . They do tell their stories, and,
along with the poems and other prose writings, they combine to provide unique
information about a time and area not previously covered with anything.
Interestingly enough, the black and white reproductions prove to be more solid
efforts at composition and good contrast than do the colored illustrations. They only
prove the thesis that they are substitutes for snapshot coverage . In fact, the figures
and animals in this series are far superior to those shown in color. Perhaps it is
because Captain Lee worked on such small scale. These black and whites range
from 5 l/8x3 3 / 4 to 10 7/ 8x6 3 / 8. One can only surmise that the figures indicate
inches, for the Captain had no means of coping with huge canvases out on the
frontier!
On the whole, Fort Davis and the Texas Frontier is primarily a book for the historians of the old west. Anyone else interested in Army life and curious about how
early settlements really looked will find the book enlightening. The value of the art,
as such, is secondary to its subject.
Richard Reynolds, UOP
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THE WOMEN AT POINT SUR, by Robinson Jeffers. Edited and with an afterword
by Bill Hotchkiss. (Auburn, Blue Oak Press, 1975 . 189p. $11.95, paper $6 .95)
THE SIVAISTIC VISION, by Bill Hotchkiss. Preface by Donnan Jeffers, letter from
William Everson. (Auburn, Blue Oak Press, 1975 . 254p., illus ., Jeffers chronology, notes, bibliography. $14.95)
"My ghost you needn't look for ," wrote Robinson Jeffers, "it is probably here, but
a dark one, deep in the granite. " The stone has rolled away and the dark ghost of
Jeffers is here once again , brought to light by a new critical and popular
renaissance . The poet has already been honored by a United States postage stamp,
and no less honor is paid him by these two timely and attractive volumes from Blue
Oak Press .
T he Women at Point Sur is a handsomely printed paper edition of one of Jeffers
most important (but, paradoxically, obscure)' poems, and it comes with an excellent
critical afterword by editor Bill Hotchkiss. Noted Jeffers critic and nature poet (The
Graces of Fire) in his own right, Hotchkiss presents a valuable "appreciation" which
is both incisive and persuasive in its case for the poem's significance. Reading the
poem for the first time (as I did), one is tempted to agree with his verdict as well as
those made at the time of the poem's appearance by Edgar Lee Masters ("It has the
intensity of Sophocles in it; the crash and thunder of the Pacific; and , above all, its
psychology is wholly American and original") and George Sterling, who wrote
Jeffers that "it is a most tremendous poem and that you clasp hands with the great
Greeks across time ." Since Sterling himself had (from his close chum Jack London)
the nickname of "Greek," it is possible that George knew what he was talking about;
at any rate , it is good to have this indisputable California classic back in print. It is
not likely to go out again since it is one of three Jeffers works scheduled for republication in 1977 by W. W . Norton,. But it is to editor Bill Hotchkiss' credit that he got
there first in this high-quality, well-printed, large-sized paper text.
Hotchkiss comes into his own in The Sivaistic Vision, simply one of the best books
ever written about Jeffers and his work. It is scholarly as well as enthusiastic, and it
goes a long way towards establishing what some of us have suspected, namely that
Jeffers is a poet whose true stature has yet to be measured. Jeffers is something
special as a poet, and this specialized appreciation is one that does him fine critical
justice; in so doing, it pays him the sincerest and most honest kind of homage. If you
have to read one book about the work of Robinson Jeffers, read this one . Its detailed
treatment of poetic voice and vision elicits the ghost in the stone without exorcising
or exhausting it.
Robinson Jeffers no more deserves to be ranked as a minor poet than Jack London
deserves dismissal as a minor writer. Fortunately, the winds-and waves- of
critical consciousness have begun to shift . With them, we are beginning to see our
neglected California legends in a new light. A light which puts an end to easy
evasion. A light which provides illumination. The Sivaistic Vision is that kind of
book. It is not an easy book (just as Jeffers is far less "easy" than Rod McKuen), but
as an exercise in critical imagination it is no less poetic, nor less profound , than the
work of the man it honors. Which is to say that it too has the quality of sea and
granite.
Howard Lachtman, Regional Editor, California Quarterly
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THE LURE OF THE GREAT W EST, by Frank Getlein and the Editors of Country
Beautiful. (W aukesha, Wis ., Country Beautiful, 1973. 352p ., illus. (part col. ),
sketches, facsims. $29 .95)
Art history, art history, art h istory- that's what this book is, even though the title
tries to obscure it. Everywhere that mankind has gone, the artist in him has carried
the tools of his trade- brushes and palette, spatula and deft hands, and, not least,
memory and imagination. All of these the artist used in interpreting the great
Western adventure for the information of his contemporaries and the enjoyment of
posterity . W ashington art critic, Frank Getlien and Country Beautiful, a MidWestern p ublisher, give us representatives works of over 55 artists, whole chapters
devoted to 33 of them. Nearly 150 of the pictures are in color, more than that in
black and white . The final chapter "The West in Three Dimensions," is devoted to
sculpture, many by the same artists who also appear as painters. The theme of the
Lure seems to be the search for understanding the Indians, the Horse, and the
Scenery (nature), and the degree to which each artist successfully participated in the
search. The life story capsules tell significant features which relate each artist's
work to his background. All in all it is a very interesting work to the artist, the
historian, the western buff, the art lover and even the printer .
Arthur Swann, UOP

THE ALAMO CHAIN OF MISSIONS, A History of San Antonio's Five Old Missions, by Marion A. H abig. (Chicago, Franciscan Herald Press, 1968, revised in
1976 . 303p. , illus., appendices, bibliog ., index. $4.95)
To Californians the missions mean only the 21 California missions, but the Franciscan and Jesuit missionaries were founding missions in Texas, Arizona and the
Southwest at the same time. This book discusses the interesting history of this chain
of missions in San Antonio, Texas which are older than the California missions .
Excellently researched and well illustrated, it is a valuable addition to Mission
literature and will help broaden and balance our appreciation of our Spamsh
Catholic heritage.
R. Coke Wood, Director, Pacific Center for Western Studies, UOP
THE JOURNALS OF ALFRED DOTEN, 1849-1903, edited by Walter VanTilburg
Clark. (Reno, Nevada, University of Nevada Press, 1973, three volumes . 2381p .,
illus ., ports., diagrs ., appendix, index. $60.00)
Few of our pioneers can be known with the intimacy that one feels for Alfred
Doten, who kept an almost daily diary from the day he left Massachusetts in 1849
until his death in Carson City in 1903.
The youthful Alf sailed to California with the Pilgrim Mining Company, one of
whose backers was his father. The company soon floundered, however, and Doten
set out on his own. He intended , as did so many, to stay a couple of years to "make
his pile," then return to marry his hometown sweetheart. Prospecting soon proved to
be unrewarding, and he was nearly killed in a mine accident. After a slow
recuperation he turned to farming , and for a time it appeared that his dreams of
wealth would come true . Before he was thirty he ran two ranches of his own near
San Jose, and his abilities and education made him a leader . His California entries
fill most of volume one. The Nevada strikes were too potent an inducement for him
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to resist, however, and he sold out in 1863. In Nevada he tried many occupations,
but newspapering became his forte. First a correspondent and then an editor, he
was an important man in the Comstock, an intimate of Don DeQuille, Adolph
Sutro, William Sharon and the like. With an attractive and capable wife and a
growing family, he seemed once again to have fulfilled his ambitions, but with the
collapse of the Big Bonanza these same ambitions led him into financial disaster .
Alcohol and an independent spirit kept him from securing a steady job, and by 1884
his wife had become the mainstay of the family. Getting and losing jobs, trying to
sell short stories, and working now and then as a reporter, he finally went to Carson
City on an assignment in 1889, and stayed there until his death in 1903.
Walter Van Til burg Clark spent nearly ten years editing the seventy-nine journals
and assorted memorabilia that hold Doten's life story. Clark's iOn Robert tells in the
Preface of his father's long task in selecting and editing, and the care he took to
insure that only the expendable parts of the journals were omitted. It is regrettable
that although Doten was "at least on the fringes and often in the middle of events for
which historians had long wished some clarification" little appears in his cautious or
enigmatic references to shed additional light on the history of the period. But, as
Walter Clark wrote, his record "presents in graphic and often moving detail the
tragic course of a single representative life through the violent transformations
enforced by the predatory and essentially amoral life of the California Gold Rush
and the Nevada Gold Rush. "
The Appendix contains the charter of the Pilgrim Mining Company , three short
stories and articles, two of which were never published. There is no question that Alf
Doten was a talented man; it is sad that so much ability counted for so little.
Ernestine Smutny, UOP
THE PIONEER MINER AND THE PACK MULE EXPRESS, by Ernest A. Wiltsee .
(Lawrence, Mass., Quarterman Publications, 1976. 143p., illus., port., map,
facsims., appendices . $20.00)
GOLD RUSH STEAMERS OF THE PACIFIC, by Ernest A. Wiltsee, (Lawrence,
Mass ., Quarterman Publications, 1976. 421p ., ill us., ports., facsims., appendices,
· index . $35.00)
Two valuable o.p. books have recently been re-issued with supplementary illustrations. The "Pioneer Miner" was first issued in 1931 by the California Historical
Society and "Gold Rush Steamers" by the Grabhorn Press in 1938. Together they
present a fascinating and often ignored aspect of the opening of California communication with those left behind - and their re-appearance in these handsome
and sturdy reprints will be welcomed by many.
The Pioneer Miner tells the trials and tribulations of mail delivery in an un developed and difficult terrain and the part played by enterprising individuals and
companies in supplying mail pickup and delivery along with other necessities to the
remote areas. Wiltsee gives a good overview of the Gold Rush area with the three
"base towns" of Marysville, Sacramento and Stockton, and describes how the
various express agencies operated . At first the expressmen picked up the mail in San
Francisco, later from one of the base towns or even further inland. The expressmen
performed a herculean task in summer and winter, bringing in mail and supplies
and taking out mail and gold dust; they were universally praised and trusted .
Gradually Wells Fargo took over all the ·routes, and not until 1895 did it cease to
carry the mails.
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Appendices name the California postal stations and the western express companies, listing these latter first alphabetically and then by region. The facsimile
reproductions and express-stamped letters have been augmented by 33 new covers,
and Trask's topographical Map of the Mineral Districts of California, 1853, has been
added in a pocket .
Gold Rush Steamers describes the sea routes the mail (and miners!) took on the
voyage to or from San Francisco. Using newspaper accounts, steamship handstamps, etc., Wiltsee details all the known ships that sailed to California from 1848
to 1869 in chronological order. Here are details of the rivalry between the Pacific
Mail Steamship Line and the competing companies that tried to best it from its mail
monopoly, the role of Cornelius Vanderbilt in the development of an alternate route
through Nicaragua and the part he played in helping bring about the defeat of
William Walker: the soldier of fortune who was elected President of Nicaragua, the
building of the railroad across Panama which made the sea passage more convenient, and the stage coach lines and transcontinental railroad which made the
steamship lines obsolete.
The stories of the ships and their vicissitudes - the reports of the vessels that
floundered make chilling reading - present vivid details of the perils and hardships
of the passage to California. All of the lines carried mail to the East, since the official
bi-monthly shipment was intolerably slow. The propaganda and hand stamps used
by the various lines and agents are illustrated on many covers, augmented in this
edition by some 90 new photographs.
Together these books give a comprehensive view of the conditions that necessitated the development of the supplementary mail services and of the men and
companies who provided them.
*For a much less flattering view of Walker see Freebooters Must Die! reiewed
above.
Ernestine Smutny, UOP
NINE YEARS WITH THE SPOKANE INDIANS; The Diary of Elkanah Walker
1838-1848, by Clifford Drury. (Glendale, CA. The Arthur H. Clark Company,
1976. 547p., illus., maps, facsims., appendices, index. $26.50)
Elkanah Walker and his wife Mary, newlyweds, were among the thirteen missionaries who established the mission called Tshimakain among the Spokane Indians
in 1838. Elkanah was 33 years of age and Mary was 27 when they made the 1,900
mile trip on horseback from the Missouri frontier over the Rocky Mountains through
Indian country to the Columbia River and Fort Walla Walla.
It is fortunate from an historical aspect that both kept accurate journals of the
arduous journey, of their trials establishing the mission and of the zeal with which
they tried to convert the Indians during their ten years at the mission.
Elkanah's diary reveals his deep commitment to his calling. He firmly believed
that he had been called by God to be a missionary to the Indians . He was a man
"possessed by God." His journals reveal the strength he found in his religion; he was
able to cope with illness, fear and fru stration simply because he believed it was
God's will. He recorded daily activities and the aspirations of the mission . The
journals also show that he loved his wife dearly- in fact he tried to make her
promise not to remarry when he felt he was to die.
The author has borrowed freely from previously published books now out of
print in order to utilize Mary's diary. Her entries record the hopes and expecta-
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tions they both had for the good life. Mary was more diligent in keeping her
diary than her husband . It is remarkable to learn that she wrote about 110,000
words during the ten year period between 1838 and 1848 when a relief party
came into the Spokane country to escort the missionary families to safety.
"On March 3 (prior to their departure) the missionaries received the first reports
of the skirmishes which had taken place on February 24 and 25, 1848 between
the Oregon Volunteers and the Cayuse Indians on the Umatilla River. This news
was both encouraging and alarming. Where would the Cayuses go if forced to
flee from the approaching soldiers? Would they go into the Nez Perce country or
might they cross the Snake River into the Palouse area? If they took the latter
course then the Spokanes might become involved and Tshimakain Mission placed
in grave danger. The several alarming possibilities filled their days with anxiety
and at times fear." (p.449)
The portion of the diary written by Elkanah Walker describing what took
place in the Spokane country during the six months following the Whitman
massacre demonstrates its significance and make for interesting reading.
Fortunately , Drury completes the Walker story for the reader, weaving portions
of their own words into the brief account of their lives after 1848. As usual, the
excellence of the text and the quality of the printing match the intrinsic value of
the diaries.
Berenice Lamson, Pacific Center for Western Studies, UOP
AN INDEX OF ARCHIVED RESOURCES FOR A FOLKLIFE AND CULTURAL
HISTORY OF THE INLAND PACIFIC NORTHWEST, by Donald M. Hines.
(Ann Arbor, University Microfilms International, 1976. 191p. $12 .95)
This Index "is published in the Sponsor Series under the aegis of the Eastern
Washington State Historical Society which deems it a significant contribution to
scholarship." It lists the "Manuscript resources in the major or regional libraries and
archives of the Inland Pacific northwest, cites unpublished documents, journals and
photographs with a brief description, and provides a "descriptive" subject index.
The second section lists relevant manuscript holdings in other states, and the third
lists Inland Pacific Northwest museums and historical societies and their holdings.
There is no question that the Hines Index is a valuable research tool. Of equal
importance, however, is the Monograph Publishing on Demand Program of XUMI,
offering not-only a channel for the dissemination of such research, but a solution for
the problem of storing printed copies until they are sold and the frustration of
out-of-print responses.
A NEW CONCEPT IN PUBLISHING FOR RESEARCH SCHOLARS
University Microfilms has instituted a new "Monograph PublishingonDemand"
series to assist in providing the scholarly world with specialized information.
Normally appealing to a limited group of scholars, valuable research is often
"censored by economics," since its narrow appeal does not justify conventional
publication.
Monographs are published in two series. Scholarly presses may elect to publish
by demand, and the monographs produced for them will bear their imprint.
Monographs in the Imprint Series will normally have been edited and typeset.
To be published in the Sponsor Series, a "qualified sponsoring organization - a
university department, university press, learned society or professional association" must consider it a significant contribution and worthy of notice.
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Notes From The Book Editor
Ernestine Smutny, Book Editor
SIERRA CLUB CALENDARS FOR 1977. (New York, Charles Scribner's Sons,
1976. col. illus. $4.95)
Anyone who has seen even one Sierra Club book is well aware of the excellent
photography and the quality of their productions. Each of these magnificent calendar pictures is a thing of beauty and a joy long after the dates and their duties are
past.
There is a wide assortment of calendars and engagement calendars from which
you may choose. The Wilderness 1977 Engagement Calendar (6V2X9 1/•) does not
share any of its illustrations with the Wilderness Calendar 1977 (10 1/•x12V..), and
the pictures chosen for each are in keeping with the size page they adorn. The Trail
Calendar 1977 (10V..x10V..) and the Wildlife Calendar 1977 (10V..x8 1/•) also offer
stunning scenic views or almost incredible "candid camera" shots of wild animals at
home. A new What the Forest Tells Me (10 1/4xlOV..) is designed for children, to
share some of the rich heritage of our animal and plant life . At only $4.95 each they
earn the heading Scribner's gives their flyer- "Great Dates From Scribners."
FROM SONORA TO SAN FRANCISCO BAY: The Expeditions of Juan Bautista
de Anza 1774-1776, by John R. Brumgardt. Introduction by Tom Patterson.
(Riverside, Historical Commission Press, 1976. 103p., maps, facsims., notes,
bibliog., index. paper, $3.25 postpaid)
Had Spain pursued the policies she initiated with the Anza expeditions she might
well have retained control of the American Southwest. So argues Brumgardt in this
re-telling of the Anza story, and he presents a very cogent case. Seen in the wider
perspective of world events - the threat of both Russian and the European powers in
the Pacific, the growing power of England and the mounting hostility between
England and her American colonies - it seems logical that Spain should have acted to
buttress her Pacific coast possessions .
Anza is depicted here not quite as a hero, but as a good, conscientious and noble
man whose personal qualities were even more commendable than his not inconsiderable abilities. Brumgardt does not hesitate to point out weakness in his planning
and judgment, but on balance he feels that Anza gave Spain the means to hold her
western Empire - and that Spain ignored the chance, just as, at almost the same
time, England was mis-reading all the signs and losing her colonies in the East .
This story of Anza's trek is succinct and well-organized, and it is a welcome addition to the rather sparse material on one of the West's major figures.
OREGON BIOGRAPHY INDEX, edited by Patricia Brandt and Nancy Guilford.
(Corvallis, Oregon State University, 1976. Its Bibliographic Series no . 11. 13lp.
paper, $3.95)
Forty-seven historical volumes were indexed "to serve primarily as a starting point
in locating biographies of Oregonians" from Revolutionary times to the first quarter
of this century. Since all biographies in the volumes were indexed many non Oregonians were included, chiefly from the Pacific Northwest.
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The editors warn that the information varies in accuracy and detail, and only the
name at the head of each biographical sketch has been included.
A rough estimate based on a random count of names per column multiplied by the
proper number of columns and pages indicates well over 2600 names have been
included . Surely this index will be an invaluable local tool in Oregon and a very
useful reference source for many researchers. Let us hope it will inspire others with
similar indexes to revise and publish.
ORANGE, CAL. and its Surroundings, Illustrated and Described, Showing its
advantages for Homes. (Oakland, W. W. Elliott, 1886; reprinted by Friends of
the Orange Public Library, 1976. 58p., illus., part folded. paper, $2.10)
Except for two pages of explanation and introduction, this charming little edition
is a facsimile reprint of the original. Fittingly printed on pale tan paper with an
orange/tan cover, it faithfully reproduces the original, one of many similar
brochures published by Elliott. The writing is, of course, highly complimentary to
its subject, but it would be hard to deny that many of the glowing prophesies the
somewhat stilted text foretold have actually come to pass and been exceeded. As for
the engravings, anyone who has seen an Elliott brochure or county history knows
that they are always a delight. Only 1000 copies of this brochure, the first printed on
Orange, were produced, and few of the original survive. Fortunately, the University
of California at Irvine allowed the Friends of the Orange Public Library to reproduce it for a fresh distribution.
ROGUES, BUFFOONS & STATESMEN, by Gordon Newell. (Seattle, Washington,
Hangman Press, as presented by Superior Publishing Company, c1975. 512p .,
illus., ports., facsims., index. $9.95)
Newell takes Will Rogers literally - "Politicians unintentionally are frequently
funnier than comedians" - and this story of Olympia and the Washington legislature
is frequently funny, sometimes touching or tragic, always interesting and, quite
painlessly, very instructive. This irreverant chronicle of "the inside story of Wash ington's capital city and the hilarious history of 120 years of state politics" is laced
with anecdote, tidbit, and quote which will keep your fascinated eyes pouring over
its pages long after you should have clicked off your bed light.
THE GREAT AMERICAN RODEO: Terry Alberty, Terry Allen, Ed Blackburn,
George Green, Mimi Gross Grooms, Red Grooms, Joe Ferrell Hobbs, Andy Mann,
Robert Rauschenberg, Barry Windgrand, Joe Zucker; An Exhibition Organized
by the Fort Worth Museum ... (Fort Worth, The Fort Worth Art Museum and
the Texas Christian University Press, 1976. 78p ., illus. (part col.) . paper,
$10.00)
The Great American Rodeo is an exhibition catalog with a difference; "as a salute
to the Fort Worth Fat Stock Show and Rodeos Everywhere," the Museum
Commissioned these eleven major artists "to capture the sounds, moods, images and
spirit of the rambunctious sport."
The reproductions of the artists' works are introduced by Richard Koshalek with a
brief history of the rodeo, and Ray Belloli comments on the history of art movements
in America in general and on these particular works in more detail.
The exhibition has been shown in Fort Worth and Colorado Springs; it may be
seen in San Antonio Feb . 5- Apr. 3, 1977. These paintings, pictures, sculptures well, at least three dimensional art works - certainly add a new dimension to the
American rodeo.
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THE BLACK HAWK WAR, 1831-1832. Volume II: Letters and Papers. Part 1:
April30, 1831 -June 23, 1832. Part II: June 24, 1832 - October 14, 1834. Compiled and Edited by Ellen M. Whitney. (Springfield, Illinois State Historical
Library, 1973. 2 vols., 1358p., maps. Their Collections, vol. 36-37. $25.00;
$27.50)
These volumes, the second and third of a comprehensive four-part history of the
Black Hawk War, contain some 1270 letters, papers, official orders, memoranda,
Indian Council proceedings, diaries and reminiscences. Mrs . Whitney has copiously
annotated and expanded on the documents, often adding additional quotations to
explain and enhance their interest, so that they are rewarding for their own sakes as
well as for the light they throw on the war.
The final volume will be an index to these two volumes; the first volume, the
muster rolls of Illinois Volunteers, contaips its own index.
OREGON'S GOLDEN YEARS; Bonanza of the West, by Miles F. Potter . (Caldwell,
Idaho, Caxton Printers, 1976. 181p., ill us., ports., facsims., sketch maps, bibliography, index. paper, $7.95)
Potter, now a vigorous 81, became convinced that the story of the old-time miners
and the part that gold played in the development of Oregon had never been adequately told. He was uniquely equipped to remedy this, since the summers of his
youth were spent tending sheep in the Greenhorn Mountains, where his neighbors
were the miners. He says that it took five years of research to compile the
information and pictures for Oregon's Golden Years, and the result is a rousingly
good narrative, profusely illustrated (with contemporary photographs) of the long
period of the "Golden Years" from 1850 to 1942. The California gold discoveries
meant profits for Oregon suppliers; the discovery of gold in Oregon brought rapid
development to the entire state, and gold mining remained an important industry
until the Federal Production Board Order L-208limited the mining of all noncritical
metals during the war and effectively ended gold mining. But the gold is still there,
waiting for the development of new techniques to make it profitable again.
HEART MOUNTAIN, the History of an American Concentration Camp, by
Douglas Nelson. (Madison, the State Historical Society of Wisconsin for the
Department of History, University of Wisconsin, 1976. 183p., illus., bibliography, index. $12.50)
Nelson's master's thesis was chosen for the Logmark Prize by the Wisconsin History Department and reproduced in revised form in this "Logmark Edition,"
which is similar in purpose and scope to the XUMI Monograph described below.
Heart Mountain is indeed a work which should be widely circulated. The American-built concentration camps, as the author points out, may have lacked gas
chambers, ovens, or S.S., but the psychological effect of physical incarceration was
devastating and long lasting. He feels that the stereotype of the Japanese American
as a passive and unresisting victim of injustice is false, and that Heart Mountain,
which had a reputation as a "happy camp" was the "scene of almost constant unrest,
conflict and despair." At the end of his widely researched and well written analysis
of the relocation years he observes that "the Constitution was not the principal
victim of relocation; the Japanese Americans were," their relocation and "concentration" involved a "repudiation not only of legal guarantees, but also of the
traditional Western values of liberty, privacy, individuality, and human dignity."
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THE MAKING OF A HISTORY: Walter Prescott Webb and The Great Plains, by
Gregory M. Tobin. (Austin, University of Texas Press, 1976. 184p., notes, bibliography, index. $10.95)
This book is a good companion to Essays on Walter Prescott Webb (Pacific Historian, September 1976). It focuses on Webb's heritage and early life as factors
which explain and illuminate his preoccupation with the treeless, level, semi-arid
lands of the Great Plains. Webb stressed the "impact of geographic factors on the
process of settlement," the unique experience and heritage of the Plains culture as
distinct from the humid East.
Webb's pioneering work allowed the Plains peoples to see beyond their own
experience to the whole of which they were a part. In the years since the Great
Plains appeared we have "come more and more to recognize that the urge to specify
a distinctive cultural heritage and anchor it in a historical framework is part of the
mechanism by which both national groups and ethnic minorities define their place
within a large and often hostile world."
THIS RECKLESS BREED OF MEN: The Trappers and Fur Traders of the Southwest, by Robert Glass Cleland. Introduction by Harvey L. Carter. (Albuquerque,
University of New Mexico Press, 1976, c1950. 361, xxp., footnotes, bibliography,
index. paper, $4.95)
Cleland's pioneering work on the American Southwest durlng the period of the
fur trade still remains the "most comprehensive, reliable, and readable presentation
of the subject."
In his Introduction to this sturdy reprint Carter points out a few inaccuracies and
discusses some areas where subsequent research has thrown new light on events and
resulted in a need to re-evaluate . However, on balance, he feels that Cleland's work
will stand the test of the next twenty-five years as well as it has the past, and that his
view of the trappers as the heroic adventurers - the mountain men who led the way
for the course of empire - will endure.
AMERASIA JOURNAL, a semi-annual publication. {Los Angeles, UCLA Asian
American Studies Center. Individuals: $5 per year, libraries/Institutions $10)
Americans of varying Asian heritages are the authors and editors of Amerasia
Journal, which began publishing in 1971. It seeks to provide a forum to explore the
new Asian-American scholarship in all its varied aspects. Thus it includes not only
articles dealing with historical and cultural heritage but also original literary contributions, interviews, criticism and book reviews, etc.
An entire issue may be devoted to a single theme, e.g. the Filipino, Asian American literature, Asian Americans and the law.
The Journal makes a valuable contribution toward a mutual understanding of the
Asian American experience.
ISHI IN TWO WORLDS; a Biography of the Last Wild Indian in North America,
by Theodora Kroeber. Deluxe, ilustrated edition. (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1976. 262p., illus. (part col.), ports., diagrs., bibliography, index .
$14.95)
There can be few who do not know of Theodore Kroeber's hauntingly moving
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story of Ishi, the last of the Yahi and the last known "Stone-Age" Indian in our land.
This handsome edition contains the full text and most of the pictures of the original,
plus many additional drawings, photographs and paintings. There have been a few
changes in the preliminary material - the earlier forward has been dropped and the
acknowledgement shortened and a brief index and a note from Mrs . Kroeber added.
No matter how often you open this book you will find yourself reading once more
of Ishi's life in this strange new world, and how he helped its scholars understand
more of the world he had so recently left . To praise further a work which has had
such high praise from those best qualified to judge its merits may seem presumptuous; let us be grateful that Ishi was found by friendly people, that the University
ant hropologists and other staff made it possible for his final years to be productive
and happy, and, finally, that his story has been told so fully, so sympathetically, and
so surpassingly well.
A TRACE OF DESERT WATERS; The Great Basin Story, by Samuel G .
Houghton. (Glendale, CA, the Arthur H. Clark Company, 1976. 287p., illus.,
maps (I fold . col.) glossary, bibliography, index. Western Lands and Waters
Series X. $17.75)
"In the American Great Basin it is by no means true that "Even the weariest river
winds somewhere safe to sea" for most of them end in a landlocked lake or sink
intothedesertsands. But those who can read the geologic signs tell of a time when these
small lakes and dry sands were covered by vast inland seas, the shores of which left
ledges on the sides of the mountains. Houghton describes the major pluvial lakes of
the Great Basin, explaining how the physical evidence, largely uneroded in the arid
region, illuminates the vital role that water- or lack of it- has played. But he does
not confine himself to the lakes and the rivers, he discusses the nature of the cultures
dependent on them and the explorers and pathfinders who spread the news of their
existence and who mapped and charted the routes across the now dry lake-beds.
Jedediah Smith, Peter Skene Ogden and John C . Fremont are among those whose
travels and journals roused curiosity and fostered exploration.
A Trace of Desert Waters is not written for the specialist or scholar. The work of
an intelligent and dedicated amateur, it expresses the love and respect the author
feels for the Great Basin, and his concern that the harsh and fragile lands be
understood and protected.
THEY CALLED HIM KING OF THE GRAPES; Memoirs of Peter J. Divizich , recorded by Henry A. Foley. (Porterville, distributed by Edwards Studio, 1976.
436p., illus ., ports ., maps, diagrs., facsims., index. $12.00)
Divizich came to America from his native Croatia in 1920 and made the
American Dream come true. By hard work and shrewd judgement he carved a
grape empire from the lower San Joaquin Valley and made a world-wide name for
his Highland grapes and golden bleached raisins. Although one can find no fault of
hubris, his eventual failure, like that of the Greek heroes, came after a struggle
agains overpowering odds - in his case a government bureau, a bank and a
conglomerate.
These memoirs, however, lavishly illustrated with lovingly collected pictures of
family, friends and familiar places, are personal rather than "business history," full
of pride in both his native and adopted countries and reflecting the indomitable
spirit which took him to the pinnacle of success and sustained him when it was lost.
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THE LIVING PAST OF MONTREAL/Le Passe Vivant de Montreal, drawn by
R. D. Wilson and Eric McLean. (Montreal, MeGill-Queen's University Press,
1976. Revised edition. 128 unnumbered pages, 50 numbered plates, 2 fold. maps .
Text in French and English . $9.95, paper, $5.95)
When Wilson began to make the very fine drawings which are the unique feature
of the Living Past of Montreal it was to preserve the memory of an area marked for
demolition in the name of progress. Every city which has witnessed the conflict
between historic preservation and economic advantage will see some of its own
dilemmas reflected in the fight, now at least partially won, to preserve at least a part
of historic Montreal.
McLean's text forms a well-written, low-key accompaniment, supplementing and
explaining the outstanding drawings which form the heart of the book. Surely if
individual reproductions of selected plates could be ordered for framing they would
have a wide appeal.
RESTLESS RIVER: International Law and the Behavior of the Rio Grande, by
Jerry E. Mueller . (El Paso, Texas Western Press, the University of Texas at El
Paso, 1975. 155p., illus., maps, diagrs ., tables, appendix, bibliography, index.
paper, $5 .00)
As an international boundary one might almost say the Rio Grande is a washout,
since it has caused at least as many problems as it has solved . Refusing to behave like
the stable, well-demarcated streams that gave rise to European and hence
international concepts of fluvial boundaries, it has shifted its course so drastically
that the United States and Mexico have found it necessary to be just as flexible.
Mueller traces the complex course of border treaties, commissions and conferences
from 1848 to the present, showing that up to 1905 the accepted international law of
fluvial boundaries was tried but found inadequate, while treaties of 1905 to 1970
were intended to circumvent the troublesome aspects. The 1970 treaty, which attempts to retain the fluvial boundary but allow the channel to be restored if it
wanders too far afield, marks a new concept, and offers hope that the Restless River
will cease to generate new problems.
BEST RESTAURANTS PACIFIC NORTHWEST, by Robert Rubenstein. Illustrations: Roy Killeen; Design: Lynne Parode . (San Francisco, 101 Productions, 1976.
208p., illus ., index. paper, $2.95)
COOKING WITH SPffiiT, by Beverly Barbour; Drawings by David Yeadon. (San
Francisco, 101 Productions, 1976. 168p., illus., indexes. paper, $4 .95)
THE ART OF COOKING FOR TWO, by Coralie Castle and Astrid Newton . Illustrations by Sara Raffetto. (San Francisco, 101 Productions, 1976. 192p ., illus.,
index. paper, $4.95)
101 Productions makes it easy to eat well at home or abroad. Here are three new
gastronomical guides for the epicurean-minded. The first is an extension of the wellestablished California Best Restaurants, and anyone planning a trip in the area from
Portland to Victoria should be certain to keep it handy.
Cooking with Spirit opens new fields to conquer for the kitchen artists who have
already "shared their wine with a thirsty recipe," for this book gives information for
using almost every type of liqueur and liquor from angelica to whiskey. Not only
that, it tells you how to make your own liqueurs - after all, the final flavor is what
counts, and you can please your palate at lower cost . I don't see how any cooking
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buff can ignore these tempting recipes- or, for that matter, those found in "the Art
of Cooking for Two!" The cover subtitle reads "Down-to-Earth Recipes Using
Natural Ingredients," and the authors have "tried to concentrate on low-cost food
items, stress the importance of avoiding waste and . . . eliminating, wherever
possible, convenience and processed foods which contain preservatives and chemical
additions," Many recipes can be prepared in advance, and many are casseroles or
dishes which reheat well for a second meal.
Browsing through these books makes one's mouth water, but I for one intend to
have Baked Shredded Zucchini and Balinese Chicken on my table next Sunday with orange liqueur Berry Bread for dessert.
HISTORY OF THE STATE OF KANSAS, containing a full account of its growth
. . . Also, a Supplementary History and Description of its Counties, Cities,
Towns and Villages .. . to which are added Biographical Sketches and Portraits
of Prominent Men and Early Settlers. (Chicago, A. T. Andreas, 1883. Reproduced
as a Bicentennial Project of the Atchison County Historical Society in cooperation
with the Kansas State Historical Society, 1976. 2v., 1616p., illus., ports., index.
$37.00)
The Atchison County Historical Society deserves high praise for this beautiful
reproduction of the 1883 Andreas history. The two large volumes are handsomely
bound in black with gold stamping and an embossed gold cover design; the reproduced text (by the Walsworth Publishing Company of Marceline, Mo.) is extremely
clear and legible, although much of the type is very small, the line drawings and
portraits are well reproduced, and the slightly cream-colored paper is of good
quality, so that there is no bleed-through from the reverse.
Published when Kansas had been a state for less than twenty-five years, the work
includes "a general history of the territory . . . from early traditional times to now
... , elaborate historical sketches of all counties . .. , and biographies of the leading
citizens of Kansas still living, or deceased."
The author / editor is obviously proud of the work of his ,staff, and certainly with
justification, even though it may or may not be "the most complete and exhaustive
history of a single State ever published"!
Librarians, Historians and genealogists will be among the numbers of those who
will welcome this fine reproduction of a valuable resource tool.
COWBOY LIFE; Reconstructing an American Myth, edited and with an introduction by William W. Savage, Jr. (Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1975
208p., illus., ports. $9.95)
How has the image of the cowboy changed from the prosaic hard-working hired
hand to the glamorous, heavily armed and romantic master of derring-do? Savage
believes that America, as a young country, has had little time to develop myths, and
the glorification of the cowboy, therefore, is necessary to make him usable as a
myth . H is introduction is a logical exposition of this theme, and he shows how the
cowboys' original unfavorable image began to change when William Cody "took a
slx-foot, five-inch Texas cowpuncher named William Levi Taylor and in 1884 introduced him as . . . Buck Taylor, 'The King of the Cowboys."' By 1887 Prentiss
Ingraham began to publish popular fiction with Taylor as the hero, and the literary
transformation from hired hand to gun hand followed quickly, with the 'good guys
vs the bad guys' becoming standard fare up to and including today's TV favorites.
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Savage feels that the present state of the myth needs to be re-directed, that writers
will begin to capitalize on the fact that the cowboy "witnesses many events of epic
·proportions, events significant in the westering experience ."
To re-discover the historical cowboy Savage has gathered a baker's dozen of
excerpts from contemporary authors, ranging from 1874 to 1934, largely by men
who had first-hand knowledge of their subject . There are also forty photographs of
cowboys and cowboy life, drawn from the Western History Collection of the
University of Oklahoma Library.
THE LAST WILDERNESS, by Murray Morgan . (Seattle, University of Washington Press, c1955; reprinted 1976. 275p., index. paper, $4.95)
If you missed The Last Wilderness the first time round be sure to catch it in the
reprint edition . Not only is it good history and packed with outrageous anecdotes
and uproarious humor, it is marvelously well-written. Here is the story of the O lym pic Peninsula and its environs, the saga of the opportunists and the dreamers, the
lumbermen and the would-be-farmers, the incredibly villianous Billie Gohl (surely
it should have been Ghoul) and the gentle giant John Huelsdonk, the final failure of
the utopian settlement at Home, and the fight to save at least part of the rain forest
as a national park. The addition of a map to orient the geographically uncertain
reader would save the need to hunt one up, but it would be hard to improve the
text.

MARISTS AND MELANESIANS; A History of Catholic Missions in the Solomon
Islands, by Hugh Laracy. (Honolulu, University Press of Hawaii, 1976. 2llp.,
maps, notes, bibliog., index. $12 .00)
Laracy, who studied philosophy at a Marist seminary before he completed his
graduate studies, was allowed unrestricted access to Marist archives in preparing the
graduate thesis on which this work was based. While the author recognizes that this
heavy reliance on mission material is not completely desirable, little from the native
viewpoint is available, and fortunately, the volume and nature of the private correspondence included tended to insure that the archival material would contain
frank observations with a wide range of opinions concerning the operation and
effect of the missions. Although the early mid-nineteenth century attempts of the
Marists to establish missions in the Solomons resulted in failure, by the end of the
century wider European contact had left the islanders more disposed to adopt the
dominant religions of these economically superior peoples. Laracy's study of the preand post-war experience of the Marists, which includes also information on the
other missionaries of Melanesia, is well done and without obvious bias.
THE DEMYSTIFICATION OF YAP; Dialectics of Culture on a Micronesian Island,
by David Labby . Foreword by David M. Schneider. (Chicago, University of
Chicago Press, 1976. 144p ., illus ., maps, diagrs., notes, references, index. $12.95)
Once heavily populated and intensively cultivated, the Caroline island of Yap was
divided into districts and estates, the relative worth of these estates determining the
minutely stratified political and social organizations of the people who cultivated
them. Labby, by interviewing older Yapese, attempts here to strip away the cultural
accretion of myth and legend to study the basic relationship between "the social
relations of production and the material forces of production," using the terms "of
dialectic between historical form and material necessity." Since little remains of the
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complex political/war - peace structure, he deals chiefly with the social aspects,
showing that the entire cultural life of the Yapese grew from the necessity of
maintaining a balance between the people and the land .
SOUTHERN LIGHTS AND SHADOWS, by Frank Fowler. Facsimilie edition, with
an Introduction by R. G. Geering. (Sydney, N.S .W ., Sydr.ey University Press,
distributed by International Scholarly Book Services, 1975. 27, 132p. $8.00)
Fowler was a brash young man of twenty-two or so when he went to Australia for
his health in 1855. He stayed little more than two years, but during that brief period
he managed to make a name for himself as an orator and writer, even producing one
play and founding a literary magazine, the Month, which published eighteen
numbers. Outspoken and not adverse to criticism, he made "vociferous enemies and
staunch friends." Southern Lights was written on his way back to England and
published early in 1859, with a second edition the same year. It caused an uproar in
Sydney, whose citizens took umbrage at his strictures. From this reprint, the first
since 1859, the modern reader can perhaps judge his accuracy more dispassionately
than his contemporaries. Californians will be interested to read his description of
Lola Montez, whom he met when she performed in Sydney.
INTERFAITH IN ACTION, by Msgr. Francis J. Weber. (San Buenaventura,
Junipero Serra Press, available from Dawson's Book Shop, 1975. 15p. $6 .00)
Three hundred copies of this leather-bound miniature (3x2 l/8") book, each
containing a "These Immortal Chaplains" stamp, have been issued as a tribute to
their ecumenical heroism.
The brief text relates the sinking of the Dorcester and the noble sacrifice of these
four men of God .
RELATIONSHIPS OF ATTENTION SPAN TO READING PERFORMANCE IN
MEXICAN-AMERICAN CHILDREN, by Richard W. Sherfey. (San Francisco,
R and E Associates, 1975. 103 p., appendices, selected bibliography. paper,
$8 .00)
Sherfey's tests used one hundred third grade boys and girls who were randomly
selected from the public school in Nogales. All were bi-lingual, though the testing
was in English to correlate with the reading test, which was in English. He found
that there is a correlation between attention span and reading ability, but concludes
that additional testing, including a parallel test in Spanish, would be desirable.
DIRECTORY OF ARCHIVAL AND MANUSCRIPT REPOSITORIES IN
CALIFORNIA, compiled by the Society of California Archivists. (Redlands,
printed for the Society by Beacon Printing, 1975 . 108p . paper, $2.25)
One of the first projects of the Society of California Archivists was the compilation
of this Directory, which, was begun under the leadership of Mary Ellen Bailey and
completed by Lynn B. Donovan . Larry Burgess, president of the Society when the
result of this work was published, recognizes that there are gaps caused by lack of
response and that some information already needs to be updated . Nevertheless, the
Directory marks an important beginning, a foundation upon which it will be easy to
add.
SCAYLEA ON PHOTOGRAPHY: How He Does It, by Joseph Scaylea. (Seattle,
$19 .95)
Salisbury Press of Superior Publishing Co. 62p ., chiefly illus . (part col.)
Most of this book, Scaylea's third, is a straightforward presentation of excellent
photographs with a few well-chosen paragraphs of background and the pertinent
technical data.
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There is a short biography of the author by Patricia Latourette Lucas, the editor,
and four pages of general remarks by Scaylea on creative photography - the subject,
composition, equipment, lighting, etc., but the pictures, black and white or color,
are all-important. The camera buff will study them for their technical excellence;
the rest of us will enjoy the magnificent shots of the Pacific Northwest.
PUKARI: Voices of Papua New Guinea. Students of Sogeri Senior High School
relate their traditions, interpret old designs, comment on their society, create new
ideas, for that is the way of the Pukari, by the Expressive Arts Department of
Sogeri Senior High School, compiled and edited by Barry !son. (San Diego, Tofua
Press, 1976. 95p., illus., music. paper, $5.95)
The Pukari and the Sevese were the two forms of chieftanship in the tribal groups
of the Papuan Gulf: the Sevese a fight chief, the Pukari "a man of wisdom, law, and
peace" who mediates disputes, oversees the welfare of the village, and teaches the
traditions of their society to the youth.
The Expressive Arts Department of Sogeri Senior High School encourages all the
students to develop an interest in aspects of the traditional way of life, to learn from
their elders the legends and stories, dances and songs, art and rituals, and to share
these aspects of their culture with other students.
In art especially, the students are very gifted, and the many designs which appear
in Pukari are bold and strikingly handsome adaptations of traditional forms. The
writing is also informative and well done, and the book as a whole merits high praise
for both the students and their teachers .
STRAW ROADS; A Story of Simi Valley from 1908 to 1960, Ventura County,
California, by Gerald Haigh. (Simi Valley, Simi Valley Historical Society, 1975.
98p., illus., ports. paper, $5.00)
Haigh spins many a yarn about the valley where he was born and reared and
which he still calls his home. By no means a formal history, Straw Roads is an
insider's social and cultural account of an era now past . Individual human ingenuity
and labor were taken for granted then, and a low population density allowed plenty
of room for youngsters to make their own amusements and work off excess energy.
The pages are filled with stories of everyday chores and pastimes, school days, ranch
life, mining, early oil wells, the advent of the automobile, and they portend the
gradual urbanization of land once open and rural.
This is a good book for pick-up reading. The ninety pictures are an invitation to
browsing, and, since the engaging yarns are not strictly chronological it won't hurt a
bit if you do not read them in strictly page number order .
CALIFORNIA'S LOST FORTRESS, the Royal Presidio of Monterey, by Donald
M. Howard. (Carmel, CA, Antiquities Research Publications, 1976. 105p., illus.,
maps, diagrs., facsims., translations. paper, $3.95)
Howard has devoted a least five years to a loving and enthusiastic study of every
retrievable fact or picture pertaining to the Royal Presidio of Monterey, once the
most important in California . He has combed through many accounts of travelers
and historians, church records and church archives. Library files, newspapers and
other published works. All this background, combined with meticulous field work
and careful weighing of the evidence, has enabled him to present a detailed and
fairly complete sketch of the size and buildings of the Presidio. From the records and
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artifacts one even gains some idea of what life there was like.
Before 197llittle or no attention had been paid to the crumbling adobe fragments
that remained from the old walls, and as the city grew, large segments were bulldozed. Even when measurements or sketches were made no archaeological excavations were undertaken. Howard received permission to dig when the 1897 San
Carlos School was razed for a parking lot, and his work, assisted by students from
the Pacific Grove Community ·centered High School, sparked community and statewide interest in these historic remnants.
THE GRACES OF FIRE AND OTHER POEMS, by Bill Hotchkiss. (Auburn, CA,
Blue Oak Press in conjunction with Great Western Litho , Inc. , 1974. lOOp., illus.
$5.95, paper, $3.95)
Using photographs and metaphors of the Western earth, its flora and fauna, its
wilderness, Hotchkiss weaves verses which move sensuously about, exploring those
partly subconscious thoughts each of us experiences.
PALANQUE AND THE MAYA GEMS OF THE PUUC, by Anthony McLoughlin .
(New York, Vantage Press, 1976. 63p., illus., sketch maps, diagrs. $4 .95)
McLoughlin, an engineer and archeologist-anthropologist, has a special love for
the lost civilization of the Yucatan. In this volume, which contains much of the
information he has gleamed from older writers and has observed himself, he
describes the major sites and attempts to give a chronology and provenance for the
architectural and artistic styles. Unfortunately the photographs do not show up well
in the dark reproductions, much of the detail being lost. Those who have visited
Yucatan and who have read some of the earlier accounts will recognize many of the
references, for others an index of buildings and sites and a bibliography of the
various works cited would be beneficial.
FRONTIER VIOLENCE, Another Look, by W. Eugene Hollon. (London, New
York, Oxford University Press, 1976. 279p ., illus ., facsims., bibliography, index.
paper, $3.50)
This excellent study of "America's heritage of violence," first published in a cloth
edition in 1974 (see Pacific Historian, Fall 1974) has now been re-issued in an
inexpensive but attractive paper edition. At this price it is a good candidate even for
undergraduate students who are interested in the phenomenon of our turbulent
past.
ALEXANDER HAMILTON, a Concise Biography, by Broadus Mitchell . (New
York, Oxford University Press, 1976. 395p., port., bibliog., index. $12.95)
This, the fifth book Broadus Mitchell has written on Hamilton, is an authoritative
and absorbing account of one of our greatest statesmen. Hamilton deserves much
credit for the part he played in establishing the foundations on which our country
rests; had he not died (in a duel) at the age of forty -nine there seems little doubt that
he would have been elected to the presidency. A man of incisive intelligence, quick
comprehension, broad knowledge, complete honesty and unswerving loyalty, he
was one of the first to urge the necessity for a strong central government based on an
agrarian-industrial base - which typifies the America of today.
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Marriott, Alice, Plains Indians Mythology, rev., 491
Marsh, Dr . John, 54, 55, 428 , 429, 433
Marshall, James Wilson, 171, 239-248
passim
Marshall Gold Discovery State Historic
Park, 241, 242, 245, 246, 248
Martin, Cy and Jeannie, Gold!, rev.,
323
Martin, V. Covert, 427, 428
Martinez, Ca., 2
Marxism, 116, 120, 174, 392, 395
Marysville, Ca., early church schools in,
162; Negro census ca. 1865, 179
Mathias, 0 . Boyd, rev. of Weston,
Voyage of the Eye, 214-215
Matteson , Edward, 295-296
Mayes, James Harvey, 132, 133, 138
Mayflower, 50
Mead, Lewis Risdon, 144
Mead, Mae, 144
"A Means to an End: Oregon's Protestant Missionaries View the Indian,"
by William H. Williams, 147-156
Medina Sidonia, Duke of, 47
Melton, Robert T., 308, 313
Methodist Church schools, 162, 164,
165, 166
Methodist missionaries, Oregan, 147154 passim, 160
Methodists, in Ca., 171
Mexican immigrants, 124, 125, 126
Mexican labor, in U.S., see 123-131
Mexican Labor ·in the United States, by
Taylor, ment., 123
Mexican miners, see 265-272; 288
Mexicans, in Ca. , 52, 53, see 265-272;
288
Mexico, 23, 24
Mexico City, 24
The Mexico Kickapoo Indians, by Felipe
A. Latorre and Douglas L. Latorre,
rev., 496-497
Mexico Views Manifest Destiny, 18211846, by Gene M . Brack, rev., 328329
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Micheltorena, Manuel, 56, 58, 430,
432, 433
Military Intelligence Bureau, 394
Millard, Bailey, 174, 175
Miller, Constance, 455
Miller, Dan, 473
Miller, George, 171
Miller, Joaquin, 6, 170
Miller, Rev. Martin, 171
Miller, Sally M ., rev . of Selvin, Sky Full
of Storm, 84-85
Mills, Rev. Cyrus T ., 161
Mills College, 160, 161
Miners' Tax, 265-272
Minidoka, Idaho, 381, 382
Mining, Southern Ca., 277-285
Mining Associations or Companies, 296300
"Mining Techniques in the California
Goldfields During the 1850's," by
Roslyn Brereton, 286-302
Missions, Catholic, in Ca., 22, 24, 25,
33; in Mexico, 23, 24; in Southwest,
23
Missions, Orthodox, in Ca., 22, 32, 33
Missions, Protestant, in Oregon, see
147-156
Miwok Indians, 50
Modesto, Ca., 134
Mohler, Merle, 189, 309
Mokelumne Hill, Ca., 277
Mokelumne Indians, 52
Mokelumne River, 437
Monterey, Ca., 463, 467
Monterey fishing boats, 18
Montgomery, Captain John Berrien,
434
Montpelier, Ca., 137
Moravia, 26, 27
Morgan, George Philip, 137
Morgan, Neil, Yesterday's San Diego,
rev., 484-485
Mormons, in Ca., 58, 59, 60, 239
Morris, William, 172
Morro Bay, Ca., 467, 469, 473
Moscow, Russia, 27
Moulton, Edith Yaple, 312, 313
Moulton, James Stuart, 200, 312, 313
Moulton, Mildred, 312
Mount Hood, by Don and Roberta
Lowe, rev ., 91
Muir, John, The American Wilderness,
rev., 487
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Mukaida, Kow, 379-386 passim
Mukaida, Takako, 379-386 passim
Mukaida, Tomeji, 379-386 passim
Mulholland, Mrs. Clem F., 193, 196,
197
Munroe, Tappan, rev. of Arrington,
David Eccles, 489-491
Munson, Mrs. C ., 61
Murdock, Steve, 112
Murphy, J . D., 60
Murphy, John, 436, 448
Murphy, Martin, 441, 447
Murphy, Mary Foley, 441, 447
Murphy, William J., 60
Murphy's, Ca., 305
Mutualistas, 126, 127, 130
Mygatt, Emmie D ., Hans Kleiber, rev.,
319-320

-NNadeau, Josephine E., "Ripon: Ethnic
and General Development," Part II,
52-66; Part III, 189-201; Part IV,
305-315
Nadeau, Remi, The Real Joaquin
Murieta, rev., 85-86
Napa, Ca ., early church schools in, 162
Napa Collegiate Institute, 162
Napoleon, see Bonaparte
Narrow Gauge Portrait: South Pacific
Coast, by Bruce A. MacGregor, rev.,
318
Nasatir, Abraham, ed., Brand Book
Number Four, San Diego Corral of
the Westerners, rev ., 485
National Origins Act, 401-402
Nativism, in U .S. , 402
"The Need of the Hour," by Edwin
Markham, ex., 173
Negro Civil Rights, 19th Cent ., 67-72;
177-188
"The Negro in California Before 1890,"
by Dr. A. Odell Thurman, Part I, II,
67 -72; Part III, 177-188
Negro schools, in Ca ., 72, 182, 184, 439
Nelson, A. J., 171
Nevada County, 292, 296
Nevada (City) Journal, ex., 292
Nevin, David, The Texans, rev., 484
Nevins, J. F., 158

New Mexico, 112, 113, 126
New Orleans, La., 427, 428
The New Republic, ex., 402
New York World, ment ., 40
New Zealand, 253, 256-259 passim
"News from the Gold Fields," by D .
Kaufman, 350-Inside Back Cover
Nez Perce Indians, 148, 149, 150
Nine Years with the Spokane Indians,
by Clifford Drury, rev., 505-506
Nixon, Richard M., 388
Nobili, Father, 441
Norris, Sen. George, 39
The North American Indians, rev., 88
"A Note on the Field Research Interviews of Paul S. Taylor for the Mexican Labor in the United States
Monographs," by Abraham Hoffman,
123-131
"Notes from the Book Editor," by
Ernestine Smutny, 96-108; 220-232;
332-348; 507-517
Nothing Seemed Impossible: William C.
Ralston and Early San Francisco, by
David Lavender, rev ., 322
Nueces County, Texas, 128
Nutman, J . E., 441
Nutt, Cooper, 308, 309
Nutt, Elias, 199, 308, 310
Nutt, Henry D., 308

- 0Oakland, Ca., early church schools in,
162-163; 172
Oakland College School, 162, 163
Oakland Female Seminary, 163
O'Bryon, Martha Seffer, rev . of Terrell,
The Plains Apache, 218-219
Oil land policy, Hoover admin., 39, 40
Oldham County, Texas, 119, 120
Olga, Princess of Kiev, 27
Olivier, Brother Louis, 413
Once in the Saddle, by Rhodes, ex ., 113
O'Neil, Paul, The Rivermen, rev., 321 322
One Man's San Francisco, by Herb
Caen, rev., 330-331
Open Door Policy, 395, 397, 401,
402
Orange County, Ca., 126

Oregon, Protestant missions in, see 147156
Oregon Buddhist Church, 385
Oregon City, Ore., 168
Oroville, Ca., early church schools in,
163
Orthodox Church, 22, 25, 26, 27, 31, 32

- PPacheco, Alcalde Dolores, 433
Pacific Basin, see 367-377
Pacific Center for Western Historical
Studies, 111
Pacific School of Religion, 161
Painter, Margaret, "The Indomitable
Yancey Spirit," 132-139
Paladini Fish Co., 17
Palmquist, ·Peter E., Fine California
Views, rev., 83-84
Palomares, Francisco J ., 125
Pan-Pacific and Southeast Asia Women's
Association, see 367-377
Pan-Pacific Union, 368, 369
Paris Peace Conference, 395, 397
Patterson, Bryce, Yesterday's California,
rev ., 211-212
Pattie, James, 152
Peffer, Nathaniel, 398
Peking, China, 391-392
The Pelican (ship) , see Golden Hind
Peiia, Jose Enrique de Ia, With Santa
Ana in Texas, rev ., 74-75
Perkins, H. K. W., 151
Perkins, Sen . Robert E ., 70
Perkins, William, 268
Perry, Carmen, translator and editor,
With Santa Ana in Texas, rev., 74-75
Petaluma, Ca., early church schools in ,
163
Peterson, Richard H ., "The Foreign
Miners' Tax of 1850 and Mexicans in
California : Exploitation or Expulsion?" 265-272
Pflueger, Donald H., Charles C . Chapman, rev ., 327-328
Photographed All the Best Scenery, ed.
by Don D. Fowler, rev., 491 -492
Pierce, Dick, 467
Pierce, Dutch, 467, 469, 474
Pinchot, Amos, 41
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Pinchot, Gifford, 42
The Pioneer Miner and the Pack Mule
Express, by Ernest A. Wiltsee, rev.,
504-505
Pippin, Dr. Larry L., rev. of Tyler,
Santiago Vidaurri and the Southern
Confederacy, 215-216
Pirtle, Caleb, XIT, rev., 325
Pitt, Leonard, 266
Placer mining, Mother Lode, 286-291
Placerville, Ca., 171, 240, 244, 249,
286-287
The Plains Apache, by John Upton
Terrell, rev ., 218-219
Plains Indian Mythology, by Alice
Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin, rev .,
491
Poetry, see "Edwin Markham," 167-176
Point, Father Nicolas, S.J., 428
Porfirio Salinas, by Ruth Goddard, rev .,
329-330
Portland, Ore., 379, 381, 385, 386
Port Los Angeles, by Ernest Marquez,
rev., 214
Powell, Edith Hopps, San Francisco's
Heritage in Art Glass, rev., 497
Power, Robert, 50
Poyner, Henry L., 61, 311
Poyner, Pies G., 311
Presbyterian Church schools, Ca., 161166 passim
Prescott, Dr. Samuel, 304
"Progress Amid Poverty, Santa Clara
College in the 1870's," by Gerald
McKevitt, 407-423
Protestant missionaries, in Ore., see
147-156
Public lands policies, Hoover Admin ,.
34-35
Publishers List, 232, 349, 518
Puget Sound, 151
Pulitzer, Herbert, 40

- QQuartz mining, 291-294
Quinn, Nelly, 454
Quivers, Emanuel, 183, 184
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- RRachlin, Carol K., Plains Indians Myth,
rev., 491
Racism, in Ca., 67-72; 177-188
Railroads of the Trans-Mississippi West,
comp. by Donovan L. Hofsommer,
rev., 213
The Rainbow Route, by Robert E. Sloan
and Carl A. Skowronski, rev., 93
Raleigh, Sir Walter, 48
"A 'Ranch' in California," ex. from
Household Words, 259-262
Raskob, John J., 40
Rauschenbusch, Walter, 171
Raven, by Dale De Armond, rev., 73-74
Ray Boynton and the Mother Lode,
rev. , 500
The Real Joaquin Murieta, by Remi
Nadeau, rev ., 85-86
Reeve, Mrs. A. H., 371
Reglamento para el Gobierno de Ia Provincia de California, ment., 418, 419
Reid, David, 194, 196
Relocation Camps, Japanese, 379-387
Resorts, see 143-146, 278, 279, 282
Revere, Paul, 303-304
Reynolds, Richard, rev. of De Armond,
Raven, 73-74; rev. of The Western
Art of James Barna, 82; rev. of Mygatt
and Cheney, Hans Kleiber, 319-320;
rev. of Hamil and Hamil, Farmland
USA, 321; rev. of Briggs, Without
Noise of Arms, 499-500; rev. of Ray
Boynton and the Mother Lode, 500;
rev. of Thomas, Fort Davis and the
Texas Frontier, 501
Rezanov, Anna, 28
Rezanov, Nikolai, 22, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32
Rhodes, Eugene Manlove, 111-117, 122
Richard, Mr . and Mrs. E. V., 427
Richmond, lord Mayor John, 197
Richmond, Dr. John P., 151
Richter, Conrad, 113
Ripon, Ca. , see 52-66; 189-201; 305315; 482
Ripon, England, 63, 64, 197
Ripon, Wisconsin, 197
"Ripon: Ethnic and General Development," by Josephine E. Nadeau, Part
II, 52-66; Part III, 189-201; Part IV,
305-15

Riverboats, in Ca., 1-3
The Rivermen, by Paul O'Neil, rev.,
321-322
A River Runs Through It and Other
Stories, by Norman MacLean, rev.,
488-489
Riverside County, Ca., 277
"The Road Never Traveled," by Robert
C. Sargent, 140-142
Roberts, William, 148
Rock Cod Association, 15
The Rock Paintings of the Chumash, by
Campbell Grant, rev., 495-496
Rodriquez, Benito, 125
Rogers, Col. Fred Blackburn, 434
Rome, Italy, 23, 26
Ronk, Annie-Laurie, 308
Roosevelt, Theodore, 34
Rosenberg, Rabbi Bernard, rev. of
D 'Ancona, A California-Nevada
Travel Diary of 1876, 324-325
Rosengarten, Frederick, Freebooters
Must Die, rev., 497-498
Ross, Dudley T., Devil on Horseback,
rev., 218
Rossi, Jean, "What is Gold?," 237; "Lee
Bing," 351-366
Russia, 27, 28, 29
Russian-American Fur Co., 28, 29
Russians, in Ca., see 22-33; 429

-SSacramento, Ca., 1, 2; early church
schools in, 164; 350-Inside Back
Cover; 362, 363, 365
Sacramento Bee, ex., 358, 416
Sacramento River, 1, 53, 239, 351, 354,
360
Sacramento Union, ex., 180, 182, 183,
358
Sade, Marquis de, 205
St. Augustine College, 161
St. Ignatius College, 160, 164, 412, 416
St. Louis, Mo., 129, 427
Saint Vibiana's Cathedral, A Centennial History, by Francis J. Weber,
rev ., 493-494
Salt Lake City, Utah, 37, 39
San Andreas Fault, 410
San Antonio de Padua Mission, 141

San Antonio River, 142
Sanchez, Francisco, 436
San Diego County Place Names, by Lou
Stein, rev., 212-213
San Francisco, Ca., 1, 6, 182, 240, 257 ,
261, 353, 356, 357, 437, 463; see
8-21; Spanish mission and fort, 25,
30; early church schools in, 164
San Francisco Almanac, by Gladys
Hansen, rev., 328
San Francisco County, Negro census,
ca . 1865, 178-179
San Francisco Examiner, ment., 174,
175
San Francisco International Fish Co.,
17
San Francisco Solano Mission, 22
San Francisco Theological Seminary,
159
San Francisco Trades Assembly, 15
San Francisco's Heritage in Art Glass,
by Edith Hopps Powell, rev., 497
San Jacinto, Ca., 279, 281
San Jacinto Mountains, see 277-285
San Jacinto Register, ex., 278, 279
San Joaquin County, Ca., 253, 441
San Joaquin River, 1, 53, 57, 256, 306,
430, 431
San Joaquin Valley, see 52-66; 189-201;
305-315; 125, 132, 137, 430
San Jose, Ca., 52, 55, 56, 58; early
church schools in, 165; 409, 429-437
passim, 448-451 passim
San Jose Mission, 53, 55
San Mateo, Ca., early church schools
in, 165
San Ramon, Ca., early church schools
in, 165
Santa Barbara, Ca., early church
schools in, 165; 461, 467, 473
Santa Clara, Ca., early church schools
in, 165; 407-423
Santa Clara College, see 407 -423; 441
Santa Clara Mission , 407, 441
Santa Clara Owl, ment. , 417
Santa Cruz, Ca., early church schools
in, 165
Santa Cruz Island, 461, 468, 470, 472
Santa Lucia Mountains, 141, 142
Santa Rosa, Ca., early church schools
in, 165, 171, 172
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Santa Rosa Island, 468, 472
Santee, Ross, 115
Santiago Vidaurri and the Southern
Confederacy, by Ronnie C . Tyler,
rev., 215-216
Sargent, Robert C., "The Road Never
Traveled," 140-142
Sargent, Shirley, "In Memorium," 109;
Yosemite and Its Innkeepers, rev.,
331
Schemper, Leonard, 193, 196
Schmoe, Floyd, The Big Sur, rev.,
323-324
Schnell, John, 249
School segregation, in Ca., 72, 182, 183,
184; in Texas, 127, 128
Schools of higher learning, in Ca., see
158-166; see also, 407-423
Schweitzer, Jeffrey, "Afloat to Stockton," 1-3
Scott Bernice, Junipero Serra, rev.,
485-486
Scott , Daniel, 182
Scott, Sir Walter, 202
Sea otters, 467, 473, 474
Seelye, Michael D., rev . of Heizer, The
Destruction of California Indians,
217-218; rev . of Marriott and Rachlin, Plains Indians Mythology, 491
Segregation, of schools, Ca., 72, 182,
183, 184; in Texas, 127, 128
Segregation, social, Texas, 127
Selvin, David F., Sky Full of Storm,
rev ., 84-85
Serra, Fray Junipero, 22, 25
Shakespeare, William, 4, 5
Shananditti, by Keith Winter, rev.,
210-211
Shaw, George Bernard, 4
Shaws Flats, Tuolumne County, 61, 63,
308
Shebl, James, rev. of Hayman, The
Young John Steinbeck, 89-90; Ill;
rev . of Laval, As Pop Saw It, 327;
rev. of Valjean, John Steinbeck: The
Errant Knight, 487-88
Shelekov, Grigori, 28
Shelton, Henry, 255, 257
Sherman, William Tecumseh, 448
The Shirley Letters, by Clappe, ex. , 298
Shubert, Carl, 140
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Siberia, Russia, 27, 28
Simson, Robert, 305
Sisson, James E., III, 6
Sitka, Alaska, 30, 31
The Sivaistic Vision, by Bill Hotchkiss,
rev., 502
"Six Months in Chignik, Alaska," by
Jeanette Gould Maino, 475-483
Six Months in the Gold Mines, by
Buffum, ex., 288-289
Siyakumna Indians, 52, 431
Skowronski, Carl A., The Rainbow
Route, rev ., 93
Sky Full of Storm, by David F. Selvin,
rev., 84-85
Sloan, Robert E., The Rainbow Route,
rev., 93
Smally, John, 2
Smith, Asa Bowen, 149
Smith, Charles W., Journal of a Trip to
California, rev., 217
Smith, Dr. George Otis, 40
Smith, Gerald A., Indian Rock Art of
Southern California, rev., 495-496
Smith, Herbert A., 34
Smith, James F., 416
Smith, Jedediah Strong, 53
Smith, Reuben W., rev. of Sloan and
Skowronski, The Rainbow Route, 93;
rev. of Conde, Sugar Trains Pictorial,
94
Smith, Robert E., rev . of Gordon,
Junipero Serra, 316-317; rev. of
Gordon, Charles F. Lummis, 316317; rev. of Fiske and Lummis,
Charles F. Lummis, 316-317
Smith, Wally, 22
Smith, Walter H . F., rev. of Sloan and
Sko~ronski, The Rainbow Route, 93
Smutny, Ernestine, "Notes from the
Book Editor," 96-108 ; 220-232; 332348; 507-517; rev. of Hunt, Arctic
Passage, 325-327; rev . of Clark, The
Journals of Alfred Doten, 1849-1903,
503-504; rev. of Wiltsee, The Pioneer
Miner and the Pack Mule Express,
and Wiltsee, Gold Rush Steamers of
the Pacific, 504-505
Socialism, 116, 172, 174
Socialist Party, 112

Sociedad Mutualista Ignacio Zaragoza,
130
Solidarity, ex., 121
Some California Catholic Reminiscences
for the U.S. Bicentennial, ed. by
Francis J . Weber, rev., 493-494
"Some Sources of Jack London's Titles,"
by Robin Lampson, 4-7
Sonoma, Ca., 57; early church schools
in, 166; 433
Sonoma County, 22
Sonora, Ca., 133, 136, 291
Southern Pacific Railroad, 62
Spain, 23
Spalding, Henry Harmon, 148, 149, 150
Spanish Armada, 4 7, 48
Speaker, George, 296, 297
Spokane Indians, 149, 150, 151
Stamp mills, 293
Stanford, Leland, 443
Stanford University, 408, 421
Stanislaus City, Ca., see Ripon
Stanislaus County, see 52-66; 189-201;
305-315
Stanislaus River, 53, 54, 56, 57, 58, 133,
191, 291, 305, 429, 437
Star of Alaska (ship), 477, 481, 483
State Normal School, 170, 421, 449
States-rights issue (Hoover Admin .), 42
Steamboats, in Ca., 1-3
Stegner, Wallace, 116
Stein, Lou, San Diego County Place
Names, rev., 212-213
Steinbeck, John, 5
Stephens, James, 306
Sterling, George, 464
Stewart, Dr. George, 37
Stockton, Ca., 1-2, 54, 55, 56, 57, 62,
182, 183, 184, 233-236 passim, 255,
257, 260, 307; see 425-460; early
church schools in, 166
Stockton, Commodore Robert F., 434,
437, 440
Stockton Evening Mail, ex ., 430, 438439
Stockton Journal, ex., 186
Stockton Record, ex., 444; ment., 448
Stockton Times, ex., 265
Stoddard, Charles Warren, 417
Stout, William, 59, 60
Striped Bass Association, 15

"A Stroll Through the Diggings," by
Kelly, ex., 267, 300
Stuart, Joseph F ., 191
Stuart, Reginald, 448
Stuart, Mrs . Reginald, 111
Stuart, Robert Y. , 41, 42
Sugar Pine, Ca., 133
Sugar Trains Pictorial, by Jesse C.
Conde, rev., 94
Suisun, Ca., 169
Sun, Yat-sen, Dr., 356
Susanville, Ca., 364
Sutter, John Augustus, 55, 56, 239, 240,
243, 245, 246, 247, 429, 432, 442
Sutter's Fort, 239, 429, 431, 432, 448
Sutter's Mill, 239, 241, 246, 247
Swann, Arthur W ., rev. of Stein, San
Diego County Place Names, 212-213;
rev . of Ross, Devil on Horseback, 218;
rev. of Pflueger, Charles C. Chapman, 327 -328; rev. of Goddard,
Porfirio Salinas, 329-330; rev. of
Hoopes, What Makes a Man, 330;
rev. of Morgan and Blair, Yesterday's
San Diego, 484-485; rev . of Getlein,
The Lure of the Great West, 503
Swann, Meg, rev. of Stein , San Diego
County Place Names, 212-213
Swanzy, F. M ., 368
Sweet, Dr . Georgina, 371
Swett, John, 182

- TTahquitz Mining District, 278, 279,
280, 281
Tam, Joseph T., 427
Tansill, Lt. Robert, 436
Tarantino, Gaetano, 8, 9, 19
Taylor, Bayard, 446, 448
Taylor, PaulS., see 123-131
"Tea, Crumpets and San Jacinto Gold,"
by John R . Brumgardt, 277-285
Terrell, John Upton, The Plains Apache,
rev ., 218-219
Texas, Mexican labor in, 126, 127, 128
Texas Cowboy Artists Association, XIT,
rev., 325
The Texans, by David Nevin, rev.,
484
Thaw, Harry K., 416
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Thomas, W. Stephen, Fort Davis and
the Texas Frontier, rev. 501
Thompson, Charles, 297, 299
Thorneloe, Henry, 255-261 passim
Thresher, M. S., 184
Thurman, Dr. A. Odell, "The Negro in
California Before 1890," Part II,
67-72; Part III, 177-188
Tinkham, George H., 430, 444
Tobin, Neil, 468, 469, 474
Tone, John H., 305
Trahern, George W ., 61, 62, 199, 306,
307, 308
Treaty of Versailles, 400, 403
"A Tribute to Warren H. Atherton,"
by Stanley E. McCaffrey, 233-36
Tuolumne County, 132, 137, 266, 299
Tupou, Queen Salote (of Tonga), 374
Turner, Frederick J., 112
Turner, Wilson G., Indian Rock Art of
Southern California, rev., 495-496
Tyler, Ronnie C., Santiago Vidaurri
and the Southern Confederacy, rev.,
215-216

- UUmpqua Indians, 153
UNESCO, 373
Unionization of Mexican workers, 125,
126, 127, 130
U.S.S.R., see Russia
U.S. Forest Service, 35, 37, 41, 42
University of California, 158, 160, 162,
166, 172, 388, 389, 409, 416, 417,
419, 421, 427, 451
University of San Francisco, 160, 164
University of Santa Clara, 160, 165, see
407-423
University of the Pacific, 111, 160, 162,
165, 202, 235, 408
Utopian colonies, in Ca., 172

- VVacaville, Ca., early church schools in,
166, 169
Valjean, Nelson, John Steinbeck: The
Errant Knight, rev., 487-488
The Valley of the Moon, by Jack
London, rev., 320-321
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VanSlyke, A. E., 309-310
Varsi, Father Aloysius, 409-414 passim,
418, 419, 422
Villard, Oswald Garrison, 398, 399
Vinet, Peter, 60, 311
Virginia Company, 49
Visalia, Ca., 182, 184
Vladimir, Prince of Kiev, 27
Voyage of the Eye, by Brett Weston,
rev., 214-215

- WWagener, Ernest, 60
Walker, Dale L., 6; Death Was the
Black Horse, rev., 78-80
Walker, Elkanah, 151
W alker, Mary, 149, 150
Walnut Grove, Ca., 353-359 passim
Walsh, Nicolas, 305
Walsh, Sen. 'f.homasJ ., 42
Wasco Indians, 153
Washburn, Earl J ., rev . of Palmquist,
Fine California Views, 83-84
Washington Conference, 397-401
passim
Watkins, Arthur, 189, 192, 193
Watkins, George Stanley, 190, 193
Watkins, John P., 189, 190, 192, 193,
309
Watkins, Louis Edwin, 189, 193
Webb, Henry L., 305
Weber, Belle McKinnon, 450
Weber, Captain Charles David Maria,
~.~.~.~.~.~,sooti5~W

Weber, Charles M., II, 448-450, 452,
453, 455
Weber, Charles M., III, 442, 449, 450,
455
Weber, Charles M ., IV, 455
Weber, Francis J., ed., Some California Catholic Reminiscences for the
U.S. Bicentennial, and Saint Vibiana's Cathedral, A Centennial History, rev. , 493-494
Weber, Gertrud Parzy, 455
Weber, Grace May Sinnott, 449, 450,
455
Weber, Helen Murphy, 441, 445, 447455 passim
Weber, John Frederick, 455

Weber, Julia Helen, 427, 429, 434, 439,
44 7-456 passim
Weber, Thomas Jefferson, 448, 450
Weed, Ca., 364
Wells, Rev. James W ., 200, 313, 314
The Western Art of James Barna, intro.
by Ian Ballantine, rev., 82
Western California Fish Co., 17
Western Federation of Miners, ll3, 120
Western Pacific Railroad, 443
Weston, Brett, Voyage of the Eye, rev.,
214-215
"What Is Gold?" by Jean Rossi, 237
What Makes a Man, by Chad L.
Hoopes, rev., 330
Whitcraft, John, 169
White, Stanford, 415-416
White, Stephen M., 416
Whitfield, Jeanne, "Byron Hot Springs,"
143-146
Whitman, Marcus, 148-154 passim
Whitman, Narcissa, 148, 154
Whittaker, Trisha, rev. of de Ia Pena,
With Santa Ana in Texas, 74-75
Wilbur, Ray Lyman, 35, 37, 39, 40, 41,
42
Willamette University, 160
Willamette Valley, Ore., 148-152
passim
William Stewart Young, 1859-1937:
Builder of California Institutions,
by Nellie May Young, rev., 216-217
Williams, John, 56, 58, 432
Williams, Michael, 197
Williams, William H ., "A Means to an
End: Oregon's Protestant Missionaries View the Indian," 147-156
William the Conquerer, 49
Wills, William Henry, 252
Wilson, Francis C., 41
Wiltsee, .Ernest A., The Pioneer Miner
and the Pack Mule Express and Gold
Rush Steamers of the Pacific, rev .,
504-505
Wing, Jim, 203
Winter, Sen. Charles E., 42
Winter, John, 247
Winter, Keith, Shananditti, rev., 2102ll
Without Noise of Arms, by Walter
Briggs, rev ., 499-500

With Santa Ana in Texas, by Jose
Enrique de Ia Pena, rev., 74-75
"A Woman's Experience in California,"
ex. from Household Words, 257-259
The Women at Point Sur, by Robinson
Jeffers, rev., 502
Women missionaries, 149, 150, 154
Women's movement, 367-377
Wood, Raymund F., "East and West
Meet in California in 1806," 22-33
Wood, R. Coke, rev. of Nadeau, The
Real Joaquin Murieta, 85-86; Ill;
rev . of Ledabrand, Lowenkopf and
Patterson, Yesterday's California,
2ll-212; rev . of Likes and Day, From
This Mountain, 212; rev. of Crump,
California's Spanish Missions, 215;
rev. of Scott, Junipero Serra, 485486; rev. of Nasatir, Brand Book
Number Four, San Diego Corral of
the Westerners, 485; rev. of Kocher,
California's Old Missions, 485; rev .
of Habig, The Alamo Chain of
Missions, 503
Worcester, Donald E., ed. , Forked
Tongues and Broken Treaties, rev.,
486
Wurster, Wilson, 456
Wysinger, Arthur, 184

- XXIT, by Caleb Pirtle and the Texas
Cowboy Artists Association, rev., 325

- YYancey, Amanda, 132-137 passim
Yancey, Bud, 132-138 passim
Yancey, Ethyl, 134, 135
Yancey, Lena, 134
Yancey, Paul, 134, 135, 136
Yaple, Perry, 61, 63, 64, 199, 200, 312
Yesterday's California, by Russ Leadabrand, Shelly Lowenkopf, and Bryce
Patterson, rev., 2ll-212
Yesterday's San Diego, by Neil Morgan
and Tom Blair, rev., 484-485

537

Yoder, Don, American Folklife, rev.,
492-493
Yosemite and Its Innkeepers, by Shirley
Sargent, rev., 331
Young, Brigham, 58, 59, 60
Young, Father Edmund, 414, 415 , 416
Young, Nellie Mae, William Stewart
Young, 1859-1937: Builder of California Institutions, rev ., 216-217
The Young John Steinbeck, by Lee
Richard Hayman, rev ., 89-90
"The Yukon," by Joaquin Miller, ex., 7
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BY EUGENE MANLOVE RHODES
THE RHODES READER: Stories of Virgins, Villains, and Varmints. A remarkable collection of short stories by one of the
leading literary figures of the 1920's and 30's. Tales of excitement and suspense that will last and be enjoyed by future generations. Cloth, $9.95; paper, $3.95.
PASO POR A QUI. Pat Garrett is one of the characters in this
memorial to the decent people of the world who have "passed
this way" without fanfare. One of the most read and re-read
western stories. $3.95.
COPPER STREAK TRAIL. Unlimited, prankish wit and Sherlock Holmesian mind make this story what a London Times
reviewer called "Wild West fiction with a difference ." A classic
suspense western. $3.95.
THE PROUD SHERIFF. Set in the mining town of Hillsboro,
New Mexico ... filled with the fascinating characters created by
this master of his art. $3.95.
THE TRUSTY KNAVES. Revolves around a "fool-proof, hogtight, bull-strong, horse-high" plot to rob a bank. The hero is
based on Bill Doolin, the real-life Oklahoma Territory outlaw.
$3.95.
STEPSONS OF LIGHT. A recounting of cold-blooded murder,
of v illainy, of raw justice, and of good men and true . Set in
frontier New Mexico. $3.95.
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